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ST JOHN CHRYSOSTOM'S DOCTRINE OF BAPTISM 

By 

Constantine Kleanthous 

This thesis represents a general introductory investigation into St John 

Chrysostom's doctrine of Baptism on the basis of his Baptismal Catechetical 

Orations and all other relevant texts from the vast corpus of his writings. 

It consists of three parts which deal with: i) the presuppositions and 

preparation for Baptism, ii) the baptismal liturgy and its meaning and iii) the 

general understanding of Baptism. 

The first part investigates the roles of the candidates for Baptism, their 

sponsors who accompany them and the priests who baptize them, and 

concentrates on the themes of repentance, good works, fasting and prayer, 

which are essential to the preparation of the candidates and the contents of the 

catechetical teaching which they receive. 

The second part goes through the baptismal liturgy step by step and as far 

as Chrysostom's texts bear witness to it and attempts to bring out the meaning 

of the various acts involved, especially those of exorcism, renunciation of satan, 

uniting with Christ, chrismation and anointing, confession, baptism, the new 

garments, the Lord's prayer, the exchange of brotherly kiss and communion in 

the Body and Blood of Christ. 

The third part attempts to formulate a general understanding of Baptism by 

selecting four main themes, 1) the act of Baptism, as an act of divine adoption 

which is performed only once, 2) the connection between Baptism and Christ, 

understood on the one hand as participation in his crucifixion, death, burial and 

resurrection and, on the other hand, as a spiritual wedding, 3) the connection 

between Baptism and the Holy Spirit, expounded in terms of the Spirit as a gift 

to the believer and the believer's new life in the Spirit, and finally 4) the 

connection between Baptism and the believer, expounded in terms of 

regeneration, forgiveness of sins and purification, mortification of passions and 

rejuvenation and purity. 

What is particularly significant in the emerging conclusions which bring 

together the main points of the three parts of the dissertation is the free 

coordination of divine grace and human response, which are typical of the mind 

of the great catechist and pastor of the early Church, St John Chrysostom. 
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PROLOGUE 

The topic of this dissertation was suggested to me by my supervisor, 

the Very Rev. Dr George D. Dragas, to whom I am deeply grateful for 

his invaluable guidance and assistance. The content is entirely based on 

the study of the original texts, although secondary literature has also 

been taken into account. I attempted to be as comprehensive as possible 

and I believe that not only in the method but also in the content my 

work exhibits a fair amount of originality. 

The composition and completion of this research would have been 

impossible had it not been for the moral support of my wife and my 

family. The Pan-Cypriot Gymnasium in Nicosia, Cyprus, where I teach, 

granted me leave of absence and St John's College, University of 

Durham, provided me with an excellent environment for pursuing my 

research. I cannot but acknowledge my debt to the above and especially 

to the University of Durham and the Department of Theology for 

granting me the privilege to be associated with such a prestigious 

institution. 

Above all, however, I am grateful to the merciful Lord who enabled 

me, in spite of many technical difficulties, to bring my work to 

completion. I would like to dedicate this to my children and to my 

pupils. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. The Twelve Baptismal Orations 

It is generally accepted as an indisputable fact that the beginning of 

the Church is concurrent with the miracle of creation. Through this 

miracle "the creator of heaven and earth" invites his creatures "which 

came into being out of nothing" into a true communion of worship and 

love with himself. Such a communion lies at the heart of the essence of 

the Church. 

More specifically, however, the official foundation of the Church 

took place "when the day of Pentecost was completed"(l) and the 

multitudes of people, accepting "Peter's word", were baptized and thus, 

"three thousand souls were added on that day". (2) As time went on the 

followers of the new faith increased daily, because "the Lord added on 

those who were saved daily in the Church".(3) Consequently, the great 

miracle of the creation and increase of "the new Israel", the Church, was 

due on the one hand to its Head, its Divine Founder, who is none other 

than the Lord Jesus Christ, the invisible guide of "the new race of men" 

to their final destiny and, on the other hand, to Christ's earthly 

instruments, the holy Apostles, who, as vessels of his grace, taught the 

Gospel of Christ "as God's power unto salvation for everyone who 

believes, first for every Jew and then for every Greek~'(4) 

While the Church, however, "made disciples of all the nations", 

initiating them into the world-saving message of Divine Love, already 

from its first steps it was threatened by "wild wolves which taught in a 
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distorted fashion". ( 5) This internal danger of heresies, which distorted the 

Church's faith and teaching, led the disciples away from the right path of 

the Church's faith and made them follow behind these heretical ways.(6) 

Besides, it happened that some Pagans as well as some Jews became 

Christians, not out of true faith and enthusiasm but out of sheer 

self-interest. 

These sad events led the Church to defend its teaching by 

systematizing its dogmas and to prevent the entry of unworthy and 

dangerous people into its ranks by instituting stricter measures for 

accepting new members into its own body. In relation to the latter, 

already from the early centuries, great care and extensive examination 

was exercised in connection with those who wished to enter the Church's 

ranks and be counted as Christians by participating in the sacrament of 

Baptism. 

Thus, in the early Church we witness the creation of an order of 

people called "the catechumens" ( oi Kcnnxou1J,£V01. ). Such people were 

under trial as they were prepared for Holy Baptism, through which they 

would, in due course, enter the Church, becoming "co-citizens with the 

saints and fellows of God". (7) 

The catechumens had originally their names entered into a special 

list, but later on they were accepted as such through having hands laid 

on them and thus becoming accepted into the bosom of the Church as 

"fellows" (oiK£iot), rather than "faithful children" (~:£Kva mo1:a).(8) 

They had the right to participate in the office and to be present at the 

celebration of the liturgy of the catechumens. 

The catechumens were catechized into the appropriation or certain 

fundamental Christian truths by clergy and lay people(9) for a period of 
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two or three years. (10) The whole programme of catechization was aimed 

at "the strengthening of the catechumens in the faith of the True God 

and their total rejection of the superstitions of paganism". ( 11) 

The most appropriate period for catechetical instruction was that of 

the Great Lent and the best time for Baptism was the night of Great 

Saturday leading to Easter Sunday, exactly before the divine Liturgy of 

the Resurrection. This was done then because "Baptism is a type of the 

Burial and the Resurrection of the Lord; and because Saturday lies 

between the Burial and the Resurrectio~1• (12) Indeed, during the divine 

Liturgy which followed after Baptism, the whole space of the church 

building was brightened up by the presence of the newly-illumined 

Christians who, dressed up in white (A.£UX£liJ.OVO\>V1:WV) and carrying 

lighted candles, came forth first, before everybody else, to receive their 

first Communion. 

Subsequently and during the entire Easter Week (ot O:Kat vnot IJ.O<;; 

£13oo~J,0:<;;) the "newly-illumined" (w:oq>C:nto'tot), or "newly-planted" 

(v£6q>u'tot) Christians, attended Church 

(£w%nnov £o8i]'ta)(13) and stood in the 

wearing a "bright dress" 

same place(14) listening to 

catechetical homilies which were known as the "mystagogical" ones. 

Through these homilies they were led to the knowledge of the Sacraments 

of the Church in which they were now able to participate. 

The mystagogical catechetical teaching was concluded on the Sunday 

of Thomas and everything ended when each one of the newly-illumined 

catechumens, took off the white "bright dress". 

This event, being of such a central significance in the life of the 

early Church, provided the opportunity for Cyril of Jerusalem, Theodore 

of Mopsuestia, John Chrysostom, Gregory of Nyssa, Augustine of Hippo, 
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Proclos of Constantinople and others to compile their famous catechetical 

homilies, among which those Twelve of St. John Chrysostom of 

Constantinople occupy a notable place. 

Originally only two catechetical homilies of Chrysostom were known, 

namely, those edited in the well known Patrologia Graeca of J. P. 

Migne. (15) Later on, and to be precise, in 1909, Papadopoulos

Kerameus, a Lecturer of Modern Greek Language and Literature at the 

University of St. Petersburg, discovered in a lOth century Greek 

Manuscript of the Synodical Library of Moscow, three more catechetical 

homilies of St. John Chrysostom, which he published in his book, Varia 

Graeca Sacra ... St. Petersburg 1909, pp. 155-186. 

Then, in 1955 the Assumptionist Antoine Wenger, Professor of the 

Theological School of Lyon in France, in his attempt to discover works 

of Severian of Gabbala in the Monasteries of the Holy Mountain of 

Athos found by sheer chance in Codex 6 of the Holy Monastery of 

Stavroniketa an 11th century Manuscript which contained eight catechetical 

homilies of John Chrysostom, seven of which were completely unknown. 

Wenger published these homilies with an extensive introduction in the 

50th volume of the series Sources chretiennes giving them the title: Jean 

Chrysostome huit catecheses baptismales, inedites, Paris 1957. 

Thus, the number of Chrysostom's surviving Catechetical Homilies 

became twelve. It should be noted, however, that the first and the 

second of these homilies, originally published by Bernard de Montfaucon 

in volume II of his 0 per a S .P .N. Ioanni Chrysostomi (Paris 1834) cis. 

265-275 and 276-287, seem to belong to a different cycle from the other 

ten. It appears that both were delivered in Antioch, the first one thirty 

days before Easter and the second one ten days after the first. 
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In Migne's edition the first homily was placed after the homilies On 

the statutes, because it deals with the subject of "the oath" which is 

treated by John Chrysostom in detail in the previous work. It is because 

of this that Montfaucon placed this homily after the homilies On the 

statutes around the year A.D. 387 - which, however, was opposed by 

Tillemont (1677 - 1698). The so-called second homily was delivered after 

A.D. 387, since it makes mention of the homilies On the statutes which 

had been delivered in that year. Similar points can be made about the 

three catechetical homilies, Nos 2, 3 and 4, edited by Papadopoulos

Kerameus. The first one is unknown and is believed to have been 

delivered at Antioch in the year A.D. 388. 

As regards the eight homilies of the Holy Monastery of Stavroni

keta, which were edited by Wenger, it can be said with good certainty 

that they form a complete cycle of catechetical homilies exhibiting a 

wonderful organic unity. The first three are quite similar to those 

published by Papadopoulos-Kerameus. Indeed the third one is No 4 (3rd) 

of Papadopoulos-Kerameus and is also known from an ancient Latin 

version. 

It appears that these homilies were delivered in Antioch between the 

years A.D. 389-398. Nos 4-8 are mystagogical and were delivered as 

follows: The 4th on Easter Sunday, or on the Monday of New Week, the 

5th on the Tuesday, the 6th on the Wednesday, the 7th on the Friday 

and the 8th on the Saturday when the celebrations of the newly-illumined 

ended, since such celebrations, taking place after Baptism, had a duration 

of seven days. 

As far as the genuineness of these homilies is concerned we are 

certain, according to Wenger's analysis, that we have before us yet 
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another unknown work of this great Father of the Church. Indeed, 

Wenger contends that this discovery is the most notable contribution to 

Chrysostom's literary work since the time of Montfaucon and up to this 

day. (16) Similar views were entertained by Professor Panagiotis Bratsiotis 

of the University of Athens who found these homilies "most interesting 

and most important". (17) 

The above catechetical homilies together with all such homilies of 

Chrysostom differ from those of Cyril of Jerusalem and can be 

characterized as catechisms in the broader sense of the word. 

For our present study we have used the following texts: 

(1) The eight catechisms of A. Wenger, published in the volume 

50bis of Sources Chretiennes (Jean Chrysostome Huit Catecheses 

Baptismales Inedites, 2e Edition, Paris 1970). 

(2) Catechisms 9 and 10 of B. de Montfaucon, which are in volume 

2, pp. 265-287, and are known as First and Second Catechisms. 

(3) Catechisms 11 and 12, published by Papadopoulos-Kerameus 

(Varia Graeca Sacra, Petersburg 1909, pp. 154-175) and known as Nos 2 

and 3 because No 4 (3rd) of these is the same with Wenger's third. 
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2. Other relevant Chrysostpmian texts in P.G. vols. 47-63 

IN MATTHAEUM HOMIL. X. 
IN MATTHAEUM HOMIL. X. 
IN MATTHAEUM HOMIL. X. 
IN MATTHAEUM HOMIL. X. 
IN MATTHAEUM HOMIL. XI.4, 
IN MATTHAEUM HOMIL. XI-.5, 
IN MATTHAEUM HOMIL. XI.6, 
IN MATTHAEUM HOMIL. XII.2, 
IN MATTHAEUM HOMIL. XII. 
IN MATTHAEUM HOMIL. XII.3, 
IN MATTHAEUM HOMIL. XII.4, 
IN MATTHAEUM HOMIL. XLIII.al.XLIV 
IN MATTHAEUM HOMIL. XLIII.al.XLIV 
IN MATTHAEUM HOMIL. XLIII.al.XLIV4 
IN MATTHAEUM HOMIL. L. al. LI. 3 
IN MATTHAEUM HOMIL. L. al. LI. 
IN MATTHAEUM HOMIL. LIV. al. LV. 
IN MATTHAEUM HOMIL. LXV.al.LXVI. 
IN MATTHAEUM HOMIL. LXV.al.LXVI.3 
IN MATTHAEUM HOMIL. XX,29-XXI, 
11 HOMIL. LXVII, al. LXVIII 
IN MATTHAEUM HOMIL. LXXIX.al.LXXX. 

P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 

P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 

22. IN MATTHAEUM HOMIL. XXVI, 26-35, 
HOMIL. LXXXII al. LXXXIII P.G. Vol. 

23. IN MATTHAEUM HOMIL. XC. al. XCI P.G. Vol. 
24. IN JOANNEM HOMIL II. al. 1 P.G. Vol. 
2 5 • I N J 0 AN N E l~ H 0 M I L X • a 1 • I X P • G . V o 1 • 
26. IN JOANNEM HOMIL X. al. IX, 3 P.G. Vol. 
27. IN JOANNEM HOMIL 1, 16-17 

HOMIL. XIV, al. XIII, 3 P.G. Vol. 
28. IN JOANNEM HIMIL XVI al.XV. 3 P.G. Vol. 
29. IN JOANNEM HOMIL XVI.al.XV. P.G. Vol. 
30. IN JOANNEM HOMIL I. 28 HOMIL. 

XVII. al. XVI. I. P.G. Vol. 
31. IN JOANNEM HOMIL I. 28 HOMIL. 

32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 

37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 

XVII. al. XVI. 
IN JOANNEM HOMIL. VXII. al.XVI 
IN JOANNEM HOMIL. VXII. al.XVI 
IN JOANNEM HOMIL. VX~I. a~.XVI 
IN JOANNEM HOMIL. XVII. al.XVII 
IN JOANNEM II. 11-23 HOMIL XXIII. 

P.G. Vol. 
2 P.G. Vol. 

P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 

al. XXII. P.G. Vol. 
IN JOANNEM HOMIL XXV. al. XXIV. P.G. Vol. 
IN JOANNEM HOMIL XXV. al. XXrV. P.G. Vol. 
IN JOANNEM HOMIL XXV. al. XXIV. P.G. Vol. 
IN JOANNEM HOMIL XXV. al. XXIV. P.G. Vol. 
IN JOANNEM HOMIL XXV. al. XXIV. 3 P.G. Vol. 
IN JOANNEM HOMIL XXVI. al. XXV.· 6 P.G. Vol. 
IN JOANNEM HOMIL XXVI. al. XXV. P.G. Vol. 
IN JOANNEM HOMIL XXVII. al.XXVI. 9 P.G. Vol. 
IN JOANNEM HOMIL XXVII. al.XXVI. P.G. Vol. 

57, Col. 185 
57, Col. 186 
57, Col. 190 
57, Col. 193 
57, Col. 196 
57, Col. 197 
57, Col. 198 
57, Col. 203 
57, Col. 204 
57, Col. 205 
57, Col. 206 
57, Col. 457 
57, Col. 458 
57, Col. 461 
58, Col. 507 
58, Col. 508 
58, Col. 537 
58, Col. 619 
58, Col. 620 

58, Col. 632 
58, Col. 718 

58, Col. 743 
58, Col. 789 
59, Col. 29 
59, Col. 75 
59, Col. 76 

59, Col. 95 
59, Col. 105 
59, Col. 106 

59, Col. 107 

59, 
59, 
59, 
59, 
59, 

Col. 108 
Col. 109 
Col. 110 
Col. 111 
Col. 114 

59, Col. 139 
59, Col. 147 
59, Col. 148 
59, Col. 149 
59, Col. 150 
59, Col. 151 
59, Col. 153 
59, Col. 155 
59, Col. 157 
59, Col. 158 

4 6 . IN J 0 ANN EM H 0 r.n L X XV I I I. a 1. X XV I I 1 P . G . V o 1. 5 9 , Co l. 1 6 1 
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47. IN JOANNEM HOMIL. 111 22-30 HOMIL 
XXIX. al. XXVIII. P.G. Vol. 59, Col. 167 

48. IN JOANNEM HOMIL. 111 22-30 HOMIL 
XXIX. al. XXVIII, 2 P.G. Vol. 

49. IN JOANNEM HOMIL. XXXV.al.XXXIV. P.G. Vol. 
50. IN JOANNEM HOMIL. XXXVI.al.XXXV. 1 P.G. Vol. 
51. IN JOANNEM HOMIL. XXXVI.al.XXXV. P.G. Vol. 
52. IN JOANNEM HOMIL. XVI. 4-15 HOMIL 

53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
59. 
60. 

61. 

62. 
63. 
64. 
65. 

66. 

67. 
68. 
69. 

LXXVIII. al. LXXVII. 
IN ACTA APOSTOLORUM HOMIL. I. 
IN ACTA APOSTOLORUM HOMIL. I. 
IN ACTA APOSTOLORUM HOMIL. I. 
IN ACTA APOSTOLORUM HOMIL. I. 
IN ACTA APOSTOLORUM HOMIL. II. 
IN ACTA APOSTOLORUM HOMIL. II. 
IN ACTA APOSTOLORUM HOMIL. IV. 
IN ACTA APOSTOLORUM 11, 37-47 
HOMIL. VII. 
IN ACTA APOSTOLORUM 11, 37-47 
HOMIL. VII. 
IN "ACTA APOSTOLORUM HOMIL. VII. 
IN ACTA APOSTOLORUM HOMIL. XXIII. 
IN ACTA APOSTOLORUM HOMIL. XXIII. 
IN ACTA APOSTOLORUM X. 44-XI.lS 
HOMIL. XXIV. 
IN ACTA APOSTOLORUM X. 44-XI.lS 

P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 

7 P.G. Vol. 
8 P.G. Vol. 

P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 

2 P.G. Vol. 

2 P.G. Vol. 

P.G. Vol. 
P.G. VDl. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 

1 P.G. Vol. 

HOMIL. XXIV. P.G. Vol. 
IN ACTA APOSTOLORUM HOMIL. XXIV. P.G. Vol. 
IN ACTA APOSTOLORUM HOMIL. XXIV. P.G. Vol. 
IN ACTA APOSTOLORUM X. 44-XI. 
18 HOMIL. XXIV. 3 P.G. Vol. 

70. IN ACTA APOSTOLORUM X. 44-XI. 

71. 
72. 
73. 
74. 
75. 
76. 
77. 
78. 
79. 
80. 
81. 
82. 
83. 
84. 
85. 
86. 
87. 
88. 
89. 
90. 
91. 
92. 

18 HOMIL. XXIV. 
IN ACTA APOSTOLORUM HOMIL. XXXI. 
IN ACTA APOSTOLORUM HOMIL. XL 
IN ACTA APOSTOLORUM HOMIL. XL 
IN ACTA APOSTOLORUM HOMIL. XL 
IN ACTA APOSTOLORUM HOMIL. XL 
IN ACTA APOSTOLORUM HOMIL. XLI 
IN ACTA APOSTOLORUM HOMIL. XLVII. 
IN ACTA APOSTOLORUM HOMIL. XLVII. 
IN EPIST AD ROM HOMIL. II. 
IN EPIST AD ROM HOMIL. X. 
IN EPIST AD ROM HOMIL. X. 
IN EPIST AD ROM HOMIL. XI. 
IN EPIST AD ROM HOMIL. XI. 
IN ~PIST AD ROM HOMIL. XI. 
IN EPIST AD ROM HOMIL. XI. 
IN EPIST AD ROM HOMIL. XI. 
IN EPIST AD ROM HOMIL. XI. 
IN EPIST AD ROM HOMIL. XI. 
IN EPIST AD ROM HOMIL. XIII. 
IN EPIST AD ROM HOMIL. XIV. 
IN EPIST AD ROM HOMIL. XIV. 
IN EPIST AD ROM HOMIL. XVI, 

3 P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 

4 P.G. Vol. 
5 P.G. Vol. 
1 P.G. Vol. 

P.G. Vol. 
2 P.G. Vol. 
3 P.G. Vol. 
4 P.G. Vol. 
5 P.G. Vol. 

P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 

4 P.G. Vol. 

59, Col. 168 
59, Col. 197 
59, Col. 203 
59, Col. 204 

59, Col. 424 
60, Col. 21 
60, Col. 22 
60, Col. 23 
60, Col. 24 
60, Col. 25 
60, Col. 26 
60, Col. 44 

60, Col. 68 

60, Col. 64 
60, Col. 65 
60, Col. 181 
60, Col. 182 

60, Col. 183 

60, Col. 184 
60, Col. 185 
60, Col. 186 

60, Col. 187 

60, Col. 188 
60, Col. 228 
60, Col. 282 
60, Col. 283 
60, Col. 284 
60, Col. 285 
60, Col. 291 
60, Col. 325 
60, Col. 326 
60, Col. 409 
60, Col. 479 
60, Col. 480 
60, Col. 483 
60, Col. 484 
60, Col. 485 
60, Col. 487 
60, Col. 488 
60, Col. 489 
60, Col. 490 
60, Col. 520 
60, Col. 525 
60, Col. 533 
60, Col. 553 
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95. IN EPIST I "AD" 
96. IN EPIST I "AD" 
97. IN EPIST I "AD" 

6-16 HOMIL VII. 
98. IN EPIST I "AD" 
99. IN EPIST I "AD" 
100. IN EPIST I "AD" 
101. IN EPIST I "AD" 
102. IN EPIST I "AD" 
103. IN EPIST I "AD" 
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COR. HOMIL. III. 3 P.G. Vol. 
COR. HOMIL. III. P.G. Vol. 
COR. HOMIL. VII. P.G. Vol. 
COR. HOMIL. VII. P.G. Vol. 
COR. HOMIL. II. 

P.G. Vol. 
COR. HOMIL. VIII. P.G. Vol. 
COR. HOMIL.XXIII.2 P.G. Vol. 
COR. HOMIL.XXIII. P.G. Vol. 
COR. HOMIL. XXIX.l P.G. Vol. 
COR. HOMIL. XXX. P.G. Vol. 
COR. HOMIL. XII. 

61, 
61, 
61, 

61' 

61, 
61, 
61, 
61, 
61, 
61, 

Col. 25 
Col. 26 
Col. 55 
Co 1. 56 

Col. 68 
Col. 69 
Col. 190 
Col. 191 
Col. 239 
Col. 250 

12-20 HOMIL XXX. P.G. Vol. 61, Col. 251 
104. IN EPIST I "AD" COR. HOMIL. XIV. 

29-34 HOMIL. XL. 1 P.G. Vol. 61, Col. 347 
105. IN EPIST I "AD" COR. HOMIL. XIV. 

29-34 HOMIL. XL. 2 P.G. Vol. 
106. IN EPIST I "AD" COR. HOMIL. XL. P.G. Vol. 
107. IN EPIST I "AD" COR. HOMIL. XLII. P.G. Vol. 
108. IN EPIST II "AD" COR. HOMIL. II. P.G. Vol. 
109. IN EPIST II 
110. IN EPIST II 
111. IN EPIST II 
112. IN EPIST II 

"AD" 
"AD" 
"AD" 
"AD" 

COR. HOMIL. II. P.G. Vol. 
COR. HOMIL. II. P.G. Vol. 
COR. HOMIL. VI. 3 P.G. Vol. 
COR. HOMIL. VII.5 P.G. Vol. 

113. IN CAP. I, 1-24 EPIST. AD GALAT 
COMMENT. P.G. Vol. 

114. IN CAP. I. EPIST AD GALAT COMMENT. P.G. Vol. 
115. IN CAP. II, EPIST AD GALAT COMMENT.P.G. Vol. 
116. IN CAP. II, EPIST AD GALAT COMNENT.P.G. Vol. 
11 7 . I N C A P . V E P I S T AD G A LA T C 0111 ME N T . P . G . V o 1 . 
118. IN EPIST AD EPHES CAP. I. HOMIL.I. P.G. Vol. 
119. IN EPIST AD EPHES CAP. IV. 4-16 

HOMIL. XI. P.G. Vol. 
120. IN EPIST AN EPHES CAP.IV. HOMIL.XI.P.G. Vol. 
121. IN EPIST AD PHILIPP, CAP. I; 

61, Col. 348 
61, Col. 349 
61, Col. 365 
61, co1. 399 
61, Col. 401 
61, Col. 402 
61, Col. 438 
61, Col. 448 

61, Col. 615 
61, Col. 617 
61, Col. 645 
61, Col. 646 
61, Col. 663 
62, Col. 14 

62, Col. 80 
62, Col. 81 

HOMIL. III. 4 P.G. Vol. 62, Col. 203 
122. IN EPIST AD PHILIPP, CAP. I, 

HOMIL. III. 
123. IN EPIST AD PHILIPP, CAP. III. 

HOMIL. XI. 
124. IN EPIST AD PHILIPP, CAP. III, 

7-12 HOMIL. XI. 
125. IN EPIST AD PHILIPP, CAP. III, 

HOMIL. XII. 
126. IN EPIST AD PHILIPP, CAP. III, 

HOMIL. XII. 
127. IN EPIST AD PHILIPP, CAP. III. 

HOMIL, XIII 
128. IN EPIST AD COLOSS. CAP. II. 

HOMIL. VI. 
129. IN EPIST AD COLOSS. CAP. II. 

HOMIL. VI. 
130. IN EPIST. I AD THESSAL. CAP. V. 

1-11 HOMIL. IX. 
131. IN EPIST. I AD THESSAL. CAP. V. 

12-18 HOMIL. X. 
132. IN EPIST. AD TIMOTH, CAP. II. 

HOMIL. V. 

P.G. Vol. 62, Col. 204 

P.G. Vol. 62, Col. 266 

4 P.G. Vol. 62, Col. 268 

P.G. Vol. 62, Col. 269 

P.G. Vol. 62, Col. 270 

P.G. Vol. 62, Col. 277 

P.G. Vol. 62, Col. 338 

P.G. Vol. 62, Col. 342 

P.G. Vol. 62, Col. 447 

P.G. Vol. 62, Col. 456 

P.G. Vol. 62, Col. 625 
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133. IN EPIST. AD HEBRAEOS CAP. VI. 

HOtvliL. IX. P.G. Vol. 63, Col. 77 
134. IN EPIST. AD HEBRAEOS CAP. VI. 

HOMIL. IX. P.G. Vol. 63, Col. 78 
135. IN EPIST.AD HEBRAEOS CAP. VI. 

HOMIL. IX. P.G. Vol. 
136. IN EPIST. AD HEBRAEOS CAP. VI. 

HOMIL. IX. 4 P.G. Vol. 
137. IN EPIST. AD HEBRAEOS CAP. VII. 

HOMIL. XIV. 4 P.G. Vol. 
138. IN EPIST; AD HEBRAEOS CAP. X. 

HOMIL. XX. 1 P.G. Vol. 
139. XI. HOMILIA, DE ELEAZARO ET 

SEPTEM, PUERIS P.G. Vol. 
140. XI. HOMILIA, DE ELEAZARO ET 

SEPTEM, PUERI S P. G. Vol. 
141. D U B I A P.G. Vol. 
142. DE COMPUNCTIONE, AD DEMETRIUM 

LIB I. P.G. Vol. 
143. AD MONITIO IN LIBROS AD STAGIRIUM 

ASCENTAMA DAEMONE OBSESSUM, 7 P.G. Vol. 
144. DE PETIT FILIOR ZEBEDAEI, CONTRA 

ANOMOEOS, VIII. P.G. Vol. 
145. DE CHRISTI DIVINITATE, CONTRA 

ANOMOEOS, XII. P.G. Vol. 
146. DE CHRISTI DIVINITATE, CONTRA 

ANOMOEOS, XII. 2 P.G. Vol. 
147. AD ILLUMINANDOS CATECHESIS I. 1 P.G. Vol. 
148. AD ILLUMINANDOS CATECHESIS I. 
149. AD ILLUMINANDOS CATECHESIS I. 
150. AD ILLUMINANDOS CATECHESIS I. 
151. AD ILLUMINANDOS CATECHESIS I. 
152. AD ILLUMINANDOS CATECHESIS I. 
153. AD ILLUMINANDOS CATECHESIS II. 
154. AD ILLUMINANDOS CATECHESIS II. 
155. AD ILLUMINANDOS CATECHESIS II. 
156. AD ILLUMINANDOS CATECHESIS II. 
157. AD ILLUMINANDOS CATECHESIS II. 
158. AD ILLUMINANDOS CATECHESIS II. 
159. AD ILLUMINANDOS CATECHESIS II. 
160. DE POENITENTIA HOMIL. VIII. 
161. DE BAPTISMO CHRISTI, 
162. DE BAPTISMO CHRISTI, 
163. DE BAPTISMO CHRISTI, 
164. DE BAPTISMO CHRISTI, 
165. DE ~APTISMO CHRISTI, 
166. IN PARALYTICUM DEMISSUM PER 

TECTUM 

P.G. Vol. 
2 P.G. Vol. 
3 P.G. Vol. 

P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 

2 P.G. Vol. 
3 P.G. Vol. 

P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 

5 P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 

2 P.G. Vol. 
3 P.G. Vol. 

P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 

4 P.G. Vol. 

P.G. Vol. 

63, Col. 79 

63, Col. 80 

63, Col. 115 

63, Col. 143 

63, Col. 529 

63, Col. 530 
63, Col. 545 

47, Col. 407 

47, Col. 412 

48, Col. 775 

48, Col. 803 

48, Col. 804 
49, Col. 223 
49, Col. 224 
49, Col. 225 
49, Col. 226 
49, Col. 227 
49, Col. 228 
49, Col. 232 
49, Col. 233 
49, Col. 234 
49, Col. 235 
49, Col. 236 
49, Col. 239 
49, Col. 240 
49, Col. 340 
49, Col. 365 
49, Col. 366 
49, Col. 367 
49, Col. 368 
49, Col. 369 

50, Col. 53 
167. DE RESURRECTION£ D.N. JESU 

CHRISTI - MONITUM P.G. Vol. 50, Col. 432 
168. DE RESURRECTIONE D.N. JESU 

CHRISTI - MONITUM 
169. DE RESURRECTIONE D.N. JESU 

CHRISTI - MONITUM 
170. IN ASCENSIONEM D.N. JESU 

CHRISTI 
171. IN ASCENSIONEM D.N. JESU 

CHRISTI 
172. DE SANCTA PENTECOSTE, HOMIL. I. 
173. DE SANCTA PENTECOSTE, HOMIL. 
174. DE SANCTA PENTECOSTE, HOMIL. II. 

P.G. Vol. 50, Col. 439 

P.G. Vol. 50, Col. 440 

P.G. Vol. 50, Col. 441 

P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 

16 P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 

50, 
50, 
50, 
50, 

Col. 442 
Col. 458 
Col. 461 
Col. 463 
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175. DE SANCTA PENTECOST£, HOMIL. II. P.G. Vol. 
176. IN S. LUCIANUM MARTYREM, 2 P.G. Vol. 
177. DE SS. BERNICE ET PROSDOCE P.G. Vol. 
178. DE BEATO ABRAHAM P.G. Vol. 
179. IN S. JOANNEN PRAEGURSOREM P.G. Vol. 
180. IN S. JOANNEN PRAEGURSOREM P.G. Vol. 
181. SPURIUM: DE OCCURSU DOMINI, DE 

DEIPARA ET SYMEONE P.G. Vol. 
182. SPURIUM: DE OCCURSU DOMINI, DE 

DEIPARA ET SYMEONE P.G. Vol. 
183. IN PARALYTICUM DEMISSUM PER TECTUM P.G. Vol. 

50, Col. 463 
50, Col. 522 
50, Col. 638 
50, Col. 742 
50, Col. 803 
50, Col. 804 

50, Col. 807 

50, Col. 808 
51, Col. 53 

/J 
184. IN INSCRIPTIONEM ATTARIS ET IN 

PRINCIPIUM ACTORUM I. P.G. Vol. 51, Col. 75 
185. IN INCRIPTIONEM ATTARIS ET IN 

PRINCIPIUM ACTORUM I. P.G. Vol. 51, Col. 76 
186. DE UTILIT LECTIONIS SCRIPTURARUM 

I N P R I N C I P . A C T 0 R U ~~ II I . 6 P . G . V o 1 . 51 , Co 1 . 9 6 
187. CUR IN PENTEC. ACTA, ETC IN 

PRINCIP• ACTORUM IV. P.G. Vol. 51, Col. 98 
188. DE FERENDIS REPREHENS, ET DE 

MUTAT NOMINUM III. P.G. Vol. 51, Col. 131 
189. IN ILLUD, PAULUS VOCATUS, ET DE 

MUTAT. NOMINUM IV. P.G. Vol. 
190. IN DICTUM PAULI, NOLO VOS 

IGNORATE, ETC. P.G. Vol. 
191. IN DICTUM PAULI, NOLO VOS 

IGNORATE, ETC. 4 P.G. Vol. 
192. IN DICTU~ PAULI, NOLO VOS 

IGNORATE, ETC. P.G. Vol. 
193. IN DICTUM PAULI, NOLO VOS 

IGNORATE, ETC. 6 P.G. Vol. 
194. IN ILLUD, PAULUS VOCATUS, ET 

DE MUTAT NOMINUM. IV. P.G. Vol. 
195. SERMO POST REDITUM AB EXSILIO P.G. Vol. 
196. HOMIL IN SANCTUM PASCHA, 5 P.G. Vol. 
197. HOMIL IN SANCTUM PASCHA, P.G. Vol. 
198. IN ASCENSIONEM D.N.J.C. ET IN 

PRINCIP. ACT. II. P.G. Vol. 
199. IN ASCENSIONEM D.N.J.C. ET IN 

PRINCIP. ACT. II. 
200. IN ASCENSIONEM D.N.J.C. ET IN 

PRINCIP. ACT. II. 
201. IN CAP. VIII. GENES. HOMIL.XXVII 
202. IN.CAP. XII. GENES. HOMIL. XXXI. 
203. IN CAP. XIII. GENES. HOMIL.XXXIV 
204. IN CAP. X~II. GENES. HOMIL. XL. 
205. IN ~AP. XVIII. GENES. HOMIL. XLI 
206. IN CAP. XVIII. GENES. HOMIL. XLI 
207. EXPOSITIO IN PSALMUM XLIV. 

P.G. Vol. 

P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 

5 P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 

4 P.G. Vol. 
P.G. Vol. 

3 P.G. Vol. 
208. EXPOSITIO IN PSALMUM XLIV. 10 P.G. Vol. 
209. EXPOSITIO IN PSALMUM XLIV. P.G. Vol. 
210. EXPOSITIO IN PSALMUM XLIV. II. P.G. Vol. 
211. EXPOSITIO IN PSALMUM XLIV.XLVIII. P.G. Vol. 
212. EXPOSITIO IN PSALMUM XLIV. CXV. P.G. Vol. 
213. IN PSALMUM CXLV. P.G. Vol. 
214. SPURIUM: IN PSALMUM XCVI. 
215. SPURIA, 

P.G. Vol. 
5 P.G. Vol. 

51, Col. 143 

51, Col. 244 

51, Col. 247 

51, Col. 248 

51, Col. 250 

51, Col. 448 
52, Col. 444 
52, Col. 770 
52, Col. 771 

52, Col. 785 

52, Col. 786 

52, Col. 787 
53, Col. 241 
53, Col. 285 
53, Col. 318 
53, Col. 368 
53, Col. 373 
53, Col. 374 
55, Col. 186 
55, Col. 198 
55, Col. 199 
55, Col. 200 
55, Col. 233' 
55, Col. 322 
55, Col.. 524 
55, Col. 608 
5 .~ ,,:' c 0 1 . 6 0 9 
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216. SPURIA, P.G. Vol. 55, Col. 610 
217. SPURIUM: IN PSALMUM CII. P.G. Vol. 55, Col. 643 
218. SPURIUM: IN PSALMUM CIII. p. G. Vol. 55, Col. 651 

219. DE PROPHE-T I ARUM OBSCURITATE, I. p. G. Vol. 56, Col. 167 

220. SEVERIANI: 2 P.G. Vol. 56, Col. 458 
DUBIA, 2 P.G. Vol. 63, Col. 545 
DUBIA, P.G. Vol. 63, Col. 546 
DUB IA IN ILLUD, IN PRINCIPIO 
ERAT VERBUM, ETC. P.G. Vol. 63, Col. 547 

Purpose and aim of the present work is the detailed elucidation of 

the sacrament of Baptism, which St. John Chrysostom characterizes, as 

"spiritual wedding" (y6+to<;; TIV£UilaH K6<;;), "tomb and resurrection" 

('taq:>o<;; Kai O:vao'taot <;;), "faith" (ni a't t <;;), "mystical cleansing" 

(llUO'ttKo<;; Ka8ap116<;;), "means of cleansing" (Ka86:potov), "bath of 

grace" (xapno<;; /\.ou'tp6v), "betrothal ring of the Spirit" (O:ppal3i.:Jv 'tou 

llv£Uila'to<;;), "sharpened sword" (llaxm pav ilKovt Olll:':vnv), "gift" 

(owp£6:v), "medicine for sick people" (q:>apllaKov 't&v vooouv·wv), 

"circumcision" (n£pt 'tOililv), "bath of regeneration" (1\.ou'tpov na/\.t Y-

y£v£aia<;;), "dignity of adoption" (uio8£oia<;; ~iculla), "mystical birth" 

(llUOHKil yl:':vvnot<;;), "illumination" (q:>Gntolla), "birth" ('t6Ko<;;), 

"another child bearing labour", (£'tl:':pav 1\.oxdav), "a bath" (/\.ou'tp6v), 

and regards as the primary means through which (i.e. the triple descent 

and ascent of Baptism) personal salvation is obtained through participation 

in the death, burial and resurrection of the Lord. 
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PART I 

PRESUPPOSITIONS AND PREPARATION FOR BAPTISM 

1. Baptism of pagans 

"While Peter yet spoke these words, the Holy Spirit fell on all of 

them who heard the word. And those of the circumcision who 

believed were astonished, as many as came with Peter, because the 

gift of the Holy Spirit was also poured out on the gentiles. For they 

heard them speak with tongues and magnify God".(18) 

According to St. John Chrysostom the above text reveals "God's 

economy" (8£oD oi KOVOIJ.io:), since it shows how the Gentiles "received 

the Spirit when they were persuaded, having first had their mind 

prepared, and how Baptism incurs the remission of sins", even before 

Peter's word was completed and even before he gave the command that 

they should be baptized. (19) Not only did they receive the Spirit but also 

spoke with tongues - a fact which astonished those who were present. 

Chrysostom says that, God's economy caused this to happen "on account 

of the Jews" who greatly hated the Gentiles and avoided entering into 

contact with them, as well as on account of Peter who was thus taught 

that the Jews should come in touch with the Nations (en: 1. 8£ i ll.ot.nov 

mn:ou<; O:wo:oem 't(;}v £8v(;}v) through the mediation of the Apostles. It 

was precisely because the Gentiles had received the Holy Spirit that Peter 

came to ask, "can any man forbi<A. water, so that these should not be 
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baptized in it, who have received the Holy Spirit, just as we have, 

without lacking any charisms in comparison with us"?(20) It is true, of 

course, says Chrysostom, "that no one could prohibit the water so that 

these people may not be baptized, who initially were baptized in the 

Spirit like the Holy Apostles". And he adds: "it is not astonishing at all 

that they received the Spirit before Baptism", (21) since it was exactly the 

same that occurred in the case of the Apostles. Thus, through all this, 

Peter shows "that they were not baptized like the rest, but in a far 

better way" (cn:1 ou8£ w<;: oi f..o1n:ol l':rlcm'tio8noo:v, Cf'N...a noAA~ 

rl£f..'t1ov). Consequently, the most important aspect in the Baptism of the 

Gentiles and, indeed of all the Christians, is the "invisible action" of the 

Holy Spirit through the water, whereby the mystery of Baptism "in the 

name of Jesus Christ" takes place in a "tangible" ( o:i o8n't6v) way". (22) 

From all the above, it appears, that the descent of the Holy Spirit 

on the Gentiles, in contrast to the Samaritans, who did not receive the 

Spirit "not only before but even after they were baptized", (23) - hence, 

they sent men to call the Apostles - was indeed a matter of the right 

preparation of the human "mind" (81cwo1o:) and "will" (n:poo:ip£01<;:) 

through "repentance" (IJ.£'tavo1o:) and affirmation of faith, and that 

Baptism is indeed "remission of sins" ( mp£01 <;: O:!.to:pn wv) whereby one 

may become fit to receive salvation and life from the Messiah. 

2. Baptism and those who administer it 

"Go, then, and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them in 

the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit; teaching 

them to observe all that I have commanded you".(24) 
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Chrysostom understands this text as referring to the apostolic 

dissemination of Gospel teaching to the whole world through the 

sacrament of "Baptism" which was to be accomplished by the apostles 

and their successors. The successors of the Apostles are implied in the 

verses preceding and following the above. "All authority in heaven and 

on earth has been given to me ... and lo, I am with you always, to the 

close of the age". (25) "You see", Chrysostom adds, "the distinctiveness of 

authority? You see how what was said earlier was said as a matter of 

condescension?" Because he did not say that he would be "only with 

them" but also "with those who would believe after them", since the 

Apostles could not themselves remain alive until the close of the age. 

It is well known from the general ecclesiastical tradition that the 

successors of the apostles who received the mandate to administer the 

divine sacraments were the bish<>pS. It was to such that St Paul referred 

when he wrote to Timothy "that those who have the office of the 

presbyter and are good leaders and labour for the flock are worthy of 

double portion for their upkeep". (26) The same applies to such verses as 

Hebr. 13:17, which asks of Christians to be "obedient to their spiritual 

leaders and to be completely subjected to them," or 1 Thess 5:12, which 

asks of Christian brethren to recognize and honour those "who labour 

among them and are their leaders in Christ". Explaining how such 

persons are "leaders of Christians before God", (27) Chrysostom writes: 

"because such a person prays for you, serves the spiritual gift to you 

through Baptism, admonishes and advises you, and comes to your 

assistance even in the middle of the night if you ask for him". (28) So, 

according to Chrysostom, a Christian "should honour such persons 
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excessively out of love for their work", because "through them one has 

been born by an eternal birth, through them one has acquired the 

kingdom, through their hands everything is performed and through them 

the heavenly gates are opened to one". (29) Since, then, "to baptize is a 

right that belongs to everyone who has the priesthood"(30) for 

otherwise anyone could take "a catechumen", who has already completed 

all his preparation by "having made his decision and having accepted the 

content of the faith", and baptize him - "we hand over to a priest 

everyone who is prepared, however simple the latter may be".(31) 

Chrysostom also stresses in his comments on the above mentioned 

Pauline statements that the priests should not think too much of 

themselves "because of their right to baptize", but should be humble in 

administering the sacrament "so as to show first, that it is not their own 

gift and second, that thanksgiving for it should be given to God".(32) 

Baptism, says Chrysostom, is truly "great" (~£yo:), "not because of him 

who administers it, but because of what it means to him who is called 

to it", since without Baptism no human being can be saved or gain the 

ot 
kingdom/\ heaven. 

Clearly, then, the administration of the baptismal mysteries, which is 

marked by "quietness and silence" (nouxio: Ko:i ot yr, Ko:1:£xo ),(33) is 

the work of the priests, even of the simplest of them ( 1: oi c 

aqJ£f...£o1:£potc). The last point means that i~a~e.~Wl1e. priests do not 

render Baptism ineffective, nor do they prevent by their unworthiness the 

transmission of the divine grace effected through the administration of the 

sacrament. Chrysostom argues about this point in his ~xposition of Matth. 

7:23, where "carnal and spiritually immature persons, who were able to 

cast out demons, to make the dead rise and to deliver prophecies, are in 
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the end cast out of the presence of the Lord".(34) Scripture, says 

Chrysostom in this instance, demonstrates very clearly that God does act 

even through unworthy persons (e.g. Balaam, Pharaoh, Nebuchadnezar, 

even Caiaphas). In the NT it is even said that some people who were 

not with Christ were able to "cast out demons in His name" (Mark 9:38) 

and this, explains Chrysostom, is allowed to happen because the act does 

not benefit the unworthy actors but those to whom it is directed ( £nl 

O:vop&v O:v~iwv ot · £-t:E:pou<;; ,;cct::na yiv£"tat).(35) 

Here also Chrysostom recalls the words of Paul to the Corinthians 

and to the Ephesians: "All are yours, whether Paul, or Apollos, or 

Cephas, or the entire world, or life, or death" (1 Cor. 3:22),(36) and 

"He gave some to be Apostles and others, Prophets, and others Pastors 

and Teachers", so that the Christians may be trained and the work of 

the ministry may be done (Eph. 4:11)(37) - in order to argue that 

without such ministerial provisions "nothing would have prevented 

Christians from becoming corrupted". Indeed, says Chrysostom, it is so 

common for "leaders to be evil and foul and for their subjects to be 

humble and meek, or for the laity to live in due reverence and the 

clergy to live in cunning"!(38) If grace could be administered only by 

worthy persons, then, there would be "no Baptism, no body of Christ, 

nor an offering for it!" Yet, says Chrysostom, God is used "to work also 

with unworthy persons" (Kal 01. · O:v~iwv EV£PY£iv) so that "the grace 

of Baptism is not affected by the life of the priest". No one, therefore, 

should be scandalized from "the life of a priest", because it is not a 

man's act that initiates us into the sacraments, "but the whole operation 

is the work of God's power ( 1:0 nO:v ~:ii<;; ~:ou 8£oD ouv6+J.£w<;; £pyov 

EO\: i). (39) 
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3. Sponsors and their duties 

The name sponsors ( O:v6:8oxot) denotes the responsibility which 

these persons undertook (0:v£8£xovto) in the Church for the preparation 

and growth of new Christians. ( 40) The necessity of sponsors arose in the 

large cities where the priests could not easily determine the disposition of 

those who came forward to be catechized and baptized. Sponsors were 

Christians of good-standing who entered the names of new-comers into 

the list of the catechumens and stood by them when they were ready to 

be baptized. It is clear from early baptismal accounts that mature persons 

did emerge from the font without being helped by any sponsors.(41) 

Nevertheless there are also witnesses that at least in some cases "a man 

was welcomed by a deacon and a woman by a deaconess", ( 42) while 

sponsors intervened only at the dressing up with bright garments of the 

newly-illumined who were brought to them from the font by the 

clergy. ( 43) 

He must have had in mind the signing on of a catechumen's name 

by a sponsor for the purpose of receiving Baptism, when Chrysostom 

wrote: "Today there is joy in heaven and on earth. For if there is such 

joy at one sinner who repents, how much greater is the joy among 

angels and archangels and all the powers above, as well as among all the 

creatures of the earth, when they see so vast a throng suddenly scorning 

the devil's snares and earnestly desiring to be enrolled in the flock of 

Christ!",(44) and also, "All of you, then, who have deserved to be 

enrolled in this heavenly book, bring forward a generous faith and a 

strong reason". ( 45) 
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It is clear that apart from other faithful clergy and laity, sponsors 

had to be present with the catechumens during their instruction. This is 

confirmed by the following words of Chrysostom contained in his Second 

Baptismal Instruction: "Do you wish me to address a word to those who 

are sponsoring you, that they too may know what recompense they will 

deserve if they have shown great care for you, and what condemnation 

will follow if they are careless"?( 46) 

The role of sponsors was by no means casual, or a matter of mere 

formality. Theirs was a great responsibility, for they had to "show their 

parental love by encouraging, counseling and correcting those for whom 

they go surety". ( 4 7) In fact, such was their role that it became 

"customary to call the sponsors 'spiritual fathers', that they may learn by 

this very action how great an affection they must show to those they 

sponsor in the matter of spiritual instruction"; and so Chrysostom could 

remind them: "You, the sponsors, have learned that no slight danger 

hangs over your heads if you are remiss"(48) for, "if those you sponsor 

become careless, you the sponsors yourselves will suffer great 

punishment". ( 49) 

4. The Candidates for Baptism 

At the time of St. John Chrysostom it appears that there were three 

groups of people in the Church, (a) the catechumens, ( oi 

Ka'tnXOUIJ.EVOt); (b) the newly-illumined ( oi vEo~n o1:ot); and (c) the 

faithful ( oi m o1:oi ). 

a) The catechumens were those who had initially heard the apostolic 

kerygma and had expressed the desire to join the blessed company of the 
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followers of the Lord in order to become in due time faithful members 

of the Church. To achieve this, however, they had to follow a series of 

introductory lessons, "not every day but only twice a week",(50) which 

they were expected not only to audit but to keep in their memory and, 

through their good acts and general behaviour, reveal to their catechists 

and to the other Christians and especially to "God who knows the secrets 

of one's thoughts"(51) that they truly knew them. This is why these 

lessons were characterized as a "catechism" (Kcrtil)(nou;;), because "they 

were meant to echo inside their minds the word of the catechists even 

when the latter were not present". (52) 

The "catechumen", being still in the stage of religious and moral 

preparation, was different from the "newly-illumined" and the "faithful" 

Christians. As St. Chrysostom put it, "the catechumen does not yet have 

the same head, nor the same father, nor the same city, nor food, nor 

clothing, nor table, nor house, for all these things are alien to him, 

since his king is the devil and his food, sin, which is rotten and 

corruptible, his clothing, what is provided by worms, and his city, the 

earth". (53) In view of this Chrysostom can make the following appeal: 

"How much longer are we to spend in exile? We need to regain our 

ancient fatherland",(54) because if "we happen to die without having been 

initiated, we shall most surely enter into the geenna where there is the 

poisonous worm and the unquenchable fire and the unbreakable bonds, no 

matter what riches or status we had on the earthly life". 

b) The "illumined" ( <P<O'tl (6~-tE:VOl, lit. "those who are being 

illumined") were those who had reached the final stage of catechumenate 

and were being prepared for "illumination", i.e. holy Baptism (Hebr. 

10:32 and Hebr. 6:4). (55) Chrysostom follows St. Paul and speaks of 
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Baptism as "illumination" (q>6:rtt0j..!a) and of the person who is to be 

baptized as "the 

<P"l't i C£o8at ). (56) 

qx.l'ttC£o8at and 

person who is going to be illumined" ( o IJ.EMU>V 

The term q>6)~: t OIJ.a, and the phrases o IJ.EMU>V 

'tOU<; q>U>'t t o8£v'ta<;(57) justify the appellation 

"illumined" = qx.l't t C61J.£VOt. Elsewhere Chrysostom uses a related term. 

He tells us: "For this reason you shall be called 'newly-illumined' 

(v£oq>6n t O'to<;), because the light woll be always new to you, if you so 

wish, and will never go out". (58) Thus, the appellations "illumined" 

(<P"l'ttC61J.£VOt) or "newly-illumined" (v£oQ>6l'ttO'tOt) denoted a special 

group of catechumens which was brought into existence only for a short 

period, i.e. from the beginning of Great Lent until the Great Saturday 

when they were baptized and entered into the bosom of the Church on 

Easter Sunday. The illumined or those to be newly-illumined represented 

a sort of transitory condition from what we might call the condition of 

catechumens (proper) to the condition of the faithful. 

"Catechumens" in general were a different group from the "illumin

ed", for they were not of the body of Christ, they had never communi

cated in the sacraments but were still divided from the spiritual flock. (59) 

Since "they stood outside the royal courts and far away from the sacred 

enclosures", they were in need of the prayers of the faithful "so that 

they might eventually become fellow-members with them and be no 

longer strangers and aliens". (60) By contrast the "illumined" were those 

who were being prepared shortly to be baptized, become newly illumined 

and take on the appellation "faithful". Thus, we should imagine that the 

link between the "illumined" and the "faithful" was far more intimate 

than that between the "illumined" and the "catechumens" - for, as St. 

Chrysostom says, the "illumined" are called thus, "not only because they 
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believe but also because to them are entrusted by God mysteries which 

not even the angels knew before them".(61) Here the following statement 

of Chrysostom is typical: "How beloved and desirable to us is the chorus 

of the new brothers; yes I call you already brother, even before the 

labours of birth and I greet the relation which I have with you even 

before the birth",(62) because I know very well what a great honour and 

authority you shall receive; and because "it is customary to all to honour 

those who are going to receive some kind of authority even before this 

happens so as to secure the latters' future friendship and support". 

At this point it is appropriate to try to answer the question, 

concerning the identity of the audience of Chrysostom's catechetical 

lessons, i.e. whether they were only from the Syrian Antioch, or whether 

they came from other territories of the (ov.)'lt"')?,iJ.e, We believe that the 

answer to this question is to be found in the title of the Eighth Oration 

of Chrysostom where we read: "to welcome and congratulate those who 

come from the surroundings" ( CmOOOXil KCd £mxt VO<;; Ei <;; 'tOU<;; CmO 

'ti;<;; m:pt ot Ki oo<;; rrapayt vo1J.£vouc;;). (63) This 414-le.- is explained in 

the text which immediately follows: "However, because today those who 

run to us from the countryside made the gathering much brighter, we too 

shall lay on a much richer spiritual table, full of the great love which 

they showed towards us".(64) 

5. Repentance, good works, fasting and prayer preceding Baptism 

Referring to the repentance which should precede the sacrament of 

Baptism, Chrysostom says that: "whoever did not rectify the deficiencies 

of his manners and has not therefore facilitated the work of virtue in 
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himself, let him not be baptized". (65) Though Baptism wipes out all sins 

previously committed, nevertheless there is always the fear and danger 

"that one may return to the previous condition" and turn the "medicine" 

into a cause of wound. For Chrysostom the greater the grace is, the 

greater the punishment will be "for those who sin afterwards". To avoid 

this problem it is necessary for candidates to prepare themselves before 

their Baptism. Chrysostom points to Luke 3:8(66) to argue "that one 

needs first to repent and abstain from evil and then proceed to the 

grace" (ll£1:avonoav1:a<; Kai 1:(;)v npo1:£pCilv emoo1:av1:a<; KaK(;)v, o01:Ul 

1:ij xapnt npool£vm).(67) He also argues the same point on the basis 

of Acts 2:38. (68) Furthermore, Chrysostom says that he who repented 

does not return to the same things for which he repented. Thus he 

pleads: "wipe out all the evil habits which were wrongly implanted in 

you; to swear, to tell lies, to blaspheme, to speak dirty language, to 

deride, or whatever else you have acquired the habit of doing even 

though it is prohibited by you; extrapolate every custom, so that you 

may not come back to any of these after Baptism".(69) Sins are wiped 

out by the power of the grace of "the bath", but the evil habits must be 

rectified by "people themselves". They must quench "anger" even in the 

face of unjust oppostion, and instead, they must acquire the kind of 

temperance which does not lead the soul to avenge those who have 

committed injustice against it. "Nobody", says Chrysostom, "is treated 

unjustly in his soul, unless we ourselves treat our own souls unjustly" 

(OUK EO'LiV ou8£i<; £i<; wuxnv a8tKOUll£VO<;, £av lln nll£t<; Eau'l:OU<; 

£i <; wuxnv a8t Ktl0Ulll£V). (70) On this gnomic principle Chrysostom wrote 

an entire treatise. (71) "No injustice can be done to the soul of a 

Christian, or a faithful, not even by the devil". (72) All this is 
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emphasized in order to show that repentance and confession are 

prerequisites for all sacraments and therefore for Baptism, even though 

they are not in themselves capable of cleansing the soul, for this is only 

possible through Baptism which communicates to the soul the cleansing 

grace of Christ. (73) Elsewhere Chrysostom explicitly speaks of the time of 

repentance required by the uninitiated before they communicate in the 

holy sacraments and notes that "repentance is the delivery of one's soul 

from this fluid and diluted manner of life".(74) 

Furthermore Chrysostom teaches that it is impossible to confess and 

to continue in the practice of sin, and he points to John the Baptist's 

clothing, food and habitation as symbolic evidence for the opposite and 

as a plea to people "to awake from the sleep of the life of sin in order 

to see the sun of righteousness". (75) To be in the life of sin is to be 

asleep and to have a life of dreams. To repent, however, and to weep 

for sin is to shake off this deceitful sleep and to awake to the day of 

the Son of God. Repentance, says Chrysostom, means the destruction or 

wiping all the evil habits of man. But, as he further explains, repentance 

does not work only negatively but also positively, because it does not 

only involve "departure from previous evils" ('t&v rtpo'tE:pcuv <'moo'tflvat 

KCXK&v I..J.OVov), but also "exhibition of the greatest goods" (Kai 'tCx 

I..J.d("ova £m8d~ao8at KaA.a), i.e. doing the exact opposite to what 

was done before. "It is not enough", he says, "simply to remove the 

arrow, because you also need to put medicine on the wound" and this is 

precisely the meaning of such precepts as those of Ps. 36:27 and Ps. 

33:14.(76) 

A closer look at Chrysostom's teaching reveals that, apart from 

repentance in its negative and positive thrusts, those who were being 
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prepared for Baptism also had to acquire the virtues of fasting and 

prayer, which he always understood to exist inseparably, or rather the 

latter, as following the former. As he explicitly put it, "for prayer should 

be always wedded to fasting" (Ked yap 1:ij vnouiq: 1:nv rtpom:uxnv 

O:E:i ouv£(:;£DX8o:t. 8£i ). (77) The acquisition of these virtues was 

necessary to happen before Baptism so that they could be easily retained 

afterwards, since they were both necessary to the mortal human 

nature. (78) Pointing to Matthew 17:21 Chrysostom emphasizes the 

necessity of prolonging fasting and prayer, especially because of the short 

course of the present mortal life, (79) and he tightens his argument yet 

further by pointing to Acts 14:23 and 1 Cor. 7:5.(80) 

6. The content of the Catechetical Teaching 

Addressing "those who desired the yoke of Christ and rushed to 

enrol in this spiritual army", (81) Chrysostom speaks first "about the soul 

and its salvation". (82) He likens the soul to "a bride (WI .. u:pn) who is 

about to enter the sacred bridal chambers", (83) on account of the infinite 

philanthropy "of the common Master of all", who, having received her 

"wallowing in a mud of sins and being ugly and shapeless and evil and 

altogether dirty", (84) led her afterwards into "the bridal chamber" 

(VUIJ.q>Wva) as her bridegroom (VUIJ.q>i o<;). Explaining the soul's "previous 

shapelessness", Chrysostom says, "so that we may wonder at the Master's 

philanthropy", (85) that this soul abandoning her honourable position in 

which she had been and becoming oblivious of "her high divine nobility" 

(O:vw8£v £uy£vna), came to honour "stones and woods and irrational 

creatures" and also the smell of burnt meat and the clots of blood and 
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the smoke of the sacrifices of idolatry. And it was from all these, says 

the holy father, that the multitude of the sinful desires came - "the 

shameless symposia, the drtc.nkenness, the lasciviousness and all the 

obscene works which please the demons who are honoured by them".(86) 

Since the soul is likened to a "bride", and Christ, to a 

"bridegroom", mention is subsequently made, of the spiritual gifts and the 

dowry of the bridegroom and the bride which are in this case 

transelementated into "obedience", "love" and "responsibilities". These are 

exactly the gifts which the bridegroom offers before the wedding, as St. 

Paul indicates when he says: "The men should, on the other hand, love 

your wives, just as Christ loved the Church and delivered himself to 

death for her, to sanctify her, having cleansed her through the bath of 

water, i.e. through Baptism, with the word of invocation which 

accompanies this bath; and so, having cleansed and sanctified her, he 

may make her stand by his side as another bride, glorious, the Church, 

who has no wrinkle or anything that renders her ugly" (Eph. 5:26). (87) 

All these reveal the great love and perfect fidelity of the bridegroom 

towards the bride, on whose account "he shed his blood and suffered the 

cross, so that he may grant to us salvation through this sanctification and 

cleanse us through the regeneration of the bath". (88) If the "love" and 

the "fidelity" of the bridegroom lead to the utter condescension of his 

sacrifice for the "bride", then it is obvious that her "responsibilities" 

towards him ought to be confirmed "not only by the tongue but also by 

the mind". (89) As Scripture says, "you shall be saved, because a man 

believes with his heart, and all his soul and has, as a fruit of this faith, 

his justification, and confesses with his mouth the faith and enjoys his 

salvation as the fruit of it. (90) It is necessary, in other words, that the 
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mind is firmly based on its firm faith and that the tongue, through 

confession, declares the firmness of the mind. 

Clearly, then, another important element of the catechetical teaching 

is "the faith" which is necessary to be shown by those who enrol in this 

peculiar spiritual army "towards the God of all, the Father of our Lord 

Jesus Christ, who is ineffable and incomprehensible,(91) "and towards our 

Lord Jesus Christ, his only begotten Son, who is in every respect like to 

and equal with the Father", (92) "and towards the Holy Spirit, who is of 

the same worth", (93) exactly as Christ confirmed this when he said to his 

holy disciples: "Go, therefore, and make disciples of all the nations, 

baptizing them in the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy 

Spirit". (94) Through these truths which they would have in their mind 

firmly established the Christian candidates would be able to overcome the 

plots of the devil which were put forth by the various heretics, like 

those followers of Arius, to whom they would prove that "the Son is 

coessential with the Father". (95) Chrysostom states here that the Son · s 

power is indeed equal to that of the Father, for as John 5:21 states, "as 

the Father raises the dead and gives them life, likewise the Son also has 

unlimited authority and power to grant life, not only that which is 

physical, but also that which is moral and spiritual; and that he transmits 

this moral life to whomsoever he wants and to whomsoever he judges to 

be worthy of it". Furthermore, they would be able apostles of Christ who 

would reply to Sabellius that "the essence of the Father and the Son and 

the Holy Spirit is one and the hypostases are three; for neither the 

Father could be called a Son, nor the Son a Father, nor the Holy Spirit 

something else than Spirit, because each of these, remaining 

(unchangeable) in his own hypostasis, has equal power with the other 
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two".(96) 

Chrysostom goes on to stress that those who have such a great faith 

are expected "to shine through works appropriate to their new 

citizenship, (97) so that they may become worthy of "the royal gift" in 

the future. Therefore the brightness which is obtained through works is a 

basic element in the teaching of the holy father to those who are being 

prepared for Baptism. By this brightness the candidates could ensure that 

"there is no sin in their life which could defeat the attention of the 

Master"(98) and therefore, be adequately prepared for receiving the gift 

through abstention from evil works and persistence in good and virtuous 

actions. Chrysostom emphasizes the last point by recalling the prophetic 

dictum of Psalm 36:27, "Decline from evil and do good",(99) and the 

Dominical call of Matth. 11:28-29, "Come to me, all you who labour and 

are burdened, and I will give you rest. Take my yoke upon you and 

learn from me, for I am meek and humble of heart, and you will find 

rest for your souls".(100) He, therefore, who accepts to be under this 

yoke, will learn from the Lord how to be "meek and humble" in his 

mind and find rest and peace of soul. This is for Chrysostom "The most 

important chapter of our salvation".(101) 

Referring to "external embellishments", (102) Chrysostom admonishes 

that "everybody's zeal should be directed to making the soul comely, so 

that the soul's beauty may shine all the more brighter". (103) He also 

asks of "both men and women" to avoid altogether "omens and 

superstitions", (104) through which those who have fallen prey to the 

delusion of idolatry examine carefully "the crowing of crows, the 

squeaking of mice, the creaking of a beam"(105) and accept with 

pleasure meetings with evil persons while they avoid the company of the 
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pious and devout persons regarding them as cause of numberless evils. 

Furthermore, Chrysostom teaches about love towards neigh

bour, (106) purity of tongue by avoiding oaths, (107) abstention from 

"hippodromes and the lawless spectacles of theatres". (1 08) Then, he begs 

the catechumens not to neglect their salvation(109) and admonishes them 

to attend church,(110) to have readiness to pursue virtue,(111) to practice 

daily "prayer and confession"(112) with "meditation and compunction"(113) 

and to direct all their zeal to spiritual conversations so that they may 

avoid "the guiles of the devil". (114) Such in general outline is the 

content of the catechetical instruction given to those who were being 

prepared to be baptized. 
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PART II 

THE BAPTISMAL LITURGY AND ITS MEANING 

1. Coming to the exorcists 

When the hearing of the daily catechetical lectures for those who 

had been enrolled to Christ's army, (115) i.e. the newly-illumined, was 

completed, they were sent, accompanied by the priests, (116) from the 

place of the lectures to another place where "the exorcists, who had 

been appointed for the exorcisms", waited. (117) They "all walked 

together"(118) so as to realize that "every discrepancy and difference of 

office was abandoned here. (119) Presumably, this was also reinforced by 

the fact that the newly-illumined were presented to exorcists, according to 

Chrysostom's information, without any internal clothing, i.e. naked 

(YDIJ.VOi ). (120) The only cover placed over their bodies on this occasion 

was the so-called little tunic ( Xt'tUlVi OKO<;) ;(121) otherwise they were 

completely naked since their feet also were bare ( avun6onot) having no 

sandals. (122) 

This picture enchances the idea of Chrysostom that the 

newly-illumined resembled captives ( o:i XIJ.aA!J-cou<;) from a war which 

Christ the King had won an idea which, again according to 

Chrysostom, is reminiscent of Isaiah 20:3, "as my servant Isaiah has 

walked naked and barefoot so shall the sons of Israel go naked and 

barefoot into captivity". (123) Naked and barefoot, then, were those to be 

baptized in order to be reminded of the terrible moment "of the previous 

tyranny of the devil",(124) which, as Chrysostom says, reminded them 
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also of the condition of sin in which they and their generation existed. 

They also had their hands raised up to indicate their prayerful 

supplication and their repentance which made them seek the authority of 

God over their lives. (125) Whereas previously they were captives and 

servants of the devil, now they wanted to be under the power, rule and 

authority of God, to whom they came forth as being all his booty. 

Chrysostom sees this kind of booty, which actually implies the redemption 

of spiritual captives, as having been prophesied by Isaiah, "For this 

reason he (Christ) will take many as his own spiritual inheritance; and 

will also take from the strong and distribute the booty", (126) and again, 

"He came to declare forgiveness and liberation to the slaves of sin";(127) 

and also prophesied by David, "Most High Lord, you went up to Zion. 

You went up to the highest places of heaven, having first brought about 

an earthly victory and captured captives". (128) 

2. Entering in and praying together 

Once the newly-illumined had come to the place of the exorcists 

they were asked by the priests who accompanied them to kneel, raise 

their hands to heaven and begin to pray. Their prayer was to be one of 

thanksgiving for God's great gift which they were to receive on that day. 

Thus they would be psychologically transferred to heaven, as Chrysostom 

says, and they would know that all of them were to receive the same 

divine gifts without any distinction. 

"You must also, then, after you have made your entrance, pay 

notice to this, namely, to the fact that everything is commonly given 

to you, so that the rich may not overlook the poor, nor the poor 
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might think that they are less than the rich; because if they are 

Christ's, they are neither male nor female, neither Scythian nor 

Barbarian, neither Jew nor Greek; and it is not only age and 

nature, but also any irregularity of worth that is removed, since 

there is one office, one gift, one brotherhood, one bond, the same 

grace for all. So you must bend your knee and cease from being 

standing and raise your hands to heaven to thank God for this 

gift".(129) 

Kneeling also meant, that they were subjecting themselves to the 

Lord as "captives". (130) The "nakedness of the feet and the stretching of 

the hands"(l31) signified both sorrow and great blessedness",(132) sorrow 

on account of the preceding captivity, which was bodily and meant loss 

of freedom and subjection to a greater tyranny, and joy, on account of 

the new spiritual captivity which transfered them from slavery to 

freedom"_(133) "The former captivity", says Chrysostom, "leads to the 

foreign land, but the latter one leads out of the foreign land to the 

fatherland, the heavenly Jerusalem". (134) Captivity to men "deprives one 

of a mother, but this 'captivity' (which the catechumens experience) leads 

to the common mother of all". (135) The former separates one from 

relatives and fellow-citizens, but the latter one "leads to the citizens 

above",(136) since, as the Apostle characteristically says, "you are 

fellow-citizens with the saints". (137) As, therefore, the time approaches 

for the newly-illumined to be spiritually freed from the satanic slavery, 

they must remind themselves with this external appearance and presence 

of the sad situation in which they previously lived in order to be able to 

become conscious as to "who it is that they get rid of and who it is 

that they run to"_(138) This reminder will make them even more grateful 
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and thankful to God. 

At the same time the external appearance of those to be baptized 

shows that for all of them there is "one dignity, one gift, one 

conjunction, the same grace", no matter whether they were previously 

endowed with "a secular dignity", or "pride of richness", or "noble 

upbringing", or "glory of this present life", or whether they stood "by 

the side of the beggar", or "with those dressed in rags", or "with the 

blind", or "with the lame".(139) This brotherly equality and the 

appropriation of spiritual charisms and goods which are common to all, 

are clearly stressed by St. Paul in his well known statement, "In Christ 

there is no distinction between a man and a woman, nor between a 

Scythian and a Barbarian, or a Gentile". (140) The stress on equality here 

has obvious sociological dimensions, which St. Chrysostom points out on 

many occasions in his writings. Especially interesting are Chrysostom's 

references to the woman, who, inspite of her seeming difference from 

man, acquires her objective equality with him in the context of the 

salvation offered to both man and woman in Christ. Here is a 

characteristic statement of St. Chrysostom which belongs to this case: 

"There is no woman to come and to deceive because of her weakness; 

for, he says, there is no female and male . . . since no longer is a 

woman made from the side of man, but all of us are one from the side 

of Christ".(141) 

3. Preparation for the contracts 

"Then the priest comes to each one and asks for his/her contract 

and confessions". (142) 
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The kneeling, the outstretched hands and the prayer which occur 

after the candidates' entry into the place of the exorcists, are followed 

by the renunciation ( <'m6-raE:1. <;) of Satan and the adjoining ( o\Jv-raC:t <;) 

to Christ. These, according to the holy father, "were to be heard only 

by the candidates".043) Such contracts were demanded from the 

candidates on a particular day and hour and they were addressed to the 

Lord Himself. "On the day after tomorrow, on Friday, on the ninth 

hour, you need to be asked to place your words and contracts before the 

Master".(144) 

That the priest "comes to each one" probably refers to the 

"appointed" exorcists" (145) who 
' 

were a group of 

C Qo, r~y different from those who brought the candidates in. The duty of 

the exorcists was to cleanse "the mind" of the newly-illumined "by means 

of those awesome words which dispelled every machination of the 

devil"(146) and thus duly prepare the soul to become a habitation of the 

King. For this reason it was so designed that the exorcist would pass 

before each candidate with awesome and powerful cries who continued to 

be in a kneeling position, and prepare them to be delivered as soon as 

possible from the wild and hard demon. It has been already pointed out 

that this kneeling signified servitude and acceptance of subjection -

something which is reminiscent of St. Paul's statement in Phil. 2:10, " ... 

he exalted him, so that in his name every knee should humbly bow II 

To confirm this view we turn once again to Chrysostom's teaching and 

note: 

1) that during the catechetical teaching a reference was made to the 

"contracts" (-rae ouv8nKa<:), which suggests that only the illumined were 

present and that the catechumens had to be absent;(147) 
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2) that "the contracts and the confessions" were purposefully made 

at a set time and date·(148) 
' 

3) that "these contracts and confessions" were made to Christ.C149) 

In connection with the first point, we note that: 

(a) According to the practice of the Early Church, it was necessary that 

certain issues which had a direct connection with those preparing for 

illumination were to be heard only by the latter at a given moment and 

opportunity ( avayKn IJ.OVOU<; aKo'Uom UIJ.CX<; vuv) and not by the 

uninitiated of the catechumens. The uninitiated did hear the catechetical 

speeches together with the newly-illumined, but because they were 

spiritually immature and unprepared for the sacrament of Baptism, it was 

not right for them to hear these secret words in case they were 

misinterpreted by the U."\1i~\:hil.Te..~. 

(b) Chrysostom's expression 111:0 £m:iyov Kat avaYKaiov 'tOU 

£iTt£ i v indicates the necessity and urgency of the whole thing. According 

to Chrysostom no more time can be lost for the postponement of this 

serious matter which he wants to announce to them today. 

Concerning the second point we note the following: 

The occasion on which St. Chrysostom prepared the newly-illumined for 

the service of the renunciation of the devil and the swearing of 

allegiance to Christ for their impending Baptism is clearly shown to be 

the third hour in the afternoon of Good Friday. This is because "the 

appointed exorcists" shall have to ask for "the words and the contracts", 

after tomorrow, on "Friday", precisely at "the ninth hour". 

To the question why is it on this particular day and hour that "the 

words and the contracts" have to be asked from those who are to be 
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baptized? The answer to this question is given once more by Chrysostom 

who says: "I have not given you the day and the time without reason. 

Thinking about it you could learn by examining the facts from the Bible 

that it was on the Friday, at the ninth hour, that the thief (who was 

hanged on a cross near Jesus) "entered paradise".(150) Moreover it was 

during the ninth hour that "the darkness which lasted from the sixth hour 

to the ninth hour was terminated and the sensible and intelligible light 

(that is, Christ) endured the sacrifice for the world"_(151) For it was 

precisely at that fearful and unrepeatable moment for mankind that Christ 

said, "Father into Your hands I commend my spirit (Luke 23:43)"_(152) 

"Then, when the "sensible sun" saw the sun of righteousness (that is, 

Christ) shining(153) on the cross "it turned its rays away".(154) 

To conclude, then, we may say, using the words of Chrysostom that 

the secret of the day and time of "the confession and the contracts", had 

to be kept in the mind of the newly-illumined, so that when the time 

for his own exorcism arrived he would be able to remember the 

greatness of the "achievements" and to count, for his own good, one by 

one the gifts and good deeds which God had given him on this day and 

hour. Then he could be sure and certain that he would not live "upon 

the earth but would inherit heaven". (155) 

4. Apotaxis (Renunciation) of Satan 

"The priest then prepares you to say: I renounce you Satan, along 

with all your pomp, your worship and your works"_(156) 

"Then the voices and invocations, "awesome and wonderful" and 

causing such benefits, follow". (157) 
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From the place where they were before, and hearing the "awesome 

and wonderful" voices of the exorcists, the illumined replied, "I renounce 

you Satan and all your pomp and all your worship, and all your 

works". (158) We gather this from Chrysostom's words which are addressed 

to them: "angels are standing by and the invisible powers, who delighted 

by your return, accept from your own tongue your words and proclaim 

this to the Master of all, while your names are being written in the 

book of heaven".(159) 

As we have already seen from the previous chapter the appointed 

priest comes to each one and asks for the "contract and the confession". 

This request is a preparation for the pact or contract, in other words for 

the promises and confessions which will come forth from the mouth of 

the newly-illumined, reciting the awesome shuddering words: "I renounce 

you Satan. At this point several questions emerge: 

(a) What is the origin of the use of exorcists in general, and how did 

this use come to be joined with Baptism? (b) Why do "those awesome 

and wonderful voices and invocations of the exorcists", render such a 

benefit? (c) What is the deeper meaning and character of the actual 

exorcism, "I renounce you Satan and all your pomp, and all your 

worship and all your works"? (d) What is the over-all attitude of the 

newly-illumined at the time of the renunciation? 

(a) Since on this point nothing can be gained from the texts of 

Chrysostom which we have been examining, we may turn elsewhere for 

information. The deep-rooted conviction of the first apostolic era, that 

"the whole world lies in the evil one"(l60) belongs to the common 

consciousness of the first apostolic Church and of the Church of the 

fathers which succeeded it. At the same time, however, it proceeds from 
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the conviction that in Christ the dominion of Satan was abolished and 

the sons of the kingdom came, by divine intervention, to rule over the 

spirits of evil. "To the believers these signs will follow: "In my name 

they will cast out demons ... ". Thus the early practice of the primitive 

Church of casting out evil spirits from human beings who were bodily 

dominated by them, led to the adoption of a sort of spiritual exorcism 

which was linked with Baptism and the over-all act which is constitutive 

of it". (161) 

(b) To the question concerning the awesome and shuddering voices 

of the exorcists Chrysostom replies that they are added "because of the 

shamelessness of the demons". (162) For, according to Chrysostom, the 

catechumen, in the condition in which he finds himself, is like "a sheep 

which has not yet been sealed" (rtp613o:'tOV aa<pp6:y-L O'tOV), or like "an 

inn which is deserted" (no:v80XEi ov EPT\I . .LOV), or a "house without 

doors" which is available to be used by anyone. This house becomes a 

den of thieves, a place in which the beasts take refuge. Thus it becomes 

a sort of "house of demons" (8o:q . .t6vwv oi'Knou;;). But since the King 

decided, because of his love for mankind, to turn this deserted and 

ruined inn, this "doorless" ( aeupw'tov) den of thieves, into "a royal 

court", he sent for this purpose the spiritual teachers and exorcists, 

precisely for the purpose of preparing the house. These teachers, working 

and labouring with their teaching, make "the decayed walls" ('tOU<;; 

oo:8pou<;; 'toi xou<;;), firm ( oxupou<;;), stout (on l3o:pou<;;), and powerful 

( i oxupou<;;). This is all done according to the promise in the Bible, 

which says, "I will recognize as mine all those who have good virtuous 

works. Anyone therefore who hears these words of mine and obeys them 

I will liken him to a wise man, who built his house upon the rock, in 
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other words upon the solid and unshakable foundation of my teaching and 

example" (Matth. 7:24).(163) 

Chrysostom goes on to say that these spiritual men build their 

foundations firmly "until the king comes". And if there is anywhere dirt 

or mire, they clean it up completely, because in essence sin is like 

"mire, offensive and dirty"! David speaks characteristically about the 

nature of sin: "For my iniquities have gone over my head; they weigh 

like a burden too heavy for me. My wounds grow foul and fester 

because of my foolishness".(164) 

It follows, therefore, that the work of the teachers is to remove the 

offensive smell and to put on "the spiritual ointment", whereas the work 

of exorcists through the shuddering voices is to look around to see if 

there is anywhere a beast, serpent viper, scorpion, which with the 

hearing of the dreadful voice, no matter how wild the beast, may not 

remain in the person, "but get up and escape" even without wishing to 

do so. 

It follows also, that "with those dreaded words, whereby all the 

machinations of the evil one disappear", (165) they prepare each one of 

the newly-illumined to become "worthy of the King's presence". 

Finally, these liturgical acts "dress the soul with much piety and 

lead it to much compunction".(166) 

(c) As regards the actual words of renunciation, "I renounce you 

Satan ... ", (167) we have the following to say: 

The time has come for the illumined believer to part company with 

Satan and, therefore, to cease to be under the latter's evil tyranny. The 

time has come when he shall no longer fear the power and authority of 

this fearful beast. He will have no fear because with his impending 
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Baptism and the communion of the Saviour· s body and blood, he shall 

remove from him the shame of slavery and the guilt of sin. 

"And all your pomp ... ". According to St. Chrysostom "the pomp" of 

Satan is connected with ornaments and spectacles of relaxation. Thus he 

underlines on the one hand the need for a woman to "know by whom 

she wants to be liked and to decide and to know why she is in this 

world". (168) "She adorns herself", says Chrysostom, in order to be 

admired "by the rope maker, the copper smith, and the vulgar". She 

does not feel shame, neither does she blush, in showing herself to these 

people, and although she does not condescend to greet them, "it is for 

these that she does all these things"; Thus Chrysostom calls such a 

woman to distance herself from this way of life because "the mania for 

pearls is a satanic pomp (TtOIJ.Ttll oa'tavt K'rl)"!(169) On the other hand, 

Chrysostom says characteristically: "The following of Satan is every kind 

of sin, treaters of lawlessness, hippodromes, meetings of laughter and 

obscenity. Satan's pomp entails omens and oracles, tempests and watchings 

of the signs of the times, symbols, amulets and all that is connected with 

the above". (170) On another occasion Chrysostom is equally categorical: 

"Behold I forecast and command to all of you; let no one who receives 

from this table, destroy his soul by poisonous spectacles. Nothing but a 

satanic pomp are all the things which are said and done in these 

places". (171) 

"And all your worship ... ". In our judgment, this is a reference to 

idol worship through which the evil and dark spirit of the devil is 

deified by different magical and liturgical acts. 

"And all your works ... ". Again in our judgment, the works of the 

devil are all the kinds of sins which are committed, either through 
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words, or deeds, or in the mind, or even by all unlawful and secret 

inward desires. 

The battle for the renunciation of Satan is really a difficult and 

fearful task. According to Chrysostom it requires first repentance and 

departure "from previous evils" and then "submission to grace". On this 

point Chrysostom recalls the words of John the Baptist and of the apostle 

Peter: "If you wish to be saved from God's wrath, bear fruits that befit 

repentance, and do not begin to say to yourselves, 'We have Abraham as 

our Father"' (Luke 3:8),(172) but "Repent, and be baptized in the name 

of Jesus Christ .... " (Acts 2:38). (173) It is well known that whoever truly 

repents "does not touch the evil things for which he has repented; thus 

one is commanded to say I renounce you Satan, so that he may not 

return to him".(174) According to Chrysostom, this exorcism has the 

place of a spiritual contract, "because the Master of all is going to 

entrust the person concerned not with temporary things, nor with things 

which are mortal and transient, but with things which are spiritual and 

heavenly". (175) Furthermore it is characterized as being a "staff" 

(13aK<:npia), a "weapon" (6n/\.ov) and an "unconquerable tower" (m)pyo<; 

(q.,taxo<;). (176) Not only a man but even the devil himself will not be 

able to harm anyone who, coming through the fore-doors of the gateway, 

says to himself beforehand, "I renounce you Satan, and all your pomp 

and worship and I join myself unto you 0 Christ"!(177) 

(d) Finally as regards the attitude of the newly-illumined during the 

time of the renunciation, it must have been one of dramatic excitement 

and unprecedented emotion, especially if we consider the pagan society in 

which they lived and out of which most of them came, as well as the 

fact that it marked the climax of their three year course of Christian 
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instruction and spiritual endeavour in carrying out the orders and 

commands of the new religion. This is all enhanced by the realization, as 

Chrysostom points out, of the presence of angels at the time of the 

renunciation, who "receive from the tongues of the candidates their very 

voices and pass them on to the common Master of all". (178) 

5. Being united with Christ 

"After the renunciation of the devil and of all the variety of things 

that are associated with him, again he [the priest] prepares them 

saying: And I join Thee, 0 Christ".(179) 

Interpreting these words, Chrysostom writes: "What did actually 

happen? What paradoxical and peculiar event did take place"? This 

person who previously feared and trembled, has now revolted against the 

tyrant. Has he forgotten that he is hard and implacable"?(180) All this 

has happened, says Chrysostom, precisely because there exists a "strong 

weapon" in the hands of the newly-illumined, and not only a weapon but 

an alliance which is sealed by the words: "I am united unto you 0 

Christ". This is the reason and the cause for the acquisition of such a 

courage that makes one stand against the devil. Shielded by these words 

he now posseses a strong refuge which dispels all the fear which 

possessed him before. The courage and the strength which one acquires 

after the pronouncement of the words "I am united unto you, 0 Christ" 

strengthens him to the point that he can reject not only Satan but all his 

pomp.(l81) 

Chrysostom exalts here the goodness, the mercy and the compassion 
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of God, inasmuch as even the pronouncement of the words "I am united 

unto you 0 Christ", is enough for God to entrust one with such great 

treasure of gifts. God says Chrysostom "forgets all our former ingratitude, 

and does not remind us of any of our past". (182) 

Two questions may be raised here: (a) What great treasure of gifts 

does God entrust to the newly-illumined? (b) What exactly is this 

ingratitude of men which God does not remind them of? 

In response to the first question we may note that the great 

treasure of gifts which God has entrusted to the newly-illumined, is first 

of all the deliverance from the devil and the union with Christ. Through 

these gifts the newly-illumined will be prepared to put on the "royal 

garment"(183) of Baptism which is unquestionably the greatest gift. 

Finding themselves in this sta,te of brightness, they will have the 

opportunity to receive from God "whatever and as many gifts they may 

wish", (184) so long as the things they ask for are spiritual as opposed to 

being carnal. Finally the renunciation of the ancient deceit of the devil 

and the willful subjection to Christ through Baptism is indeed a great gift 

for the newly-illumined, because the devil loses his followers and, thus, is 

gradually losing his authortity and is led to extinction. 

As regards the second question we think that it is the self-willed 

departure from God, as it happened in the beginning, in the case of 

Adam, and as it happened afterwards in the history of all human beings. 

Certainly the ingratitude of men has surpassed every point of God's 

benevolence towards them, inasmuch as, having been led astray, 

humiliated and mocked by the devil and his angels, even after the 

coming of "His Son", they have continued to denounce and blaspheme his 

Holy Name. 
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6. Being anointed with holy oil (chrism) on the forehead 

After this contract, the renunciation of the evil one and the union 

with Christ, having confessed his dominion, and by word of mouth 

uniting oneself to Christ as a soldier who now enters into the spiritual 

contest, one is anointed by the spiritual Chrism as the priest places the 

seal and says: "the servant of God is anointed in the name of the 

Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit".(l85) 

At this stage the testing of the newly-illumined appears to be at its 

climax. The preparation for the pronouncement of the "contracts" ( 'tWV 

ouv8nKwv) had already taken place. So had the personal renunciation of 

Satan and the personal union with Christ. Things change for the 

newly-illumined, precisely from the moment he consented and confessesed 

without force and freely with his own mouth that Christ is his Master 

and Lord and he is aligned with him and has become one true soldier of 

his spiritual contest. At that crucial moment, the priest commands that he 

should be sealed on the forehead, while at the same time he anoints 

each one separately imprinting upon him/her with the spiritual Chrism the 

sign of the cross, saying: "The servant of God is anointed in the name 

of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit". (Xpinm 6 o£ivo: £i<;; 

'tO ovo~o: 'tou ITo:'tpo<;; Ko:i 'tou Yiou Ko:i 'tou 'Ayiou ITv£u~o:'to<;;). 

From what has been discussed so far two questions arise: (a) Why 

does the priest "immediately command" that it is upon the forehead that 

one may be given the cross of the Chrism"?(l86) and (b) What does the 

anointing comprise and what is its symbolical significance? 

First let us look at the phrase "he immediately commands" (n)8£w<;; 
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K£A£U£ 1.). The newly-illumined has already renounced Satan and from 

that moment he does not belong to his followers. Thus according to 

Chrysostom there is nothing in common between him and them except 

mutual hatred. The newly-illumined hates Satan precisely because until 

now he had hid the true light from him, whilst Satan sees his former 

subject, won over by Jesus, his opponent. Also it is because Satan is 

shameless even before he hears "these words" ( <:a\na <:0: pni-J.a<:a) "I 

renounce you Satan" and "I unite myself unto you 0 Christ", and that, 

as it is inevitable, he later becomes even more wild, foaming in the 

mouth and grinding his teeth and "going about like a roaring lion" and 

wanting an opportunity for exercising violence against the 

newly-illumined. (187) This is precisely the crucial moment when the priest 

intervenes and "immediately commands" ( £'08 £we:;; K£A£U£ 1.) the attention 

of the newly-illumined recalling him to the truth and the light, i.e. to 

Christ, reassuring him that he belongs, according to Chrysostom, to the 

"sealed sheep of the Lord", whilst Satan is to be pushed and distanced 

through the seal of the Chrism (ocppayi(:£08cn otO: <:ou XpiOI-J.a<:oc:;;). 

This seal is given upon the face of the newly-illumined with the sign of 

the Cross and as a result of this Satan "will not dare to look upon the 

face of the newly-illumined which is radiant with rays springing forth 

from it, but his eyes, as it were, will be blinded and he will be forced 

to go away".(188) Also it is because in the future "a battle against and 

resistance of the neophyte will take place on the part of Satan", (189) 

that like the athletes he too as Christ's athlete, "should enter into the 

spiritual stadium having first been anointed".(190) Thus, Chrysostom adds, 

the newly-illumined is asssured that in his contest against Satan "Christ 

does not stand by him only in part but is his fully". (191) In fact the 
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newly-illumined enters into this kind of spiritual contest knowing that 

Christ has "anointed" ( ilA.Et \j/EV) him, whereas he "tied" ( £8no£v) Satan. 

The one was "anointed with the oil of gladness"; the other was "tied 

with chains which cannot be loosened" precisely to impose upon him a 

hindrance for all "the contests" (n:po<; 1:0: n:aA.o:i <JI.l.O:'to:). The 

newly-illumined also knows that if he happens to stumble in his daily 

struggle, it is certain that Christ will give him a helping hand and that 

"having fallen again he will be raised by him to fight Satan".(192) This 

is clearly confirmed in Scripture: "Behold I have given you authority to 

tread upon serpents and scorpions, and over all the power of the enemy, 

and nothing shall hurt you".(193) 

With regard to the second question we note that, according to 

Chrysostom, "The Cross is imprinted through Chrismation; this Chrism 

consists of oil and ointment together". ( 194) The seal of the cross which 

was applied with this Chrism solemnizes the entry of the newly-illumined 

into the new faith. The components of the Chrism have, according to 

Chrysostom, important symbolical meaning. "The ointment is for the 

bride, the oil, for the athlete". (195) The ointment reflects the character 

of the Church as a bride of Christ, whilst the oil reflects the character 

of the believer as an athlete. The Bride is the Church and the neophyte 

is an athlete, who must be certain that at the time of his Chrismation, 

"God himself anoints him with spiritual oil". 

7. Removing the garments and anointing the body with spiritual oil 

"Afterwards, during the night, having taken off all his garments as if 

to enter heaven through the events which will take place, he [the 
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priest] anoints him with spiritual oil so that all the parts of the 

body may be secured and made invincible against the arrows of the 

enemy"_(196) 

Darkness having come, the priest responsible in this case removes 

the last garments from the person to be baptized, the "small tunic" 

(;ct 'tWVi OKov) and anoints him all over his body with the spiritual oil, 

with such care that all the parts of the body are secured to the point 

that they become invulnerable to the poisonous arrows of the enemy, that 

is, the devil. However the things which are going to happen to the 

neophyte are surprising and wonderful. It is as if the heavens open for 

him in order that the Lord may accompany him as conqueror and 

triumphant. 

Two questions arise here: (a) Why are the clothes of the neophyte 

removed and why does he remain completely naked? (b) When does the 

anointing take place and at which particular moment is the gift of the 

Holy Spirit conferred on him and by whom? 

In response to the first question we must note that the clothes are 

removed, because the entire preparation for the Baptism is almost 

finished, and the immersion into the water will take place. As to why 

the candidate should be naked,(197) we must turn to Chrysostom who 

says that it is precisely to remind the neophyte of the nakedness which 

man had when he was still in paradise in the period before the Fall, 

without being ashamed, as mentioned in the Bible. "They were both 

naked, Adam and his wife, and they were not ashamed because they 

were pure and innocent"_(198) Shame,(199) says Chrysostom, began from 

the moment of transgression, unfaithfulness and disobedience against God 

when the first human beings trusted the sycophantic words of the serpent 
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and ate from "the tree of the knowledge of good and evil". (200) It is 

precisely from that moment that sin became a habit and a manner of life 

for man and the shame which came from it came to be a way of life. 

This is what Chrysostom means by his words "until they received the 

garment of sin which is full of shame". (201) By contrast, in the place of 

the Baptistery the neophyte should not be at all ashamed because the 

Baptismal Font, which awaits him to grant him redemption, is, according 

to Chrysostom, "greater than paradise" (nof...u 13£f...'tl(.)V 'tou 

napa8d oou). He should be assured that here there "is no serpent" ( ouK 

EO't 1. v oqn <;:), but Christ, who will guide each one individually "to the 

regeneration of water and spirit" (npo<;: 'tilv £~ uoo<:o<;: Kai nvn)~mo<;: 

O:vay£ vvn 01. v); and here there are no trees which are "good and 

beautiful to see" (Kaf...<'x Kai ~paia i8£iv) but "spiritual gifts" 

(xapio~a'ta nv£wa'ttKa). Also in this place there is no tree of 

knowledge of "good and evil" (Kaf...ou Kai novnpoD, Gen. 2:17), neither 

the law and the commandments, but only "grace and gifts" (xapt <;: Kai 

oop£ai ). According to Paul, "Sin can no longer have dominion over 

you, since you are no longer under the law, which commanded what was 

right and just but did not give the power required for this to be 

achieved, but you are now under the dominion of grace, whereby all 

things that have been committed in the past are forgiven in order that 

you may now walk in the path of holiness which strengthens and secures 

you" (Rom. 6:14).(202) Thus the nakedness of the body symbolizes the 

indifference to shame which Adam possessed "in the paradise of 

blessedness" before the fall. 

With regard to the second question concerning the anointing with 

the spiritual Chrism we must note that whereas in the previous chapter, 
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where we dealt with the Chrism, the priest "anoints the candidate's 

forehead with spiritual Chrism saying, "The servant of God is anointed in 

the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit", (203) in this case 

" he completely strips the candidate of his garment . . . and anoints the 

whole of the body preparing it with holy oil so that all the parts of the 

body may be, through this anointing, guarded against the arrows of the 

adversary". (204) 

According to the two above mentioned cases it appears that the 

candidates were anointed "upon the forehead with the spiritual Chrism" 

and then the whole body was covered "with spiritual oil", before, 

however, they were immersed into the water of the Holy Baptism. But 

then, if the candidates were anointed before Baptism, they must have 

received the charismata and the gifts of the Holy Spirit before Baptism 

itself. Chrysostom's following words seem to support this: "There is 

nothing surprising, therefore, at the fact that they receive the Holy Spirit 

before Baptism, for this has happened to us also". (205) The precise 

moment that this took place was according to Chrysostom when the 

neophyte was "sealed" (f:mppo;yi(no) crosswise with the Holy Chrism 

upon the forehead, ("immediately on sealing he commands that they 

should be sealed and given the cross on their foreheads"). (206) 

This point is supported even further by the following texts from 

Chrysostom: 

"Cry . . . for those who have departed without receiving Christ's 

illumination, without having been sealed", (207) 

"we have been sealed by the Spirit and have become as sons". (208) 

" ... Baptism through the Cross (must receive the seal) ... ". (209) 

In these texts the terms, "sealed", "we have been sealed", "seal", 
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bring to mind the liturgical act according to which the gifts and 

charismata of the Holy Spirit are given to the neophyte precisely at the 

relevant moment of the sealing of the forehead by the spiritual Chrism 

and the reciting of the words "the servant of God is anointed in the 

name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit". (210) 

It is well known that, according to the ancient tradition of the 

Church, the gift of the Holy Spirit is not the work of the priest but of 

the Bishop. Chrysostom must have had this in mind when he said: "As it 

appears Philip was one of the seven, Stephen was another. Although they 

were able to baptize, the seven did not give the gift of the Spirit to 

those baptized; neither did they have the authority to do so. This gift 

was a prerogative of the Twelve. Watch, then, that the deacons did not 

go out. It was by divine economy that they went out [to baptize], inspite 

of the fact that they did not possess this grace, since they had not 

received the Spirit. They had received the power to perform signs but 

not to give the Spirit to others".(211) 

Consequently in the above text, as in other places in his catechisms, 

Chrysostom does use the word "priest", but actually refers to the Bishop, 

who anoints the forehead of the neophyte with Holy Chrism. That this is 

so is confirmed by the fact that the term "priest" has been applied in 

the past, to bishops, and it continued at the time of Chrysostom to be 

so used.(212) 

The question which arises at this point is this: If, as we saw 

earlier, they were anointed "upon the forehead with the spiritual Chrism", 

why was it that subsequently, "in the night" (Ka'ta 'tOV V\JK'tO<;; Kat.p6v) 

they were anointed again "all over their body with this Holy Oil"? 

To begin with, the anointing of the forehead with Holy Chrism, 
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meant according to Chrysostom the imprinting upon this part of the body 

of the sign of the Cross; "imprinting upon your forehead the cross". (213) 

This was done precisely for the abolition of the power and desire of the 

devil who might try to attract and to tempt even at the last moment the 

neophyte to come to his side. The divine light, which was radiated 

through the Cross, and was imprinted upon the forehead by the Holy 

Chrism, blinded "the father of darkness" the devil, who, becoming now 

distanced, would attempt to influence the other feelings of the neophyte 

with his poisonous arrows. For this reason "the whole body is anointed 

with the Holy Oil", in order that the parts of the body of the neophyte 

may become guarded, secured and impregnable" against the arrows of the 

adversary at the impending Baptism "performed in the nightly hour", (the 

night of Holy Saturday)".(214) In this way he will easily "conquer the 

dragon"(215) without anything evil happening to him. 

At this point one may ask: What is the difference between "Holy 

Chrism and Holy Oil"? Were these two different oils or one and the 

same? On the basis of textual evidence, however poor this may be, we 

can argue that "Holy Chrism" (nv£Uj.!a-t:t KOV ~-t\>pov) and "Holy Oil" 

(nv£UI-LCft t KOV £/\.at ov) must have been one and the same thing given at 

different times for different purposes. 

That they were the same thing is proven by the following text of 

Chrysostom: "... because you confessed the dominion and with your 

words, I unite myself unto Christ, you join as a soldier the spiritual 

stadium, you are anointed upon the forehead with the holy Chrism 

... "(216) and after a while, "the whole of the body is prepared to be 

anointed with the Holy Oil, so that all the parts may become 

impregnable and untouchable through the anointing". (217) 
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Concerning the different times that these anointings are conferred we 

note: "The Holy Chrism" was given to the neophytes "after the treaty, 

the renunciation and uniting"(218) and the I am united unto you, 0 

Christ"(219), which took place "after the morrow, on the Friday at the 

ninth hour"(220) (3 pm), whereas the spiritual oil, "in the night hour, 

when the whole of the garment is removed . . . and the whole body is 

prepared and anointed by the Holy Oil".(221) 

8. Being asked to intercede to God 

"When you descend down the font of water remember my 

unworthiness ... You will all have now great courage before our 

heavenly King. We send you as common ambassadors to him, for 

mankind. You do not offer him a crown of gold, but a crown of 

faith; he will receive you with great love. Plead therefore on behalf 

of our common mother of all, the Church, that it may be 

irremovable and unshakable, and for the high priest from whose 

hands and voice you receive these gifts. Say many things on behalf 

of the priests who stand with us, plead on behalf of the human 

race, so that he may give no monetary riches but forgive sinful 

debts and let the virtuous achievements, become common to all; you 

will be worthy before the Lord, and he will receive you with a 

kiss.(222) 

The word ambassador (n:p£ol3uc:;;) refers "to one who is sent as a 

representative of a country, or one sent to a foreign land entrusted as a 

high ranking diplomat of another nation". (223) Something similar applies 
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to the neophytes, who, finding themselves in the font of Holy Baptism 

are sent as "common ambassadors" (Kot voi np£o(3Et c;) of all mankind to 

the dominion and power of Christ the King, not to present him with just 

a simple ephemeral crown of gold, but with the odour of faith and the 

fragrance of their love. It is a fact that during this fearful and 

unrepeatable moment, all the afore gone events - teaching, fasting, prayer, 

renunciation, uniting, crossing and anointing by Holy Chrism and 

confession of faith - strengthen the certainty of salvation through Baptism 

and magnify one's courage and worthiness to communicate with God 

without the fear of the envious and deceitful devil. And because God 

wishes that "all men should be saved and come to the knowledge of the 

truth" (1 Tim. 1 :4), it is certain that he will receive "favourably" both 

of them and those on whose behalf they pray and beseech. And because 

all belong to the Church, which is the visible and sensible body of the 

Lord, they are prompted to plead with him persistently "on behalf of the 

common mother of all" to protect her from schisms and heresies and to 

preserve her, "unshakable and immovable", "from the powers of the 

adversary". 

Finding themselves in this spiritual purity, they are encouraged to 

plead for the bishop and the rest of the clergy, under whose spiritual 

guidance and responsibility they find themselves, on this noteworthy day 

when they remove "the old man of sin" ('tov mxA.cnov 'tii<; Cx!J.cxp'ticxc; 

O:v9pumov). Especially when the hands and voice of the bishop are the 

means by which the "visible" ( opcx1:a) signs of the sacrament will be 

presented, so that this may be "sensibly" ( cxi o9n'ta) ccmprehended not 

only by the neophytes but by all present. 

Furthermore they are encouraged to plead to him for all the human 
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race, which should cease to struggle to gather together more money and 

other objects of material nature, and ask of Him instead to grant them 

forgiveness of sins and a virtuous life. After these things, they will be 

assured and greatly encouraged, when through Baptism they meet the 

Lord, who as a gesture of his love, receives them "with a kiss". 

9. Confession of Faith 

here: 

There are two texts of Chrysostom which are particularly important 

1. "After the reciting of those mystical and fearful words, and 

the terrible rules of dogmas which have come down from heaven, 

we add this to be said towards the end, when we intend to baptize, 

'I believe in the resurrection of the dead', and upon this faith we 

are baptized. After this confession, along with the others, then we 

sit at the font of that holy spring". (224) 

2. "As a result of what we have said above, the first thing 

which takes place is the forgiveness of sins. Afterwards one 

confesses the resurrection of the dead and from here you are guided 

by the hand to that (resurrection). Afterwards, because the name of 

the resurrection is not sufficient to show all things (for many who 

were resurrected from the dead died again, as in the O.T. cases, 

i.e. the case of Lazarus, or the case of those resurrected during 

Christ' crucifixion), he commands that the phrase, 'and life 

everlasting' is said, in order that one may not think of death after 

that resurrection". (225) 
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As it was mentioned in Chapter three, the service of renunciation of 

the Devil and uniting with Christ, took place, according to Chrysostom, 

"on the Friday at the ninth hour". In Chapter one, however, and at the 

point where the entrance of the neophytes in the place where the 

exorcism was to occur is mentioned, it is said that: after the hearing of 

the daily catechetical words, they were sent to the "appointed" 

( 't E'tO:YiJ.Evou<;) excorcists for the excorcisms. (226) 

It is known that the sacrament of Baptism, took place on the 

·Vli~ht of Holy Saturday towards the dawn of Easter Sunday, before the 

Divine Liturgy. Moreover, it is mentioned in the texts of Chrysostom 

which were set forth at the beginning, that "after the reciting of the 

mystical and awesome words"(227) we add that which is required of them 

to say when prepared for Baptism, i.e. the statement, "I believe in the 

resurrection of the dead"(228) and in this faith "we are baptized". 

Afterwards, continuing his sermon Chrysostom says: 

"Because of this, having first confessed through Baptism remission of 

sins, then you confess the resurrection of the dead(229) because you 

are guided to that. Afterwards because the name of resurrection of 

the dead is not enough to show all these things . . . you are 

commanded to say, (the church commands us to confess), And life 

everlasting, in order that no one may think of death after the 

resurrection". (230) 

From the above mentioned we note the following: 

a) Renunciation and Uniting took place on Good Friday at the 9th 

hour of the afternoon and also after the last daily lessons (one service). 

b) Baptism took place on the eve of Great Saturday towards the 

dawn of Easter Sunday (another service). 
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The question which naturally arises here has to do with that which 

unites the two services. The text clearly shows, that this can be nothing 

else except the confession, "I believe in the resurrection of the dead" 

"and in life everlasting". From then on the rubric of Baptism at Antioch 

in Syria at the period of Chrysostom (4th century) is as follows: 

Renunciation-Uniting, Confession of Faith, Baptism. 

The analysis of the rubrics as a whole is as follows: 

In the beginning the Renunciation of the devil took place "with the 

reciting of these awesome mystical words". (231) 

After these things the Uniting with Christ occurred: "with the 

awesome rules of the dogmas which descend from heaven".(232) 

There followed the Creed (Confession of Faith): "I believe in the 

resurrection of the dead"(233) "and in life everlasting". (234) 

Then immediately afterwards the Baptism took place: "Then we are 

placed in the spring of the holy water". (235) 

Consequently we may say concerning the Baptismal service that 

Chrysostom joined together the two services: that of the Renunciation of 

the devil and the uniting with Christ (Good Friday and the last daily 

classes) and that of the service of Baptism. He did this by using the 

confession of faith, which was the common element in both of them. (236) 

This confession is not connected with the candidates' belief in the 

resurrection of the dead in the general eschatological sense of the term, 

but "with the specific belief in the resurrection of the body from 

death"(237) as central to the meaning of Baptism. It is true, however, 

that confessing the resurrection of a dead body, is still exposed to the 

danger of misunderstanding, because, as Chrysostom observes, "the mere 

mentioning of the name of the Resurrection is not enough to show 
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everything". (238) This is seen from the many cases of individuals who 

rose from the dead, as for example, those who died in the period of the 

O.T., like Lazarus, or "those who rose from the tombs at the time of 

the Crucifixion" all of whom died afterwards. Thus to avoid any 

misunderstanding and error concerning this confession, the Church added: 

"And life everlasting", (239) "so that no one may think of death after this 

resurrection". (240) The kind of resurrection which takes place through 

Baptism, has no relation to death, but introduces man into eternal life 

and blessedness. 

Finally from the first extract(241) and especially from the phrase 

"and after confessing this along with the others"(242) a further question 

arises. Was the confession recited individually by each one of the 

illumined, or was it said by all jointly? The above mentioned phrase 

sufficiently shows that a joint reciting was required. Although it is "from 

each candidate who comes forth that the priest demands the pact and the 

confession", (243) (a) the possible increase in number of converts to 

Christianity and (b) the time limitations of that occasion, necessitated the 

joint recitation of Confession of Faith "along with the rest of the 

candidates". 

10. Baptism 

"After the anointing he immerses him into the holy springs(244), the 

priest exclaiming the words, The servant of God is baptised in the 

name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit, three times 

immersing his head totally into the water and lifting it up 

again". (245) 
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This text should have started to state the events following on after 

the Confession of Faith. Since, however, the confession of Faith which 

we observed in the previous chapter is not mentioned at all in 

Chrysostom's Catechisms, the text under examination begins with the 

rubric, "After this anointing" - referring "to the Holy Oil which makes 

all members like impregnable walls and protected against the arrows sent 

by the adversary"(246)_ and proceeds immediately to the act of Baptism. 

The priest now immerses (baptizes) the neophyte into the sanctified 

waters, whilst at the same time he exclaims the words,· "The servant of 

God is baptized in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the 

Holy Spirit". Performing the Baptism the priest actually "immerses the 

head of the candidate three times into the water and lifts it up again". 

"Thus Baptism is delivered through a medium perceptible to bodily 

senses, i.e. the gift of the water, whereas the result, i.e. the gift of 

birth and rebirth", is perceptible to the mind. (247) According to 

Chrysostom "Faith is needed for what happens here and the eyes of the 

soul, so that one may not notice only the visible element, but be led by 

this to perceive that which is invisible". (248) This is exactly what faith 

is: to be mindful of the invisible as if it were visible. According to the 

Bible "Faith is the assurance of things hoped for, which do not exist 

now, but, through faith, become present into the soul of the believer, as 

if they really existed here and now. Faith is a proof of things which 

cannot be seen by the bodily eyes, but faith brings such information 

about these things to the believer as if he saw them and perceived them 

by his bodily senses" (Hebr. 11 :1 ). (249) Chrysostom says the following 

concerning the role of faith in relation to the Sacrament of Baptism: 
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"For this reason God gave us two sets of eyes: the eyes of the 

flesh and the eyes of faith. When one enters into the sacrament, the 

eyes of the flesh see the water and the eyes of faith see the 

Spirit". (250) 

The fleshly eyes see "the body being baptized", whereas the eyes of 

faith see "the old man being buried; the former see the flesh washed, 

the latter see the soul cleansed; the former see the body emerging out of 

the water, the latter see the new man emerging radiant from this sacred 

cleansing". (251) 

Several questions emerge from this text: 

First of all, what is precisely the work of the priest in the whole 

rite of the sacrament of Baptism? According to Chrysostom: 

a) The priest is the one who "immerses" (13u8i,o) the candidate 

"into the holy springs". Therefore from the point of view of the fleshly 

eyes, he is the performer of the sacrament. The act which is seen by 

the eyes of faith is the burial of the old man of sin and the resurrection 

of the new man(252) who becomes renewed by receiving the form of the 

icon of Christ who created him" (Col. 3:10). (253) 

b) The priest is the one who exclaims, "The servant of God is 

baptized in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy 

Spirit" and this is at least what the carnal man hears. The man of faith 

confirms that "he who fills all things is the Father, the Son, and the 

Holy Spirit, the undivided Trinity. It is to this faith that remission of 

sins is granted, and to this confession that the gift of sonship by 

adoption is conferred". (254) 

c) The priest is also the one who "places the head of the candidate 

three times in and out" of the water. This is exactly what the fleshly 
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eyes see. The eyes of faith confirm, however, that "the priest who 

immerses the head is at no time acting alone, for he is Christ's right 

hand". (255) This is particularly revealed by the words spoken by the 

priest. He does not say "I baptize the servant of God", but "The servant 

of God is baptized". Thus he shows that "he is just a minister, or 

servant of grace, who only lends his hand, since for this cause he was 

chosen by the Holy Spirit". (256) 

A second question has to do with the precise effect of this Baptism. 

Setting aside man's ethical conduct, the bath of grace has the power to 

wipe out all impurity of soul and body. According to Chrysostom: 

tiL. 
"Whatever one might be, soft (effemin~te), fornicator, idol-worshipper, or 

doer of whatever evil work, or possess or of all the deceit of mankind, 

once he falls into the font of the water, he becomes purer that the rays 

of the sun when he emerges from the holy springs". (257) St. Paul's words 

are characteristic of the aforementioned text, inasmuch as they refer to 

the power of the bath, upon which Chrysostom based his above 

mentioned views. "Do not be deceived; neither idol-worshippers, nor 

fornicators, nor adulterers, nor softies, (effeminates and womanizers) nor 

sodomites, nor pleasure seekers, nor drunkards, nor those who insult 

others, nor those who steal from others, will inherit the kingdom of 

God" (I Cor. 6:9,10).(258) According to Chrysostom all these things are 

cleansed through the washing, as characteristicly, St. Paul affirms in the 

continuation of the above verse. "Some men may be like this, but you 

have been washed, and sanctified, justified in the name of the Lord 

Jesus Christ, and in the Spirit of our God" (I Cor. 6:11).(259) 

Chrysostom, says that those who come forth from the bath are not 

simply cleansed, but also justified and sanctified, because the Apostle 

Q 
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does not just say "you have been washed" (rou:A.ouo8n'tE:) but "you have 

become holy and justified" ( iJyt 6:o8nu KCd £yi Va"CE 8{ Kat Ot ). What 

could be more paradoxical that this, says Chrysostom, when a man, 

without labour or sweat or acquisition of virtue, is reborn in justice? 

"This is the gift of divine philanthropy; for without shedding any sweat, 

men are made just". (260) And Chrysostom observes: If a letter of some 

King, bearing a few words, has the power to set free men who are 

responsible for so many crimes, whilst it may lead others to such high 

honour, "how much more so would God's Holy Spirit be able to do all 

things, i.e. to free us from every kind of evil, to grant us justice, to fill 

us with much courage"?(261) Or again, Just as a spark, when it falls into 

the sea, immediately disappears, because it is overwhelmed by the water, 

"likewise all human deceit, when it falls into the font of the divine 

springs, becomes overwhelmed and disappears more quickly and in an 

easier way than the spark". (262) This, then, is the beneficent, saving, 

redemptive and regenerating power of Baptism, which is the first 

sacrament of the Church. 

There are three elements in this sacrament which are underlined by 

Chrysostom and deserve special attention: the Holy Spirit, the water and 

the recipients of Baptism. 

(i) As far as the descent of the Holy Spirit at Baptism is concerned 

Chrysostom writes: 

"All drunk from one Spirit; for the body is not made up from one 

member, but from many". (263) 

Explaining the above text, Chrysostom says that all Christians have 

come forth to the same sacraments and all are rewarded from the same 

table. He does not say that they eat from the same body and drink from 
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the same blood, because in the text he has replaced these with the 

Spirit. "By saying Spirit he means both the blood and the flesh; because 

it is through both of them, that we drink from one Spirit", i.e., as 

Chrysostom explains, "experience the descent of the Holy Spirit (which 

comes to them at Baptism before partaking of other sacraments)".(264) 

He said "we all have drunk" (£rto't{o8nJ...LEV), because the 

metaphorical meaning of the word was relevant for the theme he was 

discussing. As if he was talking about a garden with trees and saying 

that all these were watered "from the same spring, because they received 

from the same water". (265) 

In the same way and in the afore-mentioned case, it is "From the 

same Spirit that we all have drunk, and from the same grace that we all 

have received". Therefore, through the sacrament of Baptism the "one 

Spirit" ( £v rtVEUJ...LCX) has joined all into "one body" ( £v OQJ...LCX), in order 

that we all may preserve the perfection of the one body among us". (266) 

This is the reason why they were baptized, so that they may be "one 

body". 

(ii) The water of Baptism 

As regards Chrysostom's teaching concerning the water of Baptism 

we may note the following: 

a) Its power: 

"For, as in the beginning, the earth [i.e. the soil] was the 

underlying element and the whole [creation] was the [work] of the 

Creator; so now [in Baptism] the underlying element is the water, 

while the whole renewal is the [work] of the grace of the 

Spirit". (267) 

And further on: 
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"For as the earth which is soulless, and immovable has been 

strengthened by the power of God, and so many wonders have 

issued out of it; likewise, when the Holy Spirit is present in the 

water all these paradoxical things which exceed every logic are 

easily achieved". (268) 

The earth offers roses and other flowers during spring time. "The 

waters today present a meadow much more beautiful from that of the 

earth". (269) It should not now puzzle anyone, if from the waters 

meadows with flowers are derived. For it is a well known fact that not 

even the earth gave forth at the beginning the different types of trees, 

on account of its nature, "but because it obeyed the command of its 

Master". Indeed the waters gave forth at that time living creatures 

precisely because they heard [the commandment], "Let the waters give 

forth living creatures" (Gen. 1 :20), and the command was actualized and 

the lifeless matter gave forth living creatures. It is in the same way that 

everything occurs now also. The same command has done it all. At that 

time it commanded, "Let the waters give forth the reptiles; now the 

command is not about reptiles, but about spiritual gifts". (270) At that 

time the waters "gave forth irrational fish" (ix8\xx<; O:A6you<; £~flYO:YE), 

but now they give forth "rational and spiritual fish", which the apostles 

caught. For Scripture says: "Follow me and I will make you fishers of 

men" (Matth. 4:19).(271) To be precise, it has been "since the time 

when Christ entered into the waters of the Jordan, that the water no 

longer gives forth reptile creatures but rational and Spirit-bearing 

souls". (272) 

b) The necessity of using the water of Baptism: 

According to Chrysostom, 
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"The water is used as place of birth for the person who is to be 

born. It becomes to the believer what the womb is to the embryo, 

because it is in the water that the believer is transformed". (273) 

Yet, "whereas a baby needs time to grow bigger in the womb, the 

believer's condition in the water is not so, since it is in one stroke that 

everything happens". (274) This is so, because, where life "is temporary" 

( E:rri Knpoc:;) and depends upon bodily corruption, the birth takes place 

gradually, "delaying the offspring" ((3pa8uvn 'tO H K't6~£vov). In 

spiritual things, however, it is not so, because it is "from the beginning 

that all things are produced". (275) 

(iii) The recipients of Baptism become "spiritual flowers". 

It is in praising "those who in the light-bearing night were deemed 

worthy to receive the gift of Holy Baptism", (276) that Chrysostom speaks 

of the baptized as, "the good plants of the Church", ( KW-0: "iic:; 

. EKKAnoi ac:; q>\n6:), "the spiritual flowers" ( aven TtV£U~<X't t K6:), "the new 

soldiers of Christ" (vtouc:; 'tOU Xpto"tou O'tP<X'ttc:.inac:;). 

Like Christ, who, "yesterday" "was upon the cross" but is now risen, 

"so it is with them", who up until then "were slaves to sin", but now, 

what a miracle!, are risen together with Christ, "who died in the flesh" 

and "rose again" in the flesh, whereas they, having been dead with sins, 

have now "risen from sin". It is because of this that they have been 

renewed, and made a new creation, namely, because of "God's only Son 

who has made them worthy of such great sacraments". (277) It is precisely 

because he has introduced them into a new world, through Baptism, . that 

they are changed into "spiritual flowers" of his Church. 
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11. Coming out of the waters and beseeching God 

"When, therefore, you enter into the holy springs and indicate the 

symbol of the resurrection by your ascent from the water, ask for 

his alliance, in order that you may be able to preserve well his 

gifts, and may become implacable to the deviees of the devil. Pray 

for the peace of the Church, intercede for those who are deceived, 

fall down before him praying for those who lie in sin so that they 

may be deemed worthy of his clemency. (278) 

What Chrysostom is saying here is that because through Baptism 

Christians attain to the gift of sonship, as sons of God they will have 

greater boldness in his presence. Thus in their prayer, which would be 

the epitome of their love as sons to Father, they will be able to beseech 

him for peace, quiet and prosperity of all Christians, who are members 

of God's Holy Churches. 

Moreover they will beseech him "for those who are now deceived", 

i.e. for those who have been led into heresy and schisms and continue to 

live away from Christ's fold. As sin is the greatest foe of humanity, they 

will also beseech him for "those who find themselves in sin", in order 

that they may become worthy of some sort of clemency. 

Chrysostom emphasizes that God would not ignore, "these petitions" 

because it is he who 

a) has given them such "boldness", 

b) "has written them in the list of his first friends" and 

c) has raised them "to sonship". 

a) Concerning the first point we may note that as people who have 
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been redeemed and reborn through Baptism, they will find themselves 

very near the throne of grace, and consequently, they will be able to ask 

of his gifts with much more boldness and courage, both for themselves 

and others. Indeed this great boldness has not been achieved immediately 

by themselves, "but" was given to them by Christ in exchange for their 

faith, love and obedience, and it is so "great", that whatever spiritual 

gift they may ask for, he will grant it to them. 

b) Concerning the second point, we may note that it is in chapter 

four and after the renunciation of Satan by the neophytes, that the 

"angels and the invisible powers", who are standing by and rejoicing, 

"accept their words and speak to the common Master of all that their 

names may be written in the heavenly books". (279) 

c) Finally, with regard to the third point, it is well known that 

man's salvation entails his return to the prefallen state, at which time, 

having been created "in the image" and "likeness of God" (Gen. 1 :26), 

he was a "little God upon earth and was related to God as a "son". It 

is this filial relationship of man with God that was destroyed through 

Satan's envy and man's original sin. And it was the same that Christ 

restored through his coming into the world, for he restored the captives 

and servants to the prefallen state and raised them to "divine sonship" 

through the sacrament of Baptism on account of his great goodness. 

12. "The shining garment" 

"And as now the shining baptismal garment makes you well sighted 

to all, and its cleanliness bears witness to the great purity of the 

soul ... ". (280) 
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Those who had been baptized, were dressed, as they came out of 

the font, with a special, Baptismal garment. Chrysostom does not give 

here any precise information on this point. It is from other homilies, 

however, that we obtain some interesting details: 

a) that this garment WaS Called a "shining garment II ( (()(Xl OPCx 

f:o8nc;), because it pointed to the recently received gifts of the 

Spirit ;(281) 

b) that it was white, since "its brightness attracted the eyes of 

all ... " ;(282) 

c) that its cleanliness witnessed to the purity of the soul,(283) which 

had to be kept free from becoming dirty or small by the use of pointless 

words ... ";(284) 

d) that it was probably obtained by being bought or borrowed, as it 

is suggested in the following text: 

"If in wordly weddings those invited, even if they happen to be 

amongst the poorest, buy or borrow a pure garment in order to 

meet those who extended the invitation to them, how just should it 

be that you who are invited should purchase a garment appropriate 

for the occasion of a spiritual wedding [Baptism] and of royal feasts 

[Eucharist]. The rich would possess their own bright garment, 

whereas the poor who did not have the power to buy would borrow 

from elsewhere";(285) 

e) that the excessive purity of the soul which was witnessed to by 

"the brightness of the garment and became an object of discussion by 

all,(286) could be preserved (otmpuA.a't'tn v) "through godly life" (ota 

'tiic; Kcna 0£ov noA.t uio:c;) unlike material garments which disssolve 

with time. (287) 
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13. "The Lord's Prayer" 

The Lord's prayer is not mentioned in Chrysostom's Catechisms, but 

we find references to it elsewhere which indicate that it was part of the 

Liturgy. 

"Immediately after coming out of the font, he recites these words: 

Our Father, who art in heaven, "Thy will be done on earth as it is 

in heaven" (Matth. 6:9-10).(288) 

Elsewhere he refers to the Lord's prayer as a confession after 

Baptism, which complements the confession which preceded it, namely the 

Creed. 

"What is more graceful that these words with which we renounce 

Satan? and with which we are united with Christ? the confession 

before the bath? and the confession after the bath"?(289) 

14. Being received into the flock after baptism 

Chrysostom tells us that as soon as the newly baptized come out of 

the holy water, all those present embrace them, greet them, kiss them, 

and rejoice with them, because, being previously slaves and captives, they 

have at once become free sons of God who have been invited to the 

royal table. (290) Clearly, the reason for this rejoicing, is the fact that 

the newly baptized have shaken the burden and the tyranny of servitude 

to sin and the devil and have become "free" and "sons of God by 

adoption". It is through this "freedom" in Christ and "Sonship by 

adoption" that the gate opens to them for participation in the Eucharist 

at the royal table. 
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15. Kissing each other with a holy embrace 

Chrysostom tells us that, when the newly baptized were to touch the 

Holy table (for Communion) they were commanded to kiss each other 

with a holy embrace. (291) He also explains that this takes place, 

"because, whereas, in the flesh they are divided, but at that moment 

their souls are woven together "and give each other a holy kiss". (292) It 

is a fact that each candidate comprises an invividual corporeal being 

which, however, is transcended at the moment when the newly baptized 

are joined together spiritually with the kiss which is the expression of 

their spiritual purity attained through Baptism. In this way the group of 

the baptized "is the same as that of the apostles" and all believers 

"whose heart and soul is one and the same" (Acts 4:32). 

This kiss also signifies, as Chrysostom explains elsewhere, the 

reconciliation which should precede the approach to the altar, as Christ 

has said: "If you offer your gift at the altar and there you remember 

that your brother has a grudge against you, because you have caused him 

an injustice, leave your gift before the altar and go to be reconciled 

with your brother, having been reconciled, come and offer your gift, 

because only then will it be acceptable to God" (Matth. 5:23-24).(293) 

Christ does not say "first offer" but "first be reconciled and then offer". 

It is precisely for this reason that when the gifts of the Holy Eucharist 

are presented to all, all must, according to Chrysostom, "be first 

reconciled with each other" and "then come to the sacrifice of the Holy 

Eucharist". 

Chrysostom, however, goes on to say that there is another reason 
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why a kiss should be exchanged before the Eucharist. He says that, "The 

Holy Spirit has make us into temples of Christ and therefore, at the 

time when we kiss each other, we kiss the "outer door of the Temple". 

Consequently, "a kiss that is holy", i.e. not accompanied by an "evil 

mind", is recommented by St. Paul who says "kiss each other with a 

holy kiss" (1 Cor. 16:20).(294) 

16. Receiving the Body and Blood of the Lord 

"After the ascent from there, they [the newly baptized] are brought 

immediately to the Table, which is awesome and full of innumerable 

gifts, and taste the Body and Blood of the Master and become a 

dwelling place of the Holy Spirit". (295) 

According to Chrysostom, it is a fact that when the newly baptized 

"come out of the holy spring of the font", a new beginning of struggle 

and fighting against the powers of darkness commenses, because the devil 

continues to behave "as a roaring lion in order to swallow" them. That 

is why God, according to Chrysostom, has his own equipped with 

weapons which are "much brighter than gold, much stronger than 

diamonol.., much warmer and fearful than fire and lighter than the 

wind". (296) These weapons do not burden the knee", but rather "give 

wings to these parts, and lift them high". 

A "believer who bears flesh", says Chrysostom "is obliged to fight 

and struggle against "bodiless powers". To help him in this God has 

produced "a shield and a helmet for him, not made of metal, but of 

justice and faith". Furthermore, says Chrysostom, God has produced for 
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the faithful "a table which is stronger than any weapon". (297) The Holy 

Eucharist is stronger that any weapon because it feeds the believer and 

strengthens him against the evil one". (298) Chrysostom says that the 

devil, is so fearful of the "Master's Table", that when he finds one 

returning from the "Masters' Table, even if he is alone, he disappears 

more quickly than the wind, like one who sees a lion blowing fire out of 

its mouth. In vivid and graphic language Chrysostom says that for the 

devil it is even more than magic. "If you show him your tongue, dyed 

with the Holy Blood of the Lord" - for he cannot stand this at all - he 

is like a beast which turns away and disappears quickly away, if you 

show him the mouth dyed with the Blood of the Lord". (299) Chrysostom 

parallels Satan with the angel of death in the Old Testament, who, 

seeing the doors painted red, "did not dare to enter" into the homes of 

the Israelites to kill their children. This is all the more so now, when 

Satan sees not symbolic blood, but "the Blood of the Truth with which 

the mouth of the faithful is '10\.tlOinted", (300) which becomes the doors of 

the Temple into which man has now been transformed. If the angel gave 

way in seeing the symbol alone, how much more will the devil do so in 

countenancing the Truth. 

Chrysostom also points out that the Divine Eucharist as a sacrament 

is the primary factor for the existence of the Church. The 

Holy Eucharist, i.e. ~ the Blood of Christ, says Chrysostom, "has its 

beginning and source from the cross above, i.e. from the Master's 

side". (301) According to the Scriptures when Christ died and was still on 

the cross "the soldier came and pierced his side with a spear", after 

which, "blood and water came out". The water was a symbol of the 

font, the sacrament "of Baptism", and the blood, "of the sacrament of 
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the Eucharist". That is why he does not say "blood and water came 

out", but "water came out first and then blood". (302) Also that is why 

Baptism comes first and then the other sacrament. As a result, it is 

"from these two that the Church has been born",(303) namely, "from the 

bath of regeneration [Baptism] and the renewal in the Holy Spirit 

[Eucharist]" (Tit. 3:5).(304) As the symbols of Baptism and the 

[Eucharistic] Mysteries came out of "Christ's side", and so "Christ created 

the Church from his side, as Eve was created from Adam's side".(305) 

Then, Chrysostom points out that all that Moses said concerning the first 

man, "bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh", (Gen. 2:23) refers to 

the Lord's side. "For just as God took Adam's side and created the 

woman, in the same way he took blood and water from his side and 

created the Church". (306) 

Finally, Chrysostom speaks of the divine Eucharist as food for those 

who are born again by the Lord. "As a woman feeds her own child 

continuously with blood and milk, in the same way Christ feeds those 

born to him continuously with his blood which is the Holy 

Eucharist". (307) 
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PART III 

THE GENERAL UNDERSTANDING OF BAPTISM 

Research into Chrysostom's texts reveals an inexaustible "goldmine" 

of teaching, as it were, relating to the manifold meaning 'Orthe-mystery 

of Baptism. We shall attempt to present it here on the basis of the 

following plan: 

1. The Act of Baptism 

a) Adoption 

b) One and Only 

2. Baptism and Christ 

a) Crucified with Christ, assimilated with his death, being circum

cised with him, entombment with him, resurrected with him. 

b) The Church as the bride of Christ dressed up in golden attire 

3. Baptism and the Holy Spirit 

a) The grace and gift of the Holy Spirit 

b) A lengthy and fruit bearing life 

4. Baptism and the Believer 

a) Spiritual regeneration 

b) Forgiveness of sins and cleansing of soul 

c) Mortification of passions 

d) Youth and life of purity. 

During the course of our present research we discovered that the 

basic principle in Chrysostom's understanding of all the sacraments, and 
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particularly of this sacrament, is the realization, that "we do not believe 

what we see, but we see different things and believe different things; for 

such is the nature of our sacraments. So, it is differently that I, and 

differently that the unbeliever think of these". (308) We have also 

discovered that the secret of entering into Chrysostom's understanding is 

the close examination of his texts: what he says, where and why he says 

it, and what points of meaning are derived from what he says. This has 

been the pattern of our method in what follows. 

1. The act of Baptism 

a) Adoption 

Following St. Paul, Chrysostom understands Baptism in terms of 

divine adoption which entails the gift of the Holy Spirit. Yet his view of 

adoption is a dynamic one. He lays the emphasis not on the mere gift 

of the Spirit, but on the life of the Spirit which entails the Spirit's lead 

in the life of the believer. This is clearly expressed in his Hom. XIV of 

his commentary on Romans and with reference to the verse Rom. 8:14. 

" all those who are governed by the Spirit of God, are sons of 

God" (Rom. 8:14). 

"This crown is much more important than the previous one. Because 

of this he did not simply say, all those who live by the Spirit of 

God, but "all those governed by the Spirit of God", indicating in 

this way, that he requires the Spirit to dominate our life, as the 
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captain of a ship and the coachman of a pair of horses. And not 

only the body but also the very soul he does not want them to be 

master, but he placed the soul's authority under the power of the 

Spirit. For in this way they will not neglect the new manner of life, 

as they take courage from the gift of the bath, because even if you 

receive Baptism, you will lose the value which has been given and 

the honour of adoption, if you are not going subsequently to be 

guided by the Spirit. This is the reason why he did not say "those 

who received the Spirit", but "those who are governed by the Spirit 

of God", that is, those who during their entire life-span live in this 

way, "these are sons of God".(309) 

Here Chrysostom clearly maintains that even though one may obtain 

Baptism, he may lose the value which has been given and the honour of 

adoption, if he is not governed in his life by the Holy Spirit. On the 

contrary those governed and directed in this life by the Holy Spirit will 

live eternally and blissfully and because of this they will obtain as a 

wreath the title to be named "sons of God". This is achieved when both 

body and soul find themselves under the authority and the power of the 

Spirit. To be governed by the Spirit is, according to the holy father, 

indispensable and necessary, even though one is baptized, not with the 

Baptism of repentance, but with the Baptism of adoption which takes 

place in the name of the Holy Trinity. (310) 

It is a fact, then, that if one does not exhibit, after Baptism, a 

moral and spiritual life, one will definitely lose the value which has been 

donated to him and the honour of adoption. This can also be seen from 
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the case of the Jews who were blessed with a similar honour. Chrysostom 

cites several verses from the scriptures in support of this: "I have said 

You are gods and all of you sons of the Most High" (Psalm 81 :6), and 

again, "Sons I have begotten and glorified" (Is. 1 :2), and "Israel is my 

firstborn son" (Ex. 4:22) and Paul says: "These are Israelites and to 

them belongs the sonship" (Rom. 9:4). But subsequently it is shown how 

great the difference is between that honour and this one; because 

although the names are similar, the substance is different. Chrysostom 

supplies the proof of his claim by a comparison of the two cases. He 

firstly indicates that in the case of the Israelites what was given was a 

"spirit of slavery". Thus St. Paul could say to those baptized: "For you 

did not receive the spirit of servitude to fall back into fear, but you 

have received the Spirit of sonship" (Rom. 8:15).(311) 

Interpreting "the spirit of servitude" Chrysostom refers to "the 

scriptures, because they were spiritual in this sense of servitude, and also 

to the spiritual law, to the water from the rock and to the manna".(312) 

"And all ate the same food of manna, and it was granted to them 

by the supernatural activity of the Spirit. And they all drank the same 

drink, which sprang up by supernatural, spiritual energy, because they 

drank from a supernatural and invisible Rock which followed them" (I 

Cor. 10:3-4). For all that was accomplished "was above nature" and 

because of this he named it all spiritual, not because those participating 

in these were then granted the Spirit. Explaining more clearly the 

"scriptures of servitude", Chrysostom says that one may understand better 

the meaning of this phrase if one checks their entire behaviour. 

According to the punishments and the reward, which followed after these, 
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they were regular and were given as daily food to slaves and the fear 

from all sides was great and the purifications "relating to the bodies" and 

the temperance manifested by the deeds. 

By contrast, Chrysostom says, this does not happen to the Christian 

believers "because both logic and conscience are cleansed". This is shown 

from the fact that he does not only say "do not kill", but also "do not 

be angry", not only "do not commit adultery", but also "do not look 

lustfully". (313) Thus the habit of virtue and everything achievable takes 

place not because of any cause or reason of fear for the present 

punishment, but because of love of him. Also he does not promise "earth 

flowing honey and milk", but makes us co-heirs along with the Only

begotten son, keeping us away from the present and promising to give us 

those "which must be obtained by the adopted sons of God", none of 

which is sensible or corporeal, for "all of them are spiritual". The Jews, 

then, even though they are named sons, they actually were servants to 

the letter of the law. Christians, however, are from the very beginning 

"made free, obtaining adoption and expecting heaven".(314) 

Furthermore, God taught the Jews "through others", but he taught 

the Christians "through himself". The Jews did everything because of fear 

of punishment, the Christians act "because of free choice and desire". 

The Jews acted as hired and ungrateful servants, who never ceased from 

moaning, but Christians operate as beloved sons of the Father. The Jews 

cursed whilst they were being blessed, whereas the Christians give thanks 

even when they are exposed to danger. 

Chrysostom also says that there is substantial difference between the 

Jews and the Christians, even in the instance of punishment which is due 
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to sin, because the Christians do not repent as the Jews do, who are 

"stoned and burnt, and maimed by the priests", since it is enough for 

them to be kept off "the father's table" and not to look at it for some 

days. 

To Jews, then, adoption was only honour of a mere name. But to 

Christians adoption is a real thing, "followed by the purification of 

Baptism, the gift of the Spirit and the donation of other goods". Besides 

these, of course, it is possible to mention many others which confirm the 

Christian nobility and the Jewish lowliness ('ttlV nap' liiJ.iV £\JyE:vnav 

Kal 1:nv £K£ivwv £\nE:A.£tav). Christian "nobility" consists of spiritual 

and moral guidance, given by the Spirit after Baptism and the divine 

illumination. This is granted through this sacrament not by necessity, as 

it happened "last year when God shook the entire town" and all "run for 

the illumination", including "adulterers and self-abusers and corrupt men", 

who, pretending at first to be pious, "returned again three days later to 

their own wickedness". (315) Rather it is granted when one freely allows 

the Spirit to govern and rule not only the body but also the soul. Thus, 

according to Chrysostom, "Christians who have been truly cleansed, 

acquitted of crimes and become sons", (316) are obliged to live like 

angels, having no need of earthly things here, and knowing that for them 

their adoption is the cause of blessedness in the coming ages into which 

they look forward to enter. (317) These are things which Christians learn 

and understand only when their life is guided and directed by the Holy 

Spirit, because where there is exaltation of adoption, there also is 

cancelition of misdeeds and acquisition of all the goods". (318) 
1\ 

From the moment when they enter into the "Baptism of adoption, 
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"Christians experience eternal life and angelic conduct. Indeed the power 

of the sacrament is so great that "it renders different those participating 

in the gift"(319) to the point that they are no longer simply men, but 

"brothers", for Baptism and communion of the mysteries [of the 

Eucharist]" transform the participant into a brother. (320) 

Thus Chrysostom challenges pagans and idol-worshippers to believe 

"that the power of the Spirit is so great, that it transforms 

(IJ.£1:art!I.6:H£t v) and reforms (IJ.£1:o:ppu81J,i'n v)".(321) He also 

challenges the Christians to "remember the former days, when after [they] 

were enlightened [by Baptism and the knowledge of the truth] [they] 

sustained a hard struggle with afflictions (Heb. 10:32), because God "did 

not create [them] as angels and archangels, but as sons of God who are 

beloved, and whom he draws to that inheritance". (322) 

Comparing those who did not accept God with those who accepted 

him, Chrysostom says that the former are punished because, although 

they had the authority to become God's children, they did not do so, but 

willingly deprived themselves of such a great nobility and honour; 

whereas the latter, that is, "all those who accepted him, were given by 

him authority to become children of God". This is because, according to 

St. Paul, "it is impossible those who attained once for all the light of 

the Christian truth and tasted in their personal experience the sweetness 

and the height of the gift that was given to them by the Heavenly God, 

including the pardon of their sins, and became participants of the grace 

of the Holy Spirit, it is impossible to restore them anew to repentance" 

(Hebr. 6:4,6). They all enjoy the same honour, whether they are slaves 

or free men, Greeks, or Barbarians, or Scythians, or unwise, or wise, or 
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women, or men, or young, or elderly, or dishonored, or honored, or 

rich, or poor, or noblemen, or laymen, because, according to 

Chrysostom, "the faith and the grace of the Spirit, having removed the 

anomaly of the secular ranks, have created one form and imprinted one 

royal character". (323) 

Finally, Chrysostom asks himself why the Gospel text did not say 

that he made them children of God, but that "he gave them authority to 

become children of God?" His reply points to the great effort which is 

required in order to preserve entirely unstained and intact "the image of 

the adoption which is impressed upon Christians in Baptism" (ii>o't£ 'thv 

tv 't~ ~an'tio~a'tt 'tn~ uio8£oia~ n~iv EV'tUn~8£ioav £iK6va, 

aKnA.i &nov 8t' 6A.ou 8t a'tnpnom Kai O:vE:nacpov)(324) and at the 

same time to reveal that no one is able to take away from them this 

authority, if they do not do so themselves. In addition he points to the 

fact that "grace does not come to all indiscriminately, but to those who 

want it and study it. This is why it rests upon them "to become 

children", for if they do not wish it, neither the donation comes nor any 

result can be brought about. 

b) One and only 

In his 9th homily on the 6th chapter of the Epistle to the Hebrews 

and commenting on the text Rom. 6:12 Chrysostom writes : 

" What then, shall we insist on sinning so that grace may be 

given in abundance? God forbid! Because if we are always to be 
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saved by grace, we shall never be good. For even where only one 

grace exists (one Baptism) we are still indolent. If we knew that it 

would be possible againt to get rid of sins by Baptism, would we 

stop sinning? I do not think so. Here he presents many gifts and 

you must listen to learn. You, the enemy, who beforehand were 

sitting in darkness, the adversary, the alienated, the ones who hated 

God, the ones who found themselves on the road to destruction 

were made worthy, he says, of such pardon; so you who were in 

such a state and suddenly have been enlightened, have been granted 

the Spirit, the heavenly donation, the adoption, the kingdom of 

heaven, the other riches, the secret mysteries, and you have not 

improved by all this, but although you were worthy of total loss, 

you found salvation and honour, as if you had achieved great things, 

how could you be re-baptized? Therefore he said that in two ways 

the thing is impossible and he placed the stronger way on top of 

the latter. He said on the one hand, that he who had secured such 

charisms and yet had betrayed everything that was granted to him, 

he was not worthy of all these; and on the other hand, that it was 

not possible for him to be recrucified, because this is to give an 

example. Therefore, there is no second bath; if there was, then 

there would be also a third one, and a fourth one, and always the 

preceding one would be washed away by the next one and this 

would go on ad infinitum. What then, he says, is there no 

repentance? There is repentance, but there is no second 

Baptism. (325) 
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Pointing to Rom. 6:12 Chrysostom maintains, that even if we were 

always to be saved by grace we would not have always remained good. 

This follows from the fact that we do not give up sinning after we have 

our sins washed through the one Baptism. It would be futile, then, says 

Chrysostom, to let one be rebaptized, when you know that he will go on 

sinning even after receiving such great gifts. According to the holy 

father, rebaptism cannot be done, because on the one hand it is not 

possible to have him who betrayed by his conduct so many donations be 

renewed and, on the other hand, it is not possible for Christ to be 

recrucified. Consequently, on the basis of what has been said so far, 

there is one and only Baptism. Indeed if it was possible for a second 

one to exist, then a third and a fourth would also have to exist, for the 

last one would have abolished the previous one and this would never find 

an end. 

Chrysostom agrees that there is repentance, but no second Baptism. 

It seems clear, however, that it is his wish to prevent Christians from 

falling into possible indifference and idleness "and to render them more 

careful", that makes him say that it is not possible, "if now they live 

leisurely" and "neglect the faith, that should again be able to receive 

remission of their sins, if they were to be rebaptized and to enjoy the 

same privileges as before".(326) "You are wrong", he says, "in believing 

it to be so", because, according to St. Paul, "it is necessary to progress 

always and never to retreat. Renewal by repentance is not possible for 

those, who received once the light of the Christian faith and tasted by 

personal experience the sweetness and the height of the gift given to 

them by the heavenly God along with the forgiveness of their sins, and 
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who also became partakers of the charisms of the Holy Spirit and tasted 

how sweet the word of God in the Gospel is, and how it pacifies and 

gladdens the soul, and gained an experience of the supernatural powers 

and miracles, which are operative in this age of the Messiah and are 

about to demonstrate the perfection of the future life, and who fell after 

all these blessings. It is not possible, because by their defection they 

crucify again the Son of God to their own destruction and ridicule him 

before the world" (cf. Hebr. 6:4-6). 

It is not enough that now "we become new" (Ken voi £y£v6~£8a) 

by virtue of our Baptism, for "a lot of attention is subsequently 

required", (327) so that "by abandoning carelessness altogether we may 

show a worthy life" ( ~t ov 13i ov). Unfortunately, says the holy father 

the fact is that "we have become old" because of sin and immorality and 

consequently "we are close to destruction and loss". (328) It is possible, 

however, by "repentance", says Chrysostom, that we can "write off this 

old age", since "by bath it is not possible to do so any more". By 

saying this Chrysostom confirms the fact that the sacrament of Baptism is 

one and unrepeatable and without it nobody can be saved. (329) 

The above points are also confirmed by an earlier homily of 

Chrysostom according to which the "recorded" ( £yy£yp~E:va) sins are 

not only written off but also purged away, so that no remnant of them 

remains. (330) 

Chrysostom also insists that sins committed "after Baptism" ('ta ~E'ta 

't b f3mt't t o~a) are not erased, as it happens with those recorded before 

the bath which are wiped out by the waters of Baptism and the cross of 

Christ".(331) This point is clearly supported by the words of St. Paul: 
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"And he wrote off entirely the weight of our debt, which was written in 

accordance with the Mosaic Law, which was impossible for us to keep 

and because of this we became guilty and debtors to holy justice. This 

debt was against us and the Lord took it off from us and nailed it to 

the cross and there he erased it with his blood" (Col. 2:14). For the sins 

which take place "after Baptism" to be abolished a lot of care and effort 

is required "again", because "there is no second bath" (~n8' £ott 

8£uupov f..o\np6v).(332) But for Chrysostom Baptism is not only unique 

and unrepeatable, but a "great sacrament" (~tya IJ.EV yap 'to 

8em'ttOIJ.a),(333) because "without it it is impossible to obtain the 

kingdom",(334) or to "be united with God".(335) 

2. Baptism and Christ 

a) Crucified wi.th Christ, assimilated with his death, being circumcised 

with him and resurected with him 

Chrysostom expounds the relation of Baptism to Christ by speaking 

of Baptism in terms of a) Christ's Cross, b) likeness to his death, c) 

Circumcision, d) tomb and mortification, resurrection and life. 

a) "Baptism is called a cross, because our old man was crucified 

along with Christ, so that the body of sin may be abolished" (Ad 

illuminandos catechesis 1 ). (336) 

b) "This is what he says, Baptism is a cross, for our old man was 

crucified along with Christ. And again, we have become conformed 
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to the likeness of his death" (In epist. ad hebraeos cap. vi, homil. 

ix).(337) 

c) "For in it (him), he says, you have been circumcised with a 

circumcision which was not done by a human hand, by putting off 

the sins of the flesh in the circumcision of Christ" (In cap. xvii 

genes. homil. xi). (338) 

d) "What then is the need of water, I mean the sacrament, which 

he covers up for us as a secret thing? For there are some secret 

reasons of the thing, and before the many there is the reason 

connected with myself. Divine symbols (signs) are celebrated in it, 

tomb and mortification, resurrection and life, and all these take 

place simultaneously. For the old man is buried as in a tomb as we 

submerge our heads and our old man is completely hidden as he 

sinks below. For as it is easy for us to be baptized and to emerge 

again, so it is easy for God to bury the old man and reveal the 

new one. Indeed this takes place three times, so that you may learn 

that it is the power of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit 

which fulfils all these things" (In Joannem homil., xxv. al. 

xxiv).(339) 

I. Baptism is connected with Christ's Cross, because through it "the 

old man is crucified, so that the body of sin is abolished" (Rom. 6:6). 

Chrysostom understands this in a variety of ways since he speaks of 

various "ways of mortification" (noA.Aoi. "n<; VEKP6"n"o<; "p6not ). (340) 

One way is the death of the body, as contrasted to the soul. 

Chrysostom's example in this case is that of Abraham, who was dead in 
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the body but was alive in the soul, since it was said that his "God is 

not God of the dead but of the living" (Matth. 22:32). Another kind of 

death is "that of the soul" which Christ implied in saying: "leave the 

dead to bury their dead" (Matth. 8:22). Yet another kind of death, which 

is particularly praised, is connected with the endurance of asceticism and 

has to do with St. Paul's statement, "Mortify your members on earth" 

(Col. 3:5). Finally another death, which seems to be the cause of the 

previous one, is that which takes place at the time of Baptism and 

according to which "the old man is crucified" (Rom. 6:6). It is on this 

final type of death that Chrysostom lays particular emphasis.(341) The old 

man is the human nature which Adam transmitted to the human race in 

a corrupt state and which through Baptism, is crucified along with Christ 

in an inexplicable and mysterious way in order to cease to be corrupt 

and to die (Rom. 6:6). This death is obviously based on the work of 

Christ which is appropriated by human beings through Baptism. As 

Chrysostom says, "It was necessary for the Son of God to come and 

baptize the human race in order to drown the old man and destroy sin, 

reintroduce the blessing, abolish the curse, grant justice and transform 

human beings into angels. (342) Thus to live with God man needs to be 

crucified along with Christ" (iva: 0£~ (noc.u, Xpto't~ ouv£o'tcrup(4!m, 

Gal. 2:19-20).(343) Chrysostom explains that it is actually Christ who 

suffered the crucifixion and that those baptized into Christ become 

participants in his death, (344) i.e. they die to sin, (345) by ceasing to 

obey it, (346) and live for Christ and in Christ (Gal. 2:20). Thus 

Chrysostom understands Baptism as participation in Christ's Cross and 

death.(347) 
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II. If Baptism is connected with Christ's crucifixion and cross, then, 

those who partake of it participate "in the likeness of Christ's death" 

(Rom. 6:5).(348) This does not mean that they are crucified in the same 

way as he was, or that they die on a cross, but that they have become 

like Christ through receiving holy Baptism, namely, they have, like him, 

"put death to death by their death" and thus remain immortal. (349) Just 

as Christ's death took place once and resulted in immortality, so Baptism 

is celebrated once and produces the same result. The reason for this lies 

in the fact that Christ died for the sins of humanity so that he may 

abolish the power of sin over the human race. (350) Thus St Paul speaks 

of the participation of Christians in Christ's death in terms of likeness 

rather than nature,(351) the reason being that the death of the flesh is 

one thing and the death for sin is another. (352) Before Christ's advent 

the human body was indulging in sin, but after his advent and the 

descent of the Spirit humanity has been able to mortify sin in the 

soul, (353) and carry the mortification of the Lord in the body. (354) 

III. "Although you were circumcised with a circumcision not made 

by hand, the body got rid of the sins of the flesh, in the circumcision 

of Christ" (Col. 2:11).(355) Through union with Christ Christians join the 

great army of those circumcised with a spiritual circumcision, which does 

not take place by a human hand as in the case of Judaism. This 

circumcision is called spiritual, because it is operated by the intervention 

of the Holy Spirit and consists in 

performed the sins of the flesh. 

the putting off of the body which 

This putting off of the body of sin 

is not of course done by cutting out pieces of the body, but is 
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connected with the circumcision which one gets from Christ himself. 

According to Chrysostom, St. Paul explains thoroughly this kind of 

circumcision when he says that it occurs when Christians are buried 

together with Christ at their Baptism (Col. 2:12). (356) 

Continuing on the same theme the holy father observes that, as 

circumcision distinguished the Jews "from the other nations" and proved 

without doubt their acquaintance with God, so the baptismal circumcision 

distinguishes more accurately "the believers from the unbelievers". 

Baptismal circumcision means "the removal of sins" ('tilV 1:<:w 

Cx!J.o:p'tn~a'twv em68£ot v). Once "the sins of the flesh are got rid of for 

ever", and the dress of righteousness is put on, Christians become 

superior to the passions of the flesh and acquire the virtues". (357) In 

another instance Chrysostom, considering again the subject under 

consideration, praises God for his charity and indescribable generosity 

towards the human kind, because unlike the bodily circumcision "which 

incurred suffering and pain for no other benefit save the mark of 

distinction from other people, Christian circumcision, effected through the 

grace of Baptism, is procur:.::,ed without pain and incurs thousands of 

blessings through the grace of the Spirit". (358) Another advantage of the 

Christian circumcision, which is not made by hand in contrast to the 

Jewish one, is that it has no exact time, for it is possible for one to 

receive it in "infancy", or in "middle age", or even in "the old age". 

Whatever the time may be, no pain is inflicted, but the burden of sins 

is removed since forgiveness for the sins of one's entire life is granted. 

Chrysostom explains that it was the benevolent God who saw 

mankind's incurable disease and the requirement of a prolonged therapy 
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and a lot of charity, and donated to mankind the regeneration of the 

bath, so that the old self may be left behind, with all its wicked acts, 

and a new self may be put on which follows the road of virtue. (359) 

Consequently, the holy father warns Christians not to become worse "than 

the ungrateful and senseless Jews", who, took circumcision lightly, but 

"once they accepted baptismal circumcision", they regulate their life 

according to what concerns them. 

IV. As regards the theme of the divine symbols (signs) which are 

performed in Baptism, namely the tomb and the mortification, or the 

resurrection and the new life, Chrysostom tries to expound it by turning 

to the earth during spring when "it gives us roses and violets and other 

flowers". (360) These flowers are not a creation of the waters because 

neither they nor the earth act by themselves simply and according to 

their own "nature" but by the "order of the Ruler". It is known from 

the scriptures that in the beginning of the creation waters "produced 

living creatures" obeying God's creative command; "let the waters produce 

reptiles of living creatures" (Gen. 1 :20) And immediately "that lifeless 

substance bore living creatures". (361) As at that time, so at the present 

time the waters become productive at the hearing of the divine 

command, but this time it is not reptiles of living creatures that they 

produce but spiritual graces"(362) and, as a result, "divine symbols (signs) 

are simultaneously granted, entombment and mortification, resurrection 

and life". (363) It is as if there is a certain grave, which contains water 

and into which we submerge our heads, so that our old self is buried as 

it sinks down into the waters and when we come out of the water our 
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new self resurfaces. This is exactly what happens at the time of Baptism, 

for "being baptized and submerged into the water and, later on, 

ascenting from it, is a symbol of Christ's descent into hell and ascension 

from there".(364) Thus St. Paul "calls Baptism a grave" (Ked 't<i<pov 'tO 

13rot't t OIJ.<X K<XAE i) saying, "we were buried together with him in death 

by Baptism" (Rom. 6:4). 

Chrysostom explains that this happens because of Christ, who, being 

sinless and hence, not bound by death, entered into death in order to 

destroy it and to bring to light the grace of the ressurection. Thus we 

become cornformed to his death so that we may also participate in his 

resurrection. (365) The difference between Christ and us is that he became 

wi2. 
the firstfruits of the resurrection, whereas we die twice and are twice WG 

" resurrected. (366) One resurrection is delivery from the weight of sins 

which follows immediately after burial along with Christ in Baptism. This 

resurrection is deliverance from sins, (367) because death rests upon sin" 

(Rom. 6:7) and "because once one dies in this way, he must remain 

dead for ever in sin". (368) It produces as fruit justice, sanctification, 

adoption and a thousand riches", (369) in other words, "the new estate, 

which, in the present life, changes our ways". (370) It makes the adulterer 

"wise", the greedy, a "giver" and the harsh, "tamed". It is without 

doubt, as Chrysostom says, "the prelude of the second resurrection which 

is connected with the body". (371) The first resurrection is followed by 

the second. Thus, once the Lord has given to us the first one, which is 

the "greater", we must also expect the second which is the lesser. The 

resurrection of "deliverance from sins" is greater "than seeing the body 

risen", because it was on account of sin that "the body fell" into death. 
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Yet in the Gospel the perspective is reversed. If the beginning of the fall 

of the body was sin, "the beginning of the resurrection of the body is 

the abolition of sins". (372) Put in another way the resurrection of 

righteousness and the disappearance of the old life bring about the new 

and angelic type of life. (373) Thus, when they are baptized, Christians 

rise to the higher resurrection which abolishes the difficult death of sin. 

In the words of St Paul, "by removing the old garment" as Christ rose 

from the dead by his father's glory, so shall they walk in newness of 

life" (Rom. 6:4).(374) As regards the second resurrection, which is 

connected with the resurrection of the body, Chrysostom says that it is 

of less value, because it follows after the first one. It is by becoming 

one with Christ in Baptism, i.e. by reproducing the likeness of his death 

through dying to sin that as a natural consequence Christians can be 

certain that they shall become one not only in the likeness of 

resurrection, but also in the resurrection itself" (Rom. 6:5).(375) 

According to Chrysostom, this resurrection leads to "eternal 

life", (376) because "we believe and live by this, knowing that Christ, 

having risen from the dead, never dies" (Rom. 6:8,9). (377) Nevertheless, 

it is evident that for Chrysostom "the Baptism into the future life has 

the greater part of the reward", because according to St. Paul Christians 

are not attracted any more by earthy things, since they have died 

sacramentally in the holy Baptism along with their old and earthy belief, 

and have been given a new life by divine grace, which is hidden 

together with Christ in God and its glory and bliss have not yet been 

revealed. As Christ appeared to be the cause and donor of the spiritual 

life, so will the Christians appear in glory along with him". (Col. 3:3-4) 
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b) The Church as the bride of Christ dressed up in golden attire 

In his exposition of Psalm 44 Chrysostom speaks of the Church as 

the people of God, who have been gathered out of all the nations 

through the preaching of the Word of the Gospel and who constitute the 

Bride of Christ, standing next to him and dressed up in royal attire. All 

this, he says, has been brought about through Baptism. 

" Wishing to indicate the power of the Gospel, the prophet Amos 

says how it conquered, how it subjected women, men, simple men, 

rich, those wearing royal crowns and those dwelling with them, in 

order to build temples for God everywhere. Later on, as he touches 

the same subject, he analyses it more thoroughly, describing those 

who worship and bow before Christ. He indicates how people 

submitted to him and how he touched their heart, how he 

overpowered his enemies, how his right hand guided him to success, 

how he planted truth in the world, meekness and justice; and again 

he speaks metaphorically describing the Church as an icon and those 

things that were later said by the Apostles, the one saying, "I 

betrothed you to one man in order to present you to Christ as a 

pure virgin" (II Cor. 11 :2), the other, "he who has the bride is the 

bridegroom" (John 3:29) and the other, "The kingdom of Heaven 

looks like a king who performed a marriage for his son" (Matth. 

22:2). These he foretold, speaking about the bride who is at the 

same time a queen; this is why he says "the queen stood on your 
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right". Another one says "she prJi,ed herself up", which means, she 
II 

stood firm and immovable, something that Christ says on another 

occasion that "the gates of hell will not surpass her" (Matth. 16:18). 

Have you witnessed great honour? Have you witnessed great dignity? 

The one scorned, the one who dragged herself low, has been raised 

to such a height in order that she may stand next to him. Have 

you thought to what dignity the one who was imprisoned, alienated, 

a whore, a sinner was brought to? She stood next to him together 

with the ministering powers. Because the Son, being equal to the 

Father, sits on his right hand and she sits next to him. Because 

although she is a queen, yet she is of creaturely substance. How 

does Paul put it? "He resurrected us along with him and made us 

sit with him in Heaven through Jesus Christ" (Eph. 26). Because, he 

says, our head is above, and we are the body, once the head sits 

in heaven on high, we too share in the honour, if inded we stand 

there in golden and coloureful attire and in golden crown made 

from saphire. 

As in the case of the king we do not mean spears and 

arrows, so in this case of the bride you must not think of material 

attire, but with these perceptible things you must think divine 

thoughts. In order that noone may suspect something similar, he 

added the following, "All the glory of the king's daughter comes 

from the internal world of her virtues". And of course the attire is 

external and invites pleasure to those who see it, but it is 

corporeal, whereas when the question is about spiritual things, then 

you must turn your thoughts to the world inside. This attire was 
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woven by the king and was put on her at Baptism. Because he says, 

"those of you who were baptized into Christ, have put on Christ" 

(Gal. 3:27). For before this, she was naked, she performed 

indecencies and was at the disposal of all those who followed her 

on this road, but since she put on this attire she reached that 

height and was made worthy to stand on his right hand. He is right 

in calling it colourful, as this garment is not simple, because it is 

not possible for one to be saved by grace alone, for faith and 

virtue are also required. (378) 

Take care of the attire which you received, because if you 

lose it, it is not possible to borrow it or to buy it, as you cannot 

buy anywhere such a garment". (379) 

I. Using Amos 6:4,(380) with the purpose of proving the power of 

the Gospel in the growth of the Church, Chrysostom says that this power 

was so great and strong that all categories of prople "women, men, 

private citizens, rich" and even kings "and the women dwelling with 

them" built temples for God as a result of their true and real faith 

towards him. The preaching of the Gospel contributed greatly to the 

cultivation of the peoples who submitted to Christ, really since he 

"overpowered his enemies", because actually "he planted truth, meekness 

and justice"(381) in the world. Truth, meekness and justice are, of 

course, Christian virtues which befit believers, who composes the Church, 

which (Church) is compared, according to the prophet Amos, to a 

"bride" (v0~-t<Pn) and a "queen" (l3aoiA.1.ooa). The Church is seen as a 

Bride because St. Paul in II Cor. 11 :2 speaks about her betrothal to one 
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man, Christ, to whom she presents herself as a pure virgin. What he has 

in mind here is connected with the souls of the faithful Christians, which 

are pure and free from any deceit and sin, are united with a pure and 

real faith as well as with guileless love into one spiritual body, one 

"spiritual bride", having as their bridegroom Christ himself. St John the 

evangelist also characterises Christ as a "groom" in 3,29, saying: "Do not 

be surprised if all go to him and follow him. The groom is the one 

whom the Bride follows and to whom she goes as his own". 

The Church is also seen as a "Queen", because it is about this 

Church, who was previously called a bride, that Matthew the evangelist 

says emphatically in 22:2 that "The kingdom of heaven may be compared 

to a king who gave a feast for his son's marriage", while in Psalm 44:10 

it is said of Christ that "the Queen stands magnificent at his right hand. 

On another occasion, Chrysostom says that the Church stood firm, 

unbenting and immovable, something that was also strengthened by 

Matthew 16:18, where "death and the organized forces of evil will not 

surpass and will not defeat the Church, who will be eternal and 

immortal". Certainly the honour made to the Church and the dignity 

offered to her is excessive and great, especially if we compare the 

previous condition of the members of the Church, (382) who were scorned 

because of sin and ignorance of the Christian virtues and were dragged 

here and there as prisoners of their passions, estranged from the truth 

and the light, sunk into immorality and waste, full of dirt from sin. 

Indeed St. Paul in an eloquent and especially representative way 

described its ugliness as follows: "because we too were once foolish, 

disobedient, led astray and wandering away from God and the truth and 
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being enslaved to passions and every kind of pleasure, living our lives in 

malice and envy, hated by men and hating one another" (Titus 3:3).(383) 

Human wickedness became very great because human beings hated 

each other, but "God did not hate them on account of their hating one 

another, but intervened to save those who were found in such great 

deformity of soul" (Cq..J.opq>ia IJNXii<;),(384) raising them and the whole 

Church to the level of the Son, who, being equal with the Father, "sits 

on the Father's right hand" ( £K 8£~t wv Ka8n.:at ). It is well known, 

that since Christ is the head of the Church "and as such he is above", 

the believers, i.e. the actual members of the Church, who form her 

perceptible body, are also partakers of this excellent honour, standing 

exactly there, "wearing a garment woven with golden threads and varied 

embroideries and colours" (Psalm 44:10). 

II. Furthermore Chrysostom points out that the garment of the 

bride, in this particular case, should not be taken as something 

perceptible, so as to create in our mind the impression of real garments 

"woven with golden threads and varied embroideries and colours", but as 

perceptible imagery through which we may transport ourselves to "divine 

perceptions" referring to "the rich internal decoration of the bride's virtue 

as well as to her spiritual charisms". It is a fact, that one is greatly 

impressed by the brightness of external garments, because this reflects 

immediately our lower self, who is coquettish, and as a result it provokes 

delight and pleasure from anyone seeing them. In the case of spiritual 

matters, and therefore garments, one needs, according to Chrysostom, to 

turn "inside the eye of the mind" so as to realize that from the moment 
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when the bridegroom came and found his future bride lying "naked and 

behaving indecently, he covered her with a clean dress, the brightness 

and fame of which no word nor mind could describe".(385) So great was 

the bridegroom's love for all of us, for the Church, that the king himself 

"wove" the garment and by himself, through Baptism, "dressed her" with 

"the greatest cloth", for, according to St. Paul, "those baptized in the 

name of Christ had put on Christ" (Co.l. 3:27).(386) 

Thus through this spiritual garment every member of the Church 

becomes son of God by adoption and, therefore, all members of the 

Church are sons of God, since through the sacrament of Baptism, which 

takes place in the name of Christ, faith in Him as the only Saviour and 

Liberator of mankind is assured. This assurance is, in a way, the dress, 

armor and shield of the believer in Christ, and an actual union with 

Christ in order to be victorious against any plots and tricks of the devil. 

The fact, of course that by Baptism the Church's members are able to 

stand "on the right hand" of Christ, is an indication that this garment of 

Baptism is not simple, accidental or temporary, but "multicoloured, 

expensive and permanent". 

The condition, of the person who was deemed worthy of this 

garment and who was reborn through Baptism and became a Christian, is 

called "grace", as distinguished from the notion of grace as God's special 

love towards sinful men, although they are not worthy of it. The grace, 

however, which is obtained through the garment of Baptism, becomes 

fruitful, says Chrysostom, "where there is faith and virtue". (387) Faith is 

necessary in the life of a Christian, because it is exactly a result of this 

regenerative power of the sacrament of Baptism(388) which cleanses and 
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purifies the soul from any dirt of sin and results in virtuous life and 

abiding with Christ. "Therefore if one is in Christ, he is a new creation" 

(II Cor. 5:17), because through the garment of Baptism "the old had 

passed away, behold, all have become new" ("ta ccp-)(o:io: rro:pi;A.8Ev i5ou 

y£yovEv "tCx mxv"to: Ko:t v6:) (II Cor. 5:17). All this takes place because 

we died along with Christ and the old condition, which was created for 

humanity by submission to the law and enslavement to the sin, has now 

in any case gone and everything have been renewed from the beginning, 

and become new. 

Thus, the grace of God "entering into the human condition has 

recreated and transformed the souls changing them from one type to 

another". (389) "The recreation (llnO:TtA.o:ot ~)" and "the tr~figuration 

(IJ.E"t<XIJ.OP(j)(,)Ot ~)" of the souls by the grace of God has not changed the 

very substance of the souls, but, as Chrysostom says, "has changed only 

their will (rrpoo:i pEot v)". And the light, which the soul accepted from 

the regenerating power of Baptism, rendered the mind and intellect 

unable to see from now on the things from their opposite point view. 

Once the eyes of the soul are cleansed from discharge, they are enabled 

to see both "the ugliness and deformity of wickedness and the great 

beauty and joy of virtue". (390) Consequently the faith towards Christ, 

which we put on through the garment of Baptism which the king "has 

woven", requires that "we forget all the past" in order to live in a new 

life and estate and that all our words and deeds are equal to the high 

rank "of the one who dwells in us".(391) 

Living in such a manner it is necessary that all our actions are 

spiritual, because they will be the fruit of the Spirit which has 
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regenerated us. And as it is known from St. Paul, "the fruit of the 

Spirit is love, joy, peace, forbearance, honesty, kindness, faith, meekness, 

temperance" (Gal. 5:22-23). (392) 

III. "Therefore take care of the garment which you received" on the 

day of Baptism, because this became the cause of "having Christ and his 

Father dwelling in the soul and the presence of the Holy Spirit". (393) 

Certainly the' outward dress and the brightness of the garments with 

which those baptized circulated, became the reason which made all to see 

them and also to pay special attention to them. But as on another 

occasion the holy father pointed out that it is necessary for us to be 

'1'\ 
trasposed from things perceptible by the bodily senses ( o:i o8n•a) to 

1\ 

things "divine" (8EoJtpEnii), so here we must understand that, by keeping 

and preserving the garment of Baptism, he means the manner of life 

which is pleasing to God ("the state according to God"), which those 

baptized should, exhibit in the future, as well as the great precision with 

which they must fulfil their duties, so that not only they themselves, but 

also everyone who sees them, may follow their example and be led "to 

adopt the same zeal and doxology for the Master".(394) Thus, in writing 

that "if one is united with Christ, he is a new creation, the old has 

passed away, behold all have become new", St Paul urges Christians, as 

Chrysostom explains: "to understand that they have left behind them the 

old dress" and received and worn the new one, which is certainly so 

brilliant to the point of competing with the brilliance of "the rays of the 

sun" itself. Take care, says the holy father, so that in your later life you 

may always preserve the same brilliance of "the beauty of the garment". 
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Because as long as the devil, that wicked demon "and enemy of our 

salvation", sees "this spiritual dress of ours shining" he greately fears "the 

radiance of it", and for this reason not only is he unable, but also does 

not dare to stand next to us, because "the lightning" which comes from 

this garment "blinds his face". The holy father further says, that now 

that the newly baptized find themselves in the beginning of their spiritual 

life, they must struggle very hard not only "to exhibit much radiance of 

pleasure" and "make the beauty of their garment brighter and more 

radiant", (395) but also take care, with a lot of effort and dilligence, of 

"the dress they received", because if they lose it ( f.:av yap emwA.£on<;) 

they will neither be able to use it (xpnoaoem ou Suvnon) nor to 

purchase it ( o\.!8£ rtpt ao8at ), because, where ever they may search, they 

will be able to trace nowhe re such an expensive garment which is 
v 

nowhere being sold ( ou&x!..wD yap rtwA.£i 1:o:t 1:01. o\nov i1 .. uht ov). (396) 

Indeed, Chrysostom suggests ways by which this colourful and most 

important garment should be preserved and looked after. As a matter of 

principle no word should come out of our mouth but "before speaking 

we should think if there is anything useful in it and if it will help those 

hearing it". (397) Rather they should speak with great care keeping in 

mind the words of the Lord, "I tell you that for any unnecessary and 

useless word that people may say, they will give an account for it on 

the day of judgment". (Matth. 2:36). Consequently, no "wordly and 

useless talk" has a place for the newly baptized, because through 

Baptism, they belong to a new and different manner of life than they 

did before "and it is necessary for them to keep this manner so that 

they do not become unworthy". (398) 
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The holy father also says that not only those who have now been 

initiated (of u vuv ~E~t.JTl!..J.EVOt ), but also those who since a long time 

became worthy of this grace, i.e. all who are members of the "spiritual 

council" ( oUYJ</\m:o<; n Jtv£u~o:n Kil), should not copy what other people 

are doing, but be careful of what precisely their tongue says (YMrt'tn<; 

O:Kpt 13Ei o:<;) and exhibit all the purity of their mind, and set every part 

of their body accustomed to not doing anything which will not bring 

great profit to the soul (noA.u 1:0 KEp8o<;). Chrysostom also spells out 

the manner of behaviour of every member, so that the "colourful dress 

may not be lost, which each Christian has received through Baptism, by 

saying that the tongue must be used "only for hymns and doxology and 

reading the holy words and the spiritual teachings". (399) Particularly 

relevant here is St. Paul's statement: "Let no evil talk come out of your 

mouths, but only as such as is good for edifying, as fits the occasion, 

that it may impart grace to those who hear. Do not grieve the Holy 

Spirit of God, by whom you were sealed for the day of redemption" 

(Eph. 4:29). If by any chance nothing is carried out as it should, the 

newly baptized must take care in future not to perform any of those 

actions which grieve the Holy Spirit. Of course, if there is need for 

somebody to come out of his house, let him not go to dangerous 

gatherings, or to frequent "foolish associations, which are filled with idle 

talk", but "there should be nothing more preferable to him" than the 

Church of God, the sounds of prayer and the associations where spiritual 

lectures take place. 

Adding more directions, the holy father, says that all the actions of 

the baptized Christians must be distinguished by seriousness and orderly 
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conduct, because it is known from the Scriptures "that one's dress, the 

way he laughs and walks make clear, what type of person he is" 

(Wisdom of Sirach 19:30).(400) And rightly, of course, because, as he 

says, "the external appearance" shows the exact condition of the soul, 

whereas the movement of the various parts of his body show exactly "the 

soul's beauty". As a result, when somebody walks in the market, his 

walking must be so quiet and serious, so as to attract the attention of 

those meeting him. In addition, he should "neither look here and there, 

nor his f.:.,eet should walk irregularly, but his tongue should pronounce the 

words quietly and generously and generally all his external behaviour 

should show the beauty inside his soul". ( 401) 

From everything said so far concerning the "colourful" garment, 

which all the baptized receive during Baptism, it can be concluded that 

the conduct of all of them is expected to be different "strange and 

differentiated", because new and strange are the donations which they 

receive and the spiritual life into which they have entered through the 

sacrament. 

3. Baptism and the Holy Spirit 

a) The grace and gift of the Holy Spirit 

In his Expositio in psalmum XLV Chrysostom says the following 

concerning the grace of the Holy Spirit: 

"And the Spirit of God shall rest upon him, the Spirit of 

wisdom and understanding, the Spirit of counsel and strength, the 
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Spirit of knowledge and godliness shall fill him, the Spirit of the 

fear of God (Is. 11 :2-3). But there the whole grace was given 

whereas in the case of men only a small portion and a drop from 

that grace of his. This is the reason why he did not say "I shall 

pour out of my Spirit upon all flesh". (Joel 2:28). This is, indeed, 

what happened. Because the whole world received from his Spirit. 

" and this drop and tiny portion of the Spirit filled the 

world with divine knowledge. It was through this that miracles took 

place and sins were forgiven. But the grace granted to so many 

places is a small part of the donation and a pledge. Because he 

says "he gave to our hearts the pledge of the Spirit, (II Cor. 1 :22), 

meaning that one part of the energy for the Comforter is not 

divided. See the sense; how great it is. Because the Spirit grants a 

word of wisdom to one and the same Spirit gives a word of 

knowledge to another, and to another faith, to another the gifts of 

curing diseases, and to another the operations of powers in the 

Spirit, and to another prophecy, and to another the ability to 

distinguish the spirits, and to another the gift of many languages" (I 

Cor. 12:8-10). Indeed the grace of baptism extended so many gifts 

to so many nations in the entire world; and all these are done by 

the little portion of the Holy Spirit . . . Consider, therefore, how all 

plentiful and strong is the grace of the Spirit, so as to be sufficient 

for such an ecumene for so many years: it is neither circumscribed 

nor spent, but fills all with richness and grace whilst it is not 

diminished at all ... n( 402) 
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Referring, among other things, to the passage from Isaiah, according 

to which "the Spirit of God will rest on Christ", Chrysostom says that in 

this way all the grace was given to him, whereas only a part or drop of 

it was given to men. Analysing further this grace of Jesus, the holy 

father says that it is by this that he taught and performed miracles and 

that it was made known in a "perceptible" manner, by means of a dove 

(m:pto1:£p6:<;) which descended on Jesus on the day of his Baptism; 

(John 1 :33). 

From all the above it is clear that whereas "the temple received the 

whole of the grace", ( 403) "men received only a little and a drop from 

that grace". According to the holy father, the grace of a king, who with 

every authority forgives sins, performing himself the donation, ( 404) which 

requirs faith in order to be understood•(405) was offered "to everyone of 

us" ( tvi £K6:01:UI TU.J.G.lv), beginning "from Palestine" and spreading to 

Egypt, Phoenicia, Syria, Scythia, Thrace, Greece, France, Italy, the whole 

of Libya, Asia and even reaches "this very ocean". It is by this drop of 

grace, that the supernatural miracles and the previously mentioned 

forgiveness of all sins by the king, take place. These are offered 

"according to one's faith" and "according to the measure of the donation 

of Christ" (Eph. 4:7) by the mystery of Baptism, which belongs to "the 

most important of all" gifts, along with "the salvation through faith, the 

possession of God as a Father, and the participation of everyone in the 

same grace".(406) As it is known the grace of God is given through 

Baptism. The question however arises in this case: What is the relation 

between Baptism and the grace of the Spirit? In our judgment the grace 

of the Spirit is the "betrothal pledge" ( O:ppo:[3wv), that is, the promise 
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whereby "Baptism is constitu-ted" on the one hand, and on the other 

hand, the abundance of the gifts, which are channefed to the believers 
1\ 

through holy Baptism. The relation, therefore, between Baptism and the 

grace of the Spirit is realized exactly in the existence of the "betrothal 

pledge", which, "if it did not exist now, then no Baptism would exist, no 

pardon of sins would be granted, there would be no justice and 

sanctification, no adoption would be received, no mysteries enjoyed; for 

the mystical body and blood would not come to pass without the grace 

of the Spirit; no priests would be ordained; for no ordinations would 

take place without that descent of the Holy Spirit. Indeed several other 

things one would be able to say about the signs ( o\>IJ.(loA.a) of the grace 

of the Spirit".(407) The grace of Christ, which "donated gifts to our 

nature through Baptism",(408) leads man to the font of the waters 

"without making his sins evident to anyone, for on the one hand, the 

donation is evident and is made obvious to all, and on the other hand, 

the sins are not known to anyone but to him and to the one who 

received his pardon". ( 409) The grace "is great, as it consists of great 

mysteries; it is large as it contains the whole energy of the Spirit"(410). 

It is a fact that the Col4J[orter, the Holy Spirit, is not divided 

because "the spring" ( i1 rtnYn) is endless and never becomes empty, while 

"each one receives the charism, which serves the interest and the benefit 

of all the members of the Church" (I Cor. 12:7). Thus, if it is given to 

somebody by the Spirit, "that is exactly in order that he may explain in 

depth and wisdom the mysterious counsels and saving truths of God; 

whereas to another speech is given so that he may explain to the 

believers all that the Word of wisdom uncovers and thus transfers to 
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them the saving knowledge. Along with these there is to another who is 

given by the same Spirit the gift of faith, with which the supernatural 

miracles take place, ( 411) and another who is given concerns the gifts of 

curing several types of sickness, which undoubtedly are cured by the 

wondrous activity of the Holy Spirit; whereas there are others who are 

given achievements and deeds of supernatural powers, a gift of prophecy, 

a gift by which one distinguishes the real prophets from the crooks and 

the true gifts of the Spirit from the false ones, which deceptively hide 

the delusion, and also there is another who is given the gift of speaking 

in various languages" (I Cor. 12:8-10).(412) Furthermore Chrysostom says 

that all these gifts were distributed to so many nations of the earth" with 

such an abundance" by the grace of the Holy Spirit through the 

Sacrament of Baptism, who, as he says elsewhere, helps us "if we wish 

to increase and to magnify the grace which is given to us".(413) If, 

according to the holy father, "you have not been deprived of the grace 

of the Spirit",(414) but "you too have enjoyed the divine grace and 

partaken of the Spirit, by being baptized", ( 415) you can increase it "with 

good deeds" (8t' £pywv ayo:ewv) so that it "becomes brighter and sheds 

the light more radiantly".(416) When this is achieved by our good 

character and our good and decent deeds, we can be sure with a lot of 

boldness that we shall enter with the groom Christ into the marriage 

chamber to enjoy, as Chrysostom says, "the goods" which are found there 

for all those who love him. 

It is a fact that all those who "accepted Baptism and partook of the 

Sacraments"( 417) received "the grace of the Spirit", which, "when it 

comes it drives away the darkness of mind",(418) so that one Y'!IO..'f 
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previously caused his fear. Thus, as Chrysostom makes clear, although all 

"run" to Baptism at different times, "one being first, an other second", 

"the first one does not receive more than the second, nor the second 

more than the one after him, but all enjoy the same things".(419) "Being 

first" in this case is an honour of words and not an excess of grace. 

b) A lengthy life bearing fruit 

In Acta apostolorum cap. I, 1-2, homil. ii Chrysostom says: 

II How much do you think I grieve, when I hear that someone 

departed from this life without having been initiated, as I bear in 

mind those unbearable tortures, the inescapable punishment? How 

much again am I distressed, when I see others reaching the last 

breaths of their life and not coming to their senses even then? 

Thus, a lot that is unworthy of the donation, takes place. It is good 

to rejoice in yourselves, to dance and to be glad and to be crowned 

when someone else is about to be catechized, and not act as the 

wife of a sickman, who on hearing what the doctor orders, as if it 
1\ 

is something bad, she breaks up and cries and her screams and 

wailings are heard throughout the house, as in the case of convicts 

when they are led to their last road. Then the sickinan suffers much 
II 

more, and although he may recover from his sickness, he continues 

to be in worse pain, because, having been influenced by the wailings 

and not having been prepared for virtue, he is reluctant to move on 
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and avoids taking part in the subsequent struggles. 

You see what kind of tricks the devil invents, how much 

shame, how much sarcasm? Let us, therefore, get rid of sarcasm; 

Let us live as Christ commanded. For he granted Baptism, not that 

we may die, after receiving it, but that we may live and produce 

fruit. How could you say "be fruitful" to the one who is cut off 

from life? Have you not heard that "the fruit of the Spirit is love, 

joy, peace? How then does the reverse take place?"( 420) 

What Chrysostom stresses here is that Baptism is granted so that 

those who receive it may live abundantly and produce fruit, in the Spirit, 

love, joy, peace. The importance which Baptism must have in the life of 

the believer, can be understood when considered in the light of someone 

who dies without being catechized, who having arrived close to his end 

still fails to come to his senses and accept the sacrament of Baptism. 

Chrysostom labours over this point because he wants to show how wrong 

they are all "those who give themselves to Baptism at their last breath" 

(£i<;; £o;u:X1:a<;; avcmvoa<;; 1:4) 13cm'tiOIJ.CX'tt 8t&xxotv tmnou<;;).(421) 

Such people fail to perceive that Baptism is given for life which bears 

fruit and that they deprive themselves of the blessings which follow after 

the reception of Baptism. ( 422) Such persons are like a useless piece of 

wood or stone, without any difference from a dead man. Thus, the holy 

father urges that nobody must "obtain the bath when in agony of death" 

(IJI\Y)Goppay(;)v A.mJ'tpov ACXIJ.I3av£'t(,)),(423) because this is not the time 

for sacraments but for last wills and testaments. The time for the 

sacraments ought to be a time of "health of mind" and "soberness of 
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soul" (uydo:<; <PPEV&v, oUl((lpocruvn<; \jl\)')(fl<;), or a time of "sober 

thought and virtuous manner of life" ( oc:xppovo: A.oyt OIJ.OV Ko:i £v6:p£'tOV 

TtOAl. 'tdo:v). (424) 

Chrysostom recognizes however, that those are also exceptions to his 

rule for he says elsewhere that no one should consider, especially no one 

who is close to death, that "it is an inappropriate time to receive 

Baptism if it is not the time of Lent". ( 425) The time of Lent is most 

appropriate, because it is the time of fasting, prayer and uplifting of 

soul, but this does not render inappropriate any other time, as the case 

of the Eunuch of Acts 8:27, or of the prison officer of Acts 16:27ff, 

clearly indicate. ( 426) The difference between those who are baptized 

young and those who are baptized on their death bed is measured not by 

the grace granted, which is the same in consisting in forgivness of sins 

for both cases, but by the fruit which this grace may produce in their 

lives. ( 427) 

4. Baptism and the Believer 

a) Spiritual Regeneration 

In Joannem homil. xxv, al xxiv and with reference to what the 

Lord said to Nicodemus (John 3:5), Chrysostom says the following: 

II in truth I say, that unless one is born from water and the 

Spirit, one is unable to enter the kingdom of God" (John 3:5). The 

meaning of this is as follows: You insist that this is impossible, 
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however, I assure you that this is possible as well as necessary and 

that there is no other way for one to be saved. Because God has 

made all essential things very easy for us. Now because earthly 

birth, according to the flesh, is from the soil, for this reason it has 

been excluded from the heavenly. For what is common between 

earth and heaven? But the birth which is from the Spirit easily 

opens the heavenly arches for us. 

Listen all of you, who have not yet been enlightened. Shiver 

and moan, because the threat is terrible and the decision also 

terrible. It is not possible, he says, for one who is not born from 

water and Spirit, to enter the kingdom of heaven, because he wears 

the garment of death, of curse and of corruption and he never 

received the Master's sign. 

He is an alien and a stranger and does not have 

mark. "Unless one, he says, is born from water and the 

the royal 

kG 
Spirit, is 

" unable to enter the kingdom of heaven". But Nicodemus still did not 

understand. There is nothing worse than to entrust spiritual matters 

to human thoughts. It was this that prevented Nicodemus from 

thinking something high and great. For this reason we are called 

believers, so that, having abandoned the weakness of the human 

thought which lies below, we may ascend to the height of faith and 

allow with this teaching the magnitude of our own riches. Had 

Nicodemus done the same, he would not have considered the task to 

be impossible. And what did Christ do? In order to keep him away 

from this thought, which was dragging him to the ground, and in 

order to indicate that he does not speak about this birth, he says: 
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"If one is not born from water and the Spirit, one is unable to 

enter the kingdom of heaven" (John 3:5). He said these words 

because he wanted to attach him to the faith by the fear of the 

threat and to convince him not to regard the task impossible, and 

also because he took care to keep his thought away from the bodily 

birth. I mean a different birth, 0 Nicodemus, he remarks. Why do 

you bring the word to the earth? Why do you submit the task to 

the necessity of nature? This birth is beyond birth pan~ and has 

nothing in common with you. It is also called birth, but it only 

shares the name, whereas it differs in reality. 

Abandon the common attitude. I bring to the earth a new 

birth. I want the people to be born in another way. I came to 

bring a new manner of creation. I created man from earth and 

water and the creature was not useful, but the container sufferred 

distortion. I do not want, therefore, to create any more from earth 

and water, but from water and Spirit. "(.428) 

I. The main point in the renownEd dialogue of the Lord with the 

official of the Jewish Council, Nicodemus, (John 3:1-21) is about the 

"birth from water and the Spirit" ('tilV £~ u&no<; Ked Ttv£WO:'to<; 

y£vvnot v), through which alone one enters into the kingdom of God. 

Nicodemus, as previously shown, ( 429) confined himself to the borders 

of human logic, and was unable to realize the spiritual power of the 

sacrament of Baptism, as "spiritual bath" (n:v£q.J.a'tt KOV A.mnp6v), 

"although he conversed 

regeneration". ( 430) 

about birth, Baptism and spiritual 
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Chrysostom, analysing the subject under consideration, points out 

that the "birth from water and the Spirit" is both possible and necessary, 

because, "not only does it remit sins and cleanses from wrong doings, 

but also supplies birth from above".(431) Though this sacrament, God 

"creates and constructs us from above" (aw.u8£v iu.J.a<; 8n~toupy£i Kal 

Km::aoK£ua(£t ). He shapes us, not from the earth as in the beginning 

of the creation, but from "the nature of the water", for he does not 

simply wipe off and clean the utensil, but pours it again into the 

melting-pot. It is a fact that the utensils which are wiped off and 

cleansed "still bear the traces of quality and the relics of stain", ( 432) 

whereas those dropped into the melting-pot and fire are renewed, are rid 

of all dirt and shine as new ones as they come out of the furnace. 

Furthermore the holy father compares the human nature with a 

"golden statue" (av8pt<iv'ta xpuoouv) which is covered because of its 

age with dirt due to smoke ('t~ KaJtv~). dust ('tf.l K6vn) and rust (Kai 

i~) and as a result, has lost its brightness. When, however, somebody 

throws this statue into the melting-pot, it is returned cleaner and 

brighter. This is exactly what happens in the case of our own nature. 

Seeing it rusty from sin and from the smoke of the faults, to the point 

of losing the beauty given to it in the beginning, "God takes it from 

above and reshapes it" by throwing it into the melting-pot, i.e. into the 

Baptismal font, into which he sen~ the grace of the Holy Spirit as a 

kind of fire. ( 433) Then, having recreated human nature, rendering it new 

and equal in brightness to the sun's rays, he takes it out of the water 

"having destroyed the old man" ( 't ov IJ.E v naA.cn ov ouv't pi wa<; 

av8pu.mov) and having created instead a new one who is brighter "than 
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the one formerly created" ('toD npo't£pou KO:'tO:OK£oooo:c:;)o Chrysostom 

sees this destruction of the old man, through the mystical purification of 

Baptism, in the prophet's statement of Psalm 2:9: "You will cfl.lSh them 

like ceramic utensils" 0 

It is evident, that "when God gives birth, the gift belongs to him 

alone",(434) and as a result unity is established among those who are 

born, through the regenerative power of the one Spirit, for they 

~; 

cons'tstute "one body whether they are Jews or- Greeks, slaves or 

freemen" 0 ( 435) On the other hand God has in this way introduced them 

to a new world and made them a new creation, saving them "according 

to his mercy through the bath of regeneration and the renewal of the 

Holy Spirit", ( 436) since "making men new only takes place through the 

bath" ('to Ko:tvouc:; no\..iioo:t, 'tOU 1-ou'tpou IJ.OVOV £o'tiv),(437) and as 

the Apostle says, "if one is united with Christ, one is a new creation" 

(II Cor. 5:17)0 

St. Chrysostom explains this new creation, by pointing to the words 

of the Lord to Nicodemus: "Unless one is born from water and the 

Spirit, one cannot enter the Kingdom of heaven" (John 3:5)0(438) The 

reference to the Kingdom of heaven leads one to understand that the 

renewal of Baptism is a sort of weaving of our nature "above" ( av(.))o 

This is achieved · by water, which, according to the holy father, is used 

to facilitate "the birth of the one who is to be reborn" ('toKnoc:; 5ta 

'tOV y£VVWIJ.£Vov), just as in the woman's womb "the embryo" ('t~ 

EIJ.13PU<..l) is born with the facility of water" 0 ( 439) The Spirit, however, is 

also active in this new birth "in the same way as he was in the womb 

of the Virgin for the birth of Christ, the new Adam" 0 ( 440) 
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The child which is formed in a natural way in the womb requires 

time, whereas the spiritual formation and renaissance in the water of 

Baptism is short and quick. ( 441) 

This is because, according to the holy father, where life is short 

and is influenced by "the bodily waste", birth takes place in accordance 

with the nature of the bodies so that it can be perfected with the 

passing of time. In spiritual things, however, it does not happen in the 

same way, because "the products are made perfect from the 

beginning". ( 442) Furthermore Chrysostom says that God "takes the soul to 

heaven above, and there he transforms it" and "puts it to stand next to 

the royal throne". ( 443) In this way he who is recreated through the 

water and receive the Holy Spirit in his soul is not, after this 

regeneration, destined to rule over wild animals, but over demons, 

"trampling down snakes and scorpions" (Luke 10:19). 

Nicodemus, as Chrysostom says, listened with attention to all these 

strange things and "was continuously disturbed, but Jesus, in a way only 

he himself knew, opened to him "the secret of the sacrament" (1:0 

an6ppn1:ov 't:OU 1J.UO't:11Pi ou) and made clear that which previously was 

unclear to him, saying "whatever has been born from flesh is flesh and 

whatever from Spirit is Spirit" (John 3:6). Thus he detached 

him from all thoughts perceived by bodily senses, not leaving him to 

explore the mysteries with the eyes of the body. As Chrysostom puts it, 

the Lord made no reference "to the flesh" (m:pi oapK6<;) but "to the 

Spirit" (n:rpi nvn)IJ.a't:o<;). What is perceptible by bodily senses had no 

place in this particular instance, because the Spirit could neither be 

seized by the eyes of the body, nor could he, as Nicodemus imagined, 
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"beget flesh". Thus, by saying that "whatever is born from the Spirit is 

Spirit", he does not mean a birth according to essence ( 'tl')V Ka't' 

ouo{av y£vvnot v) but one which is "according to honour and grace" 

(Ka'ta 'tll-f.ll\1 Kal x:O:~n v), which is performed "by the grace of the 

Spirit" and differs from the earthy birth which is of the flesh. It is the 

superiority and peculiar manner of this spiritual rebith, as compared to 

the one involving bodily labour, that the statement of John 1:13 is 

designed to bring forth: "Only those who were not born from a woman's 

blood, or from bodily desire, or from the wish and will of a man, but 

were born by God have the right and the gifts to become children of 

God". ( 444) This was precisely said "so that, learning the lowly and 

humble way of the previous birth", ( 445) which takes place by blood and 

the will of the flesh, one may come to understand "the height" and the 

"nobility" of the second birth, which takes place by grace, and may 

realize exactly "what is common between earth and heaven"?( 446) 

It is known from holy Scripture that the creation of Adam was 

"from the earth ( emo Yii<;)", of Eve, "from a side" ( emo AA£Upa<;), of 

Abel, "from a sperm" (emo orr£p1-f.a'to<;). Even so, none of these types 

can be investigated or explained by words, "although they are very 

roughly presented" (Kai 'tot rrax:\na'ta ov'ta). How then, Chrysostom 

says, could one give an account of his own spiritual rebirth, according to 

which it is not nature, but the words of God which are pronounced by 

the priest "over the Baptismal font and the water, as in some sort of 

womb that reform and regenerate the one who is baptized"?(447) Such a 

spiritual rebirth", a wonderful and strange birth, at which "Father, Son 

and Holy Spirit perform everything", is much higher than human 
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conceptions and cannot be explained by human logic. ( 448) 

The fact that "what is accomplished is a birth" is confirmed by 

Chrysostom "by the will of Christ" which "no doubt is the greater and 

clearer proof as it produces beings that do not exist. Chrysostom does 

not divide the water from the Spirit in this spiritual birth. If anybody 

wished to ask "for what cause has the water been used", it will be 

pointed out to him that "the use of water is necessary and indispensable" 

(avaYKaia Kai emapa{ 'tn-LO<;: n 'tOU v8mo<;: xpda).(449) Besides 

everything else, this is most clearly inferred from the case of Acts 10:47, 

which shows that even he who has received the spiritual birth has to be 

baptized in water. Consequently one needs to be reborn both by water 

and the Spirit in order to enter the kingdom of heaven, because, 

according to the holy father, one who is not baptized wears the garment 

of death, curse and destruction and is compared to a wanderer and a 

stranger who does not bear the royal mark of the divine light and the 

spiritual regeneration. 

II. It is a matter of fact that spiritual subjects "are understood by 

faith" (niou:t £o'ti v KmaA.nn't6:),(450) contrary to earthly ones which, 

"taking place on the earth", are understood only through bodily 

perception and human logic. Something comparable, says Chrysostom, 

happened to Nicodemus, who during his discussion with Jesus entrusted 

the spiritual meaning of "the birth from above which is a secret that 

transcends every mind"( 451) to human thought-processes. It was this fault 

that "did not permit him to consider something higher and greater". ( 452) 

Christians, however, "are called believers", so that they may be able, 
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through faith, to ascend to "the height of the sacrament" and to realize 

the deeper meaning of the mystery of their spiritual rebirth. 

Indeed Christians are obliged only by faith to penetrate into the 

meaning and value of "the other pregnancy" ( t 't E po:c; A.o;cd o:c;) and 

"spiritual birth" (rtV£\)jJ.O:'tl KOU -c6Kou) which enters into the world 

through the sacrament of Baptism, and which is the result of "the grace 

and charity of God", ( 453) and is full of "joy and gladness". Thus "the 

sons" ( oi ui oi) who received this honour "not by law but by the bath 

of regeneration" (ou yap 8ta v6~J,ou, &:JV...a 8ta A.ou-cpou rto:Aty

y£v£oiac;)(454) do not "call anyone on earth as their father" (Matth. 

23:9), not because of contempt for their earthly parents, but because 

they wish to place before all wordly things, Him who created them and 

enrolled them in the list of his sons. Furthermore Chrysostom says, that 

if men, who adopt "sons" (ui ortot owtvouc;) here on earth, as is 

known, do not entrust the matter to their slaves, "but they themselves go 

to court", ( 455) this is much more applicable to God who does not entrust 

this matter to angels. 

Discussing this spiritual birth Chrysostom urges those who received it 

and have come to be under the yoke of Christ and enjoy the divine 

adoption, ( 456) to imitate "the zeal", warmth, faith, bravery, patience, 

magnanimity and firmness of thought"(457) of St. Paul. Here he draws a 

parallel between the adoption granted through Baptism and the story of 

Noah's salvation from the flood. When the whole world, he says, faced 

the common wreck, that is, the flood, which took place at the time of 

Noah, "and our race was in danger of being extinguished, the Dove 

showed up and made known the end of the calamity by bringing an olive 
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branch and declaring the good news of the common peace of the 

ecumene".(458) "Now, however, revealing herself as grace and ineffable 

gift" (vuv 8£ 810: xapt 'tO<; Ked &lpEa<; cXqxX'tOU) during the Baptism of 

the Lord, the Dove does not hold "ar. olive branch" in her beak but 

points out to all the liberator of all evils "and unfolds to us all good 

hopes". She does this, because now she does not take out of an ark one 

man, but, by her presence, "leads the whole world to heaven" and, 

instead of an olive branch, she "brings adoption to the whole of the 

human race".(459) 

It is a fact that the Baptism of the Lord, which is the first-fruits of 

Christian Baptism, has to do with the grace of the Spirit, whereby 

according to Chrysostom, one is trlsported out "of the old to the new 
1\ 

manner of life, while the gates above are opened and the Spirit is sent 

from there, inviting all humanity to the homeland above" .C 460) This is 

not a simple invitation, because it is accompanied by a higher honour, 

namely, the fact that it does not render human beings angels and 

archangels but "sons of God" ( ui o\.J<; 8E ou) and, indeed, his beloved 

ones. 

Pleased by the introduction into the world of "the other manner of 

pregnancy", Chrysostom cries out triumphantly: "Oh clean birth pangs! Oh 

spiritual birth! 0 new pregnancy! conception without a womb, child 

delivery without a belly, birth without flesh, spiritual birth"!(461) He 

compares the "spiritual birth" with the "previous one", i.e. the bodily 

one, and finds that the former one is not like the latter which starts 

with wailings and cries of "the child coming out of the womb", ( 462) 

foretelling that the future will be "painful". Certainly, when man was still 
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in the pre-lapsarian state, "prior to sin", and God said to him to "be 

fruitful and to multiply" (Gen. 1 :28), this was meant as a blessing. After 

the entry of sin, however, God said "you will bear your children in 

pain" (Gen. 3:16), and this was meant as a punishment. It is true that 

in the case of bodily birth there are not only tears but also "swaddling 

clothes and bonds". Since however, as the holy father says, there are 

"tears in birth and tears in death, swaddling clothes in birth and 

swaddling clothes in death", it is also true that this birth is destined to 

end in death. 

Contrary to bodily birth, the "spiritual birth", i.e. the "other manner 

of child birth", does not have tears and swaddling clothes, but he who is 

born in this way is untied and ready for struggle. For this reason "his 

feet and hands" are free to run and to fight. In this spiritual birth there 

are, instead of wailings and tears, "greetings and friendships and 

embracements among the brothers, who know their own members, as if 

they have received him back after a long absence".(463) This is because 

prior to the illumination of Baptism the believer was the enemy of "the 

common Master of all", but after this he became his friend and thus 

made all so much pleased and joyful. It is for this reason that the kiss 

of Christians "is called kiss of peace", so that all may come to know 

that God abolished war and led all to reconcilliation. 

Considering "the height and nobility of the second birth, the birth 

by grace", and that it is not "from blood, or from the will of the flesh 

or from the will of man, but from God himself", one forms a great idea 

about it, which is equal to the donation of him who begets and which 

requires of those begotten to make an extra effort to prove themselves 
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worthy of it in the future. This new "manner of child birth" and 

adoption is offered as a "free gift" from God himself to all men without 

exception and it consists of a new manner of creation of post-lapsarian 

man through water and Spirit. 

Chrysostom wonders whether one might ask why from water, and he 

answers with the question why originally it was from the earth? "How 

was the mud divided into various parts"?(464) How was it that the 

substratum was of one type only (only soil) and all those derived from it 

are "various and of all kinds"? "Where were bones and nerves, arteries 

and veins" derived from? "Where did the membranes and organic vessels, 

the cartilages and the liver, the spleen and the heart come from? Where 

from are the skin, the blood, the phlegm and the gall? Where from are 

the so many actions? Where from are the various colours"?( 465) Indeed 

it is well known that all these do not derive from the soil, or from 

mud. But there are more inexplicable wonders in the world. "How does 

the earth receives seeds which grow, and the body receives sperms which 

rot"? How does the earth feed the seeds which are thrown on it, "whilst 

the flesh is fed by these" without feeding them? For example "the earth 

receives water and transforms it into wine". But when the flesh receives 

wine, it transforms it into water! The point which the holy father wishes 

to make with all this is that, it is impossible for human thought to reply 

to such questions and for this reason one accepts the evidence "by faith 

alone" (rrio'tn 8£ 1J.6vn). If then, all that happens in everyday life 

requires faith, how much more is faith required for those which are 

more mysterious and spiritual? Thus, Chysostom argues that lifeless and 

immovable earth receives potentiality by the will of God and consequently 
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many miracles are derived from it, in the same way as "when the Spirit 

is present in all the water" and all these happenings, which are strange 

and exceed logic, take place so easily. 

b) Forgiveness of sins and cleansing of soul 

In Epist. I ad Cor. XV, 29-34, Hom. xl, I and in discussing 

Matth. 9:5 (Whether it is easier to say, your sins are forgiven, or to 

say, take your bed and walk) Chrysostom says: 

" He says that it is more difficult for the sins to be forgiven; but 

because you do not believe, as it is not yet clear, and you consider 

that which is easier to be more difficult, so that my power may be 

proven, I will not refuse to you this proof. "Then he says to the 

paralytic: arise, take your bed and go to your home". But why is 

this difficult, one might say, when this is possible even for lords 

and kings? Because they too forgive both adulterers and assassins. 

You play, 0 man, by saying these things; because only God can 

forgive sins; if lords and kings forgive adulterers and assassins, they 

only absolve them from punishment in the present life. They do not 

erase their sins, even if they promote those they forgive to high 

ranks and dress them with the royal purple and place a crown on 

their head. Though promoted, they have not been liberated from 

sin, because only God can do this. This is exactly what God does 

in Baptism, because grace touches the very soul and uproots from it 

all sins. 
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For this reason you will see that the soul of the one forgiven 

by a king is dirty, whereas the soul of the one baptized is not so. 

Indeed, the latter is cleaner even more than the rays of the sun, 

and exactly as it was when it was created in the beginning, and 

even much better than that. This is because it receives the Holy 

Spirit, which brightens it and cleanses it completely and fills it with 

fire and increases holiness in it. Thus, just as when you melt and 

pour again iron or gold, you render it clean and new, likewise the 

Holy Spirit as through a melting-pot melts the soul and, having 

erased its sins, renders it brighter and clearer than pure gold". ( 466) 

I. This text contains several important points which have direct 

bearing on our research. First of all the context of it is Chrysostom's 

explanation concerning the descent and ascent of Baptism. He says that 

to be baptized, i.e. to descend and to ascend, is a symbol of the descent 

into hell and the ascent from there since Paul likens Baptism to a 

Tomb". ( 467) He also explains that "burial with Christ through Baptism" 

(Rom. 6:4) renders the future worthwhile, because it anticipates and 

confirms the resurrection of the body".(468) This is so, he says, "because 

it is much greater to destroy sins than to resurrect the body".(469) For 

Christ asked "whether it is easier to say, your sins are forgiven, or to 

say take your bed and walk"? (Matth. 9:5), in order to show that it is 

more difficult to pardon sins. He says this, not of course, from the point 

of view of God who can do anything, but from the rational perspective 

of the human nature, since human beings are unable to believe, in the 

supernatural and spiritual fact of forgiveness and the erasure of sins 
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because it is not yet clear. 

Yet to help them realize, in a "perceptible" manner, that the Lord 

can manage all and that his authority covers, not only spiritual, but also 

to the material things, he does not refuse to prove to men his 

"perceptible" power, although they see, so that they believe without 

doubting and without tangible proof. Because of this, he says to the 

paralytic, "Arise, take your bed and go to your home". 

The fact remains, however, "that the most difficult task was", the 

erasure and pardon of all sins, without exception, from the soul of men, 

in a more perceptible way for them, so that, they might not be 

unfaithful any more, but with greater faith and love they might submit 

themselves to the omnipotence and mercy of the Lord. 

II. The example of the forgiveness granted by lords and kings to 

adulterers and assassins is used by Chrysostom in order to show that real 

forgiveness entails a far greater depth than human forgiveness. Human 

forgiveness has no deep spiritual basis, or even true love towards others. 

In most cases it is a dry and typical attachment to the letter and spirit 

of the human law, which is incomplete, or can be adopted to a large 

extent to suit existing interests. For this reason all that happens in the 

case of human forgiveness is a simple deliverance from punishment, 

whereas the numerous sins and faults continue to weigh down the soul in 

the very depth of man's spiritual self. 

On the other hand, human forgiveness is granted by persons who 

are themselves burdened with their own personal sins and who cannot, 

therefore, offer forgiveness of sins without the grace of God. 
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Thus Chrysostom concludes that "only God can forgive sins, and that he 

does this through the bath of regeneration, that is, Baptism. On this 

occasion grace touches the soul and uproots from there every sin". ( 4 70) 

This is clearly attested by Moses who says characteristically: "If you can 

forgive their sin, then forgive" (Ex. 32:32);(471) and also by David, who 

being assured of the kindness, compassion and control of God, adds, "and 

erase all my iniquities" (Psalm 50:11).(472) 

It is a fact, then, says Chrysostom, that it is by divine 

condescension that the erasure and forgiveness of "all iniquities" (naowv 

.:wv avoj. .. n wv) takes place in the bath of regeneration, where "the Holy 

Spirit of God, who is capable of doing everything, releases us of all our 

wickedness, grant us much justice, and fills us with much boldness". ( 4 73) 

III. Furthermore Chrysostom explains that repentance is joined with 

Baptism in the name of Christ precisely for the forgiveness of sins. 

"Repent, and be baptized every one of you in the name of Jesus Christ 

for the remission of sins (Acts 2:38).(474) Christ's charitable power is 

regarded as greatly beneficial, so that "innumerable assassins and thieves 

receive the grace(475) and "if one killed, or commited adultery, or 

became engaged in something worse",(476) "he has his sins erased" 

(£;;all.£icpncn .:a np6<:£pa)C477) and "through the bath" (Ked. 5ta .:ou 

A.ou.:pou)C478) "he receives forgiveness of sins" (fup£ot<; £o.:iv 

(q.J.ap<:niJ.Cc<:Ulv)C479) and the gift of the Holy Spirit" (1\niJ.Ij/EOEl£ .:iw 

oop£av <:oi) ayiou llVEUIJ.a<:o<;),(480) "for the grace is divine" (El£ia 

£o.:iv ;, xapt<;)(481) and "all grace is inscribed on his heart as on a 

flat stone"( 482) and "touches the soul, and uproots all sin"( 483) from it. 

Indeed, the power of grace is so strong and purificatory, that as 
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soon as it touches a soul, however dirty and stained from sin it may be, 

it is able not only to cleanse it, but also to uproot from it every sin 

and make it completely free from it. 

IV. "Thus, the soul of the one whose wrong-doings were forgiven by 

a king is full of the dirt of sin" precisely because the power and 

authority of mortal man reaches only the external and superficial 

forgiveness of faults. On the contrary, the soul of the one who is 

baptized is completely cleansed from all dirt and sin. According to the 

holy father, the soul of the baptized is even clearer than the sun's rays, 

for it becomes exactly as it was created in the beginning and even 

better. The reason for all this is the gift of the Holy Spirit to the soul, 

which not only enlightens and cleanses it completely from any dirt, but 

also fills it with its breath and holiness. Consequently, forgiveness of sins 

is "the purification of the soul by the Spirit" (lji\.)Xfl<; Ka6ap~-tb<; 8t a 1:0\> 

Ilv£u~-ta1: o<;)C 484) and the conviction "that it has become pure and 

holy", ( 485) because "it was emptied from greediness, anger and every 

other evil", ( 486) "by the grace of the Spirit". ( 487) Thus, the baptized are 

able, according to Chrysostom, "both to see the glory of God and to 

reflect it in themselves", ( 488) just as a piece of silver, found under the 

rays of the sun, "sends rays not only by its own nature but also by 

reflecting the sun's splendor".(489) In the same way the soul from the 

moment "grace touches it", uproots all sin and is purified and brightened 

more than silver. It receives a ray from the glory of the Spirit and 

reflects it again".(490) It shines more clearly than the cleanest gold".(491) 

It is transformed from glory to glory". ( 492) 
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Chrysostom's insistence on the fact that the soul of the baptized is 

"exactly as it was when created in the beginning, or rather much better 

than that" (493) 
' 

raises the obvious question concerning the precise 

consequences of the sin of Adam's disobedience on the human soul and 

the human nature in general. Chrysostom supports the view that man is 

undoubtedly weighed down by "the disobedience of Adam". Yet he insists 

that through Jesus Christ justification is also communicated to the whole 

of the human race" (Rom. 5:12). 

Men are justified through the death of Christ - for he would not 

have died if he could not effect man's justification".(494) 

To the question "how and in what way and from where death 

entered into humanity and how it prevailed", ( 495) Chrysostom replies by 

recalling "the [original] sin of the one man" (8ta 'til<; (q.J.ap'tia<; 'tO\> 

£v6<;). He says that "in the flesh of Adam all his descendants sinned", 

because through it all have become mortals". Indeed, leaning on the 

letter to Romans, Chrysostom says "that the consequences of the 

violations of the one man spread to all men. Up to the period when the 

written law was given, sin prevailed in the world, since its consequence, 

that is, death was in the force. But sin is not taken into consideration 

and is not charged as guilty where there is no law. (Rom. 5:13). The 

phrase "up to the time of the law" ( axpt VOj..LOV), that is, "up to the 

time when the written law was given, signifies for some the time "prior 

to the setting of the law", e.g. "the time of Abel, Noah, Abraham and 

until the birth of Moses".(496) 

According to the holy father, this subject gives rise to the question, 

"about what was then considered as sin". His reply is summed up in the 
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saying: "Some say that he talks about the one in paradise" because "it 

has not been disolved yet, but its fruit bloomed". ( 497) It was indeed that 

sin that "brought in the common death, which held sway and tortured 

humanity". ( 498) And so he continues: For what reason then "is sin not 

taken into consideration and is not charged as guilt, where there is no 

law by the violation of which sin is completed"? St. Paul, says 

Chrysostom, mentioned this against the Jews, saying "that if there is no 

sin without law, how did death devoured everyone before the existence 

of the law"?( 499) Indeed he supports the view, that it is reasonable 

enough to be found in apostolic thought that up to the time of the law, 

sin existed in the world". 

This, says Chrysostom, is what St. Paul meant, when he wrote that 

"after the law was given, sin held sway on account of the transgression 

and until that time it also hold sway even though there was law; 

therefore, it is said that sin cannot be completed without the existence of 

the law". (500) 

If, then, it was sin that resulted from the transgression of the law 

that brought in death, "why did the people who lived before the time of 

the law die"? Indeed if the law acquired its root from sin, and if 

"without the existence of the law no sin was counter" then "how did 

death prevail"? It is clear from this that it was "not sin, which is due to 

the transgression of the law, but the one which comes from Adam's 

disobedience, that caused every harm". (501) The holy father finds support 

for this view once again in St. Paul, who says: "Nevertheless, although 

the law did not exist, even then death reigned from Adam to Moses and 

over the descendants of Adam who did not sin" (Rom. 5:14). How did 
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death reign? "On account of the transgression of an expressed command 

of God to Adam, who is the figure (type) of the future new Adam, i.e. 

of Jesus Christ" (Rom. 5:14). And furthermore he says: "For by the 

disobedience of one man, Adam, all the descendants of Adam were made 

sinners and guilty" (Rom. 5:19). This, says Chrysostom, seems to be 

introducing not a small controversial point, namely the saying, that by 

the disobedience of one, the many became sinners. ( 502) Yet if one is 

careful, this point can be easily be solved. First of all it must be said 

that the fact that those who descended from Adam are mortals, because 

he sinned and became mortal, is not unnatural. What seems unnatural 

and unreasonable is the fact that Adam's descendants became sinners 

because of "his disobedience" ('tii<; no:po:Koi;<; £Kdvou) how can this be 

logically explained? In his attempt to answer this contradiction 

Chrysostom examins here the meaning of the word "sinners" 

( (q..t.o:p'tU!Aoi ), and concludes that it means those who are "responsible for 

punishment and are condemned to death".(503) He also explains that in 

his view the fact that death took place because of Adam, does not mean 

that "we are to be hurt from this death and condemnation, if we are 

sober, but that we have profitted from being called mortal".(504) Firstly 

by not sinning "in an immortal body" ( £v 0:8o:vcn~ o4J,o:'t t) and 

secondly by having innumerable "reasons for perseverance". This is 

because death (86:vo:'to<;) convinces us when it is "present" (no:p£:Jv), or 

when it is "expected" (npooooK4.J.£vo<;) that we must be modest and 

sensible and also humble "so that we may be liberated from all 

wickedness". It is true that even, before all these, he also introduced 

"many other goods". Because it is from here that "the wreaths of the 
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martyrs and the prizes of the apostles are derived; it was in this way 

Abel was justified, in this way that Abraham slaughtered his son, in this 

way that John was murdered for Christ's sake, in this way that the three 

youths, became martyrs and that in this way Daniel acquired 

perfection".(505) The point, then, is that, of course, if we want, not 

only death, but the devil will not be able to harm us. And thus it may 

be concluded that the soul really is being weighed down by the sin "of 

Adam's disobedience" (£K 'til<;; no:po:Koil<;; 'tOU · A8CxJ,.l.), which is removed 

by the new Adam, that is Christ, who reconciled us with God by the 

martydom of the Cross and the sacrament of Baptism. 

2. Mortification of passions 

In Epist. ad Rom. homil. XIV Chrysostom says: 

II And bearing this in mind, first he warns against the danger 

from the sad faults and the evil happenings which come from the 

life of the flesh, and says: "For if you live according to the flesh, 

you are expected to die; insinuating that immortal death for us, that 

is, the hell and punishment in the geenna. And moreover, if one 

wishes to examine this in detail, even in this life such one has 

died; a fact we have made clear to you also in the previous speech; 

"But if you mortify the evil deeds of the body by the Spirit, you 

will live" (Rom. 8:13). 

Do you see that he does not discuss about the nature of the 

body, but about fleshly deeds? For he did not say, you will live if 
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you kill by the Spirit the very nature of the body, but the "deeds". 

And not all of them, but the evil ones; and this is clear from the 

following: Because, he says, if you do this you will live. And how 

could this be done, if he was talking about all deeds generally? 

Because seeing, hearing, speaking and walking are deeds of the 

body, and if we are to kill them, we shall abstain from life and we 

shall even be punished for murder. 

So what deeds does he tell us to mortify? The cunning ones, 

the ones that lead to wickedness, and the ones that we cannot kill 

in any other way, except only by the Spirit. Because we can destroy 

the others if we kill ourselves, which is not permitted. But these 

ones only by the Spirit. Because if this (Spirit) is present, all storms 

are suppressed and all passions retreat, and they never go against 

us. Do you see that from all these, which are to take place, he 

urges us, as I said before, and proves that we are debtors, not only 

by those which have already taken place? Because, as he says, this 

is not the only achievement of the Spirit, that is the fact, that he 

liberated us from the previous sins, but also that he renders us 

undefeated in the future and deems us worthy of eternal life. ( 506) 

I. Chrysostom presents here the severity of the immoral way of life, 

through which human beings enslave themselves to the desires and 

passions of the flesh. It is by committing this sin that they die an 

immortal death, which is eternal separation from God and inheritance of 

eternal hell. Elsehwere he says, that "when we sin, we abandon God, we 

escape or go to a foreign country"(507) exactly as the prodigal son, who, 
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having devoured all his father's inheritance, went to a foreign country 

and lived there in great hunger and misfortune. In a similar way, says 

the holy father, God gives us his "paternal substance" (nm:pt KilV 

ouoiav), by which "he liberates us from our sins, grants us strength and 

power to labour for virtue, willingness, patience, and above all, the Holy 

Spirit throu~h Baptism".(508) It is obvious that to dispense with all these 

is to opt to live in the future in a real state of spiritual hunger. 

Chrysostom uses here the example of the sick, who, as long as they 

are troubled by fever (mJP£'toi <;;) and diseases of the watery parts of the 

body, they are not able to stand up, or to work, or to do anything, 

except if one helps them, relieving them of the sickness by giving them 

back their health. But they continue, even after this, not to work, a fact 

that takes place on account of their own indolence. Something similar, 

says Chrysostom, happens in our own spiritual life, due to our 

enslavement to evil desires and passions of the flesh. During this illness 

"we do not lie in bed", but on this very wickedness "as in manure", 

abandoned in a state of evil, full of wounds, exhausted, "being ghosts 

rather than humans"-(509) In this case we are encircled by "wicked 

demons" and the ruler of this world, who ridicules and condemns us. As 

long as we were sick, it is evident that we were troubled by fever, i.e. 

"evil desire", inflammations which amount to "insanity", hunger through 

"avarice", complete decay through "prostitution", damage of the eyes 

through "idolatry", deafness and paralysis through "worship of stones and 

woods and conversation with these" and generally much ugliness through 

"wickedness" as a disgusting and most difficult sickness. According to the 

holy father, the most fearful thing of wickedness is that it does not allow 
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those mixed up in it to be able to see the extent of the damage it 

causes, but makes them think that they lie in perfume although they 

"wallow in mud". For this reason they are unwilling to relieve themselves 

from the worms that eat them, but being full of them, they feel proud 

"as if they are making themselves beautiful with valuable stones". (510) 

Thus, Chrysostom says, that "there is no benefit to us, and we 

cannot see the sun and eat and drink, if the life of the good deeds does 

not accompany us".(511) Because, as he points out, there is no benefit to 

a king, who wears the purple garment and possesses armament, but does 

not have any subjects and finds himself in front of all those who want 

to attack and ridicule him. Likewise, the gift of Baptism is no benefit to 

a Christian who does not have faith, since he will be subjected to every 

---
passion", (512) which will result in greater contempt and greater shame. 

For just as he who wears the crown and the purple garment does not 

gain any honour from his uniform if his life is offensive and shameful, 

"so the believer who leads a corrupt life" does not enjoy respect, but is 

rather ridiculed. According to Scripture, "those who have sinned without 

the law will also perish without the law, and those who have sinned 

under the law will be judged by the law" (Rom. 2:12). And again: if 

one who has violated the Mosaic law is condemned to death without 

mercy at the testimony of two or three witnesses, how much worse 

punishment will be deserved by the one who has spurned the Son of God 

and profaned the blood of the covenant by which he was sanctified and 

outraged the Spirit of grace" (Hebr. 10:28-29). Consequently Chrysostom 

can write: "There is no benefit for a Christian from the gift of Baptism, 

if he has no faith but is subjected to passions. (513) Enslavement, then, 
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to the desires of the flesh and to passions is an eternal death which 

involves man's abandonment to eternal hell and separation from God 

himself. 

II . "On the other hand if by the Spirit you mortify the deeds of 

the body, you will live" (Rom. 8:13). Chrysostom explains the above 

verse by distinguishing evil deeds of the body from other deeds. The 

latter are not applicable here, because, as he says, it is not possible to 

mortify the eyesight, the hearing, the speech and the Baptism, for in this 

way we would lead ourselves to destruction, which is altogether 

prohibited. On the contrary, evil and cunning deeds are expossed as 

deeds to be extinguished by the coming into the world of the Only 

begotten Son of God, who "did not detest or hate us",(514) although he 

saw us being in such great wickedness, but sent the rays of his presence 

"and immediately removed the darkness" by the sacrament of Baptism, 

which as an antidote against sin, helped us to reject "all wickedness". 

Thus "everything was suddenly removed and the inflammation ceased, and 

the fever stopped and the septic wounds were cauterized".(515) For, 

according to Chrysostom, "All evils derived from avarice and anger, as 

well as all the rest were extinguished by the Spirit"·(516) Eyes and ears 

"were opened", the tongue uttered an honourable voice, the soul received 

strength, this body received beauty and blossom, like the beauty which 

befits a Son of God born through the Spirit", and like the glory which is 

natural to a Son born only a while ago by a King and nourished within 

the royal purple. 

It is a fact that by the grace and the sanctification of the Spirit, 
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which from now on rules in the life of the believer, the believer's 

renewed and regenerated powers are able to stop and silence all storms 

and adversities of his lower self, and so all passions of the body re treat 
v 

and are no longer able to revolt against him. Thus for Chrysostom the 

mortification of passions and evil deeds of the body need to become a 

manner of living and a real consciousness in the life of every believer. 

Otherwise., once again he avoids his benefactor, who gave him "strength" 

"forgiveness of sins", "wealth" and "the gift of the Spirit" through 

b .. of · h f · 0 su mtsston passiOns to t e sacrament o Baptism. ne cannot help 
1\ 

wondering, says Chrysostom, how/why a believer may commit an offence 

against such a great gift and become so different from what he is 

supposed to be? Indeed he sees God saying to such a person: "I killed 

and buried your previous faults, as if they were worms. Why have you 

given birth to other sins which are far worse than worms? Do you not 

know that worms harm the body, whereas these sins harm the soul"?(517) 

Continuing on the same theme Chrysostom says that while we are in a 

foreign country "and eat carobs", we do not say "let us return to our 

Father and tell him that we have sinned against heaven and him". Yet 

God's love and charity are to be such, that if we return regenerated and 

with the deeds of our body mortified, he will not tolerate any accusation 

"for our previous" mistakes. 

In view of this, there is one obvious conclusion: The need to return 

and cease to keep ourselves away". We need, says Chrysostom, to realize 

fully the extent of the moral fall to which our sin leads us and to 

comprehend exactly the fact that our malice transforms us into pigs, or 

that "malice brings hunger to the soul". One needs to return to his 
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previous nobility, so that, by his own powers and regenerated by divine 

grace, he may succeed in the mortification of his fleshly deeds and be 

rewarded with eternal and blissful life in heaven. 

3. Youth and life· of purity 

In his Inscriptionem altaris et principium actorum I Chrysostom 

says: 

II I, therefore, wish to address the neophytes. And I call 

neophytes not only those enlightened two or three days ago, or even 

ten days ago, but also those who were enlightened a year ago, and 

those who were enlightened at a more distant time than that. 

Because this is how we must call them too. For if we show great 

willingness for their soul, it is right for them to be neophytes even 

after ten years, if, of course, we want to preserve the youth which 

is ingrafted within us from the day of the enlightment. This is 

because time does not make one to be a neophyte, but pure life 

does. Indeed, it is possible for one who is not careful with the 

office of the neophyte, to lose it after two days. And I will give 

you an example regarding this fact, i.e. how a neophyte immediately 

lost after two days both the grace and the honour of the neophyte. 

And I will mention this example so that you may realize the fault 

and secure your salvation. For you must correct and heal your soul 

not only by observing those who stand well but also those who have 

fallen. Simon, the magician, he says, was changed and, having been 
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baptized, he attached himself to Phil.lip, watching the miracles. But 

after a few days he quickly returned to his wickedness and wanted 

to buy his salvation with money. What then did Peter say to the 

neophyte? "I see you full of bitter wrath, and strongly tightened by 
~'I:! 

injustice; and pray, therefoi"e, to God lest this wickedness of yours 

may be forgiven". (Acts 8:22-23) He had not yet entered the 

struggles and immediately fell into an unforgiven error. Thus, as it 

is possible that one may fall and lose both the appellation and the 

grace of the neophyte after two days, so it is also possible that 

after ten, or twenty years, or up to the last day one may maintain 

the name and the reality of the neophyte bright and modest. And 

the proof for this is St. Paul, who shined more greatly in his old 

age. This is because this youth does not exist by nature, but we are 

responsible for chasing one of the two, which means that it is up to 

us both to become old and to rcumain young inside us. With regard 

to the body, even if one does all that he can not to tire it, even if 

he makes it stay indoors and does not exhaust it with labour and 

continuous efforts, it is certain that according to the law of nature 

it will be subdued by old age. With regard to the soul, however, 

the case is different. If you do not wear it out, or tire it with 

worldly needs and worldly cares, it remains always untouched and 

maintains its youth. Do you see the stars in the sky? They have 

been shining for six thousand years for us, and none of them has 

become darker. If the light has retained its purity, where there is 

nature, how much more will it remain exactly the same as it was in 

the beginning where there is a will? Indeed, if we wish, it will not 
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only remain such, but will be even so brighter and compete with 

the rays of the sun. Do you want to know how it is possible to be 

a neophyte after such a long time? Listen to what Paul says to 

people who had been enlightened a long time ago. "Among whom 

you shine as lights in the world, holding firmly the word of life, so 

that in the day of Christ I may be proud that I did not run in 

vain or labour in vain" (Phil. 2:15-16). Remove the old and torn 

garment and anoint yourselves with the spiritual myrh, so that all of 

you may become free. Let no one return to the previous slavery. 

The circumstances are those of war and struggle". (518) 

Chrysostom's main point here is that a person who is baptized, i.e. 

a neophyte, is commi*d to a life of purity. He is to live a chaste, 

moral and pure life, which emanates from his faith in God. For this 

reason a neophyte is also called a believer who receives from God as a 

reward for his faith "justice, holiness, purity of soul, adoption and the 

kingdom of heaven".(519) It is well known that God entrusts everyone 

who is baptized, not only those baptized recently but also those who 

received Baptism long ago, with all these rewards, so that the believer 

may yield not only this -b-Mst (napaKcn:a8nKn), but also the other 

one, i.e. the triAc;t of charity, prayer, wisdom and "every other 

virtue". 

God is satisfied not only by a great charity, but also by "a glass of 

cold water" which one may give to a thirsty person. This virtue is not 

lost, because God "keeps it safely until that day, when he will return it 

with a great reward".(520) What is admirable in this case is that God 
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does not only keep the heritages, but also gives much more in return 

and repayment. 

Continuing on the same theme Chrysostom says, that if the neophyte 

is to save the youth which has been offered to him through Baptism, he 

must observe all things which were entrusted to him by God. This means 

that he needs to increase "holiness", to render "justice brighter" and the 

"gift merrier" by his moral and exemplary life. It also means imitating 

St. Paul, who "multiplied all the goods he received" by his labour, 

willingness and zeal, or who "washed away all the past by Baptism and 

lived decently thereafter"(521) to the point that nothing weighed upon his 

conscience or gave him any reason to sigh. Paul constantly remembered 

all that he did "prior to Baptism" and used to say that: "Jesus Christ 

came to the world to save sinners, of whom I am the first" (I Tim. 

1:15); or "I thank him who has given me strength for this, Jesus Christ 

our Lord, because he deemed me worthy of his trust and placed me in 

his service, even though I was formerly a blasphemer, a persecutor and 

an insulter of his Church" (I Tim. 1 :12-13), "You have heard that I 

excessively persecuted the Church of God and tried to destroy it" (Gal. 

1:13); or again, "I am not worthy to be called an Apostle" (I Cor. 

15:9). All these, says Chrysostom, help us to realise "the gravity of 

previous sins" and "the excess of the grace of God", and thus, bow down 

in shame, because "we are responsible for many faults".(522) The point 

is, however, not only that this does not happen, but also that many 

Christians "do not want to remember what has taken place after Baptism 

for therein lurks so much danger for our moral life. If they ever 

remember these, they immediately keep away from them, "for they do 
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not wish to bring sorrow even for a while to their soul by their 

rememberance. The fact is that they have the same wickedness and 

therefore, the punishment for their sins will be far worse". (523) 

Thus Chrysostom urges the Christians saying: "Watch the 

guardianship of God"; of course he did not give you all the goods in 

this world, but neither has he deprived you from all. He gave some and 

promised others". His aim in this behaviour towards us was that we may 

show our faith you have towards him", believing fully in what he has not 

yet granted us and which we know through His promise. 

Again Chrysostom perhaps asks why God has not kept everything in 

heaven, but has also granted here the grace of the Spirit, justification 

and sanctification. The reason, he says, was God's wish to render our 

labours lighter "and make us optimists about the future"(524) and about 

spiritual and moral formation. Thus we are called "newly-illumined" 

(v£ocpQ't 1. 01:01. ), because we will always have a new and inextinguishable 

light, if we keep the youth fulness which we received at our Baptism, 

not just for two, three, ten and twenty days, "but for ten and twenty 

and thirty years, and become worthy of this appellation in this life"( 525). 

It is actually by doing good deeds that we render more bright and 

inextinguishable "the light which is in us" (1:0 E:v TU.J.iv q>W<;), i.e. "the 

grace of the Spirit" ('tOU IlV£UIJ.CX'tO<; 'tllV xapt. v). 

II. Chrysostom holds that any sober and careful person, who has 

been baptized, runs the risk of losing the name of the baptized or 

newly-illumined, even within two days after his Baptism, if he pays no 

attention to his conduct, morality and behaviour. ( 526) He actually 
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mentions here as a classic example of this case of Simon the magician, 

who, although he was converted and baptized, he "attached himself to 

Philip, watching the signs" and after a few days returned to the 

wickedness of his previous self and wanted to buy his salvation "with 

money". ( 527) 

Unfortunately, many Christians return to their condition of 

wickedness which existed prior to their Baptism, imitating Simon, and by 

their senseless and reprehensible conduct, they grumble at God because of 

their unbelief which actually pushes them away and alienates them from 

him. As the scriptures put it, "Your grumbling emanates from your 

unbelief. And you are unfaithful because my Father found you unworthy 

of bringing you to me. No man can come to me with faith in my divine 

origin and mission, unless the Father, who sent me into the world, does 

not change his interior heart and does not attract him by his divine 

power" (John 6:44). 

Chrysostom goes on to say that "the one who attracts, attracts one 

who is willing, or one who lies down and reaches out his hand".(528) It 

is clear that in the matter of salvation God "wishes all men to be saved 

and come to the knowledge of truth" (I Tim. 2:4). Since, however, 

salvation is a personal affair, "God does not introduce it by force; he 

wishes all to be saved, but he forces no one". (529) In order that we 

realize, says Chrysostom, that God does not force anyone in this case, 

even if he himself wishes, "that we are saved against our wish", he 

permits the failure of of our salvation. This is not because his will is 

weak, but because precisely he does not want to force anyone on this. 

e. 
There are, nevertheless, several people who, "being entr,eted a lot about 
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accepting illumination" (no:po:KaAOW£VOt TtOMcXKt <;; £ni 'tO ~'t t OJ..LO:) 

with the view to acquire personal conversion and "life of excellence", 

respond, that if God wished to persuade them, they would change, 

because precisely they pay no attention and are indifferent to the struggle 

of keeping a moral and holy life. (530) It is not God but their indolence, 

indifference and carelessness that contribute greatly to their failure of 

acquiring the name of the newly-illumined, and the grace and betrothal 

of the Spirit, which accompanies it and which as the goods of the 

present life constitute the fitting prelude to the future one. Chrysostom 

expressing his wonder at man's indifference to so many and so great 

divine gifts which have been granted or promised to him. Thus, in order 

to awake man from his spiritual indolence and moral carelessness to a 

holy life without sins, the holy father enumerates one by one all the gifts 

and charities of God towards him. He actually recalls the miracle of 

creation and redemption: that God himself created the human body and 

placed the soul in it, that out of all the creatures of the earth he 

honoured man alone with the benevolent endowment of reason and speech 

and with the ability to rule, to make use of all that he sees and to 

know him personally, and finally "he gave his Son for him" and "granted 

him the Baptism, which is full of so many goods, the holy Table [of the 

Eucharist], and the promise of the kingdom and the hidden goods of 

heaven".(531) 

It can be concluded, then, from all the above-mentioned, that on 

account of careless conduct and behaviour one can easily lose within a 

short space of time "the dignity of appellation of being newly-illumined 

or baptized". It is equally possible, however, for the opposite to happen, 
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namely that even "after ten and twenty years, and indeed up to the last 

day" one may maintain bright and holy the name and the "dignity of the 

appellation" of being newly-illumined or neophyte. This is what Paul had 

in mind when he wrote to the Philippians "that you may be blameless 

and innocent, children of God without blemish in the midst of a crooked 

and perverse generation, among whom you shine as lights in the world, 

holding fast the word of life, so that in the day of Christ I may be 

pround that I did not run in vain" (Phil. 2:15-16). 

In other words the "children of God", living in the dark and 

perverse world of sin and immorality, are called to be "as lights", whose 

"light shines before men, so that they can see their good works and 

glorify their Father who is in heaven" (Matth. 5:16). 

The light, says the holy father, which is placed by God in every 

Christian, must shine forth "not from the garments but from the deeds" 

(ou 8ta 1:wv i!J.cnicuv, &./V...a 8ta 1:wv £pycuv).(532) Indeed, this light is 

not extended only to the senses of the body, but goes further, 

enlightening "the souls and minds of the on-lookers, and having scattered 

the darkness of evil, it attracts them to the imitation of virtue and to 

the br,ightness of the light itself. So, virtue and care in Christian 

conduct, as well as the "achievement of good deeds, incite all those who 

see to praise the common Lord of all".(533) This praise of "the Lord of 

all" as a response to the Gospel, reminds of St. Paul's statement that the 

Gospel "was not preached in word alone, but also in power and in the 

Holy Spirit and with full conviction" (I Thes. 1 :5). 

To conclude, then, Chrysostom, stresses the need for great effort 

and continuous struggle for both those who recently became worthy of 
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the grace of Baptism and those who received this gift long ago". ( 534) 

Both of them need to ensure that they do not return "to the previous 

servitude" (£nl -cnv oouf...£icxv -cnv npo-cE:pcxv).C535) The latter are 

required to cleanse themselves "by confession and tears and honest 

repentance from all intruding dirt". (536) The former are obliged to 

maintain the joy and blossom of spiritual youth paying great attention to 

keeping the beauty of their soul unimpaired. It is clear from all this that 

in this "new manner of life" (Kcxl. vii~ nof...1. -c£icx~). sin is mortified, and 

righteousness is cultivated as the old and sinful life is replaced by the 

one which is "new and angelic" (KCXl. Vi"JV KCXl ayy£f...1. Ki"JV (<:.rftv). 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

On the basis of what has been said the following general conclusions 

may be drawn: 

1. The most important point in the doctrine of Christian Baptism is 

related to the Holy Spirit, who acts invisibly through the water "in the 

name of Jesus Christ" (Acts 10:48).(537) 

2. The life of the priest should not be a cause of scandal for 

anyone, because it is not he who effects the initiation into the 

sacrament, "since everything is the work of the power of God" (~a -co 

new -cn~ -cou 0£ou ouvO:iJ,£w~ £o-ci).C538) 

3. The sponsors, whose work is neither conventional nor accidental, 

are responsible for the spiritual formation and the overall growth in the 
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life of virtue of the new Christians. Failure on this will incur "much 

blame which will be laid upon both of them" (rrof...An mnoi<; Kdm:'to:t 

n Ka'tayvwot<;).C539) 

4. The catechumens are different from the other Christians because 

"they are not yet members of the body of Christ, nor have they 

communicated in the holy sacraments, but are still separated from the 

spiritual flock". (540) In contrast, the newly-illumined are by virtue of 

their impending baptism included in the army of the blessed followers of 

Christ. 

5. The content of the c.atechetical teaching given to the 

newly-illumined had to do, as Chrysostom's Catechism I shows, with 

"matters concerning the soul and its salvation" (m:pi \ji\)XfJ<; Kat 'tf)<; 

'taU'tn<; ow'tnpia<;)C541) and with the "obedience" (urtaKof)<;) and "love" 

( ayarrn<;), which bind bridegroom and Church. The newly-illumined also 

had to have faith in the Holy Trinity: "the God of all, the Father of 

our Lord Jesus Christ who is inexpressible",(542) "the Lord Jesus Christ, 

his only Son, who is the Father's exact and equal image"(543) and "the 

holy Spirit who shares the same honour". ( 544) Along with this faith, the 

believers, must "shine through their good deeds". 

6. Before Baptism there is need for "confession and many tears" 

( E:~o~-toA.oyr'Jo£w<; Kat rroA.A.(;)v 8aKpuwv), as well as repentance, so that 

the believer may "approach grace with many good and kind deeds. In 

addition, fasting and prayer were also an indispensable preparation, not 

only after, but also before Baptism, because the human nature happens to 

be "mortal". 

7. The sense of responsibility on the part of the Church is shown in 
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the acceptance and preparation of the "new brothers" for Baptism as they 

come from the world of the Gentiles and the Jews and are united 

spiritually into one body by the mystery of holy Communion, through 

which they continue to be fed by Him who redeemed them. 

8. Those who, after the Baptism, are led in their life by the Holy 

Spirit, are called "sons of God" and for this reason they will receive as 

their reward the wreath of eternity and blessedness in the presence of 

God. For this reason they are not over-shadowed anymore by a "spirit of 

servitude" (n:VEUIJ.CX 8ou/\.£ia<;;) but by the "Spirit of adoption" (nv£\)IJ.a 

vio8£oia<;;) who raises them to the dignity of "divine sons by grace" 

(Ka'ta x6:pt v ui&v) (Rom. 8:15). 

(9) The uniqueness of the mystery of Baptism, which is also called 

a Cross, because those baptized become participants in the likeness to 

Christ's death, is not changed by the candidate's repentance which "only 

scrapes off the old age" ( emot;;'uo ~J,6vov 'tO yf)pa<;;) of sin, for through 

Baptism not only the "recorded" ( £yy£ypa~J,£va) sins are "erased but also 

the baptized is purified in a way that no remnant of sin remains". ( 545) 

(10) The spiritual circumcision operated by the Holy Spirit, at the 

time of Baptism, consists in the rejection of the fleshly body, which was 

sub juga ted to the sins and passions of the flesh. The use of water, 

however, is of greatest necessity, because by it the holy symbols are 

performed in a "perceptible" (aio8n't6v) way: entombent and burial of 

the old man of sin; mortification of the old and evil self through sub

mersion; and resurrection and vivification through "being released from 

sins" and being awarded with "eternal life". 

(11) The soul as "bride" (VW<Pn), i.e. Church, who formerly was 
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sinful and wicked, is now betrothed to Christ the "Bridegroom", and is 

IV\ 
dressed by virtue of Baptism golden and multicoloured garments, for 

" "those who were baptized into the name of Christ, have put on Christ" 

(ooot Woonioenoo:v de; 1:0 ovollo: 1:oD Xpto'tou E:v£ouenoo:v 1:ov 

Xpt o1:6v) and have sat with him in heaven. 

(12) Christ as man was granted the whole of grace, whereas the 

people who join him through Baptism are granted only a small part and 

a drop from the grace which was given to Him. 

(13) The mystery of Baptism is a "new birth", whereby people are 

recreated by Water and the Spirit in order to enter the kingdom of 

heaven. 

( 14) Human lords and kings can excuse adulterers and assassins from 

a certain punishment in the present life, but they are not able to wipe 

out their sins. The forgiveness of sins is indisputably the exclussive act of 

the inexpressible will and omnipotence of the Great God, which "becomes 

perceptible to the senses" through the sacrament of Baptism, during which 

the grace of the All-holy Spirit touches the soul and uproots sin entirely 

from it. 

(15) The various passions and desires of the flesh are defeated, 

withdrawn and mortified by the spiritual powers of the believers, who, 

having been regenerated by Baptism already, enjoy eternal life and 

blessedness in God. 

(16) Through Baptism the old and worn out garment of sin is 

rejected, spiritual freedom is established, youthfulness [from the 

illumination] is maintained and pure and moral life is inaugurated. This 

is a life according to God where "indifference" and "laziness" in the 
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performance of the divine commandments has no place. In the case of a 

fall the "remedies of repentance" and in extraordinary cases the baptism 

of blood (martydom) provide restoration and reward. 

(17) The Baptism of John with water alone was only preparatory 

and introductory for repentance, whereas the Baptism of the Lord, being 

"full of ineffable donations", grants "forgiveness of sins and cancellation 

of punishment, as well as justification and sanctification, redemption and 

sonship, brotherhood and participation in a heavenly inheritance, and 

finally a rich endowment of the Holy Spirit".(546) 

(18) The sacrament of Baptism is formulated, illustated and 

expressed through mystical expressions both in the Old and the New 

Testament, so that human beings may be gradually prepared for it and 

come to understand through the limited powers of their perception this 

"new" (Ken v6v) ard spiritual way of purification and salvation. 
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